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one Jefferson Medical College of
Philadelphia
A Brief History
By J. W. Holland, Dean
In the first quarter of this century certain physicians '(among whom
may be mentioned Dr. W. P. C. Barton), ambitious to teach medicine,
had made unsuccessful attempts to secure from the Legislature a charter
for a second medical school in Philadelphia. It was such a reproach to
any graduate of the existing school that he should endeavor to set up
a rival to his alma mater that few had the audacity to try it.
Social influence proved strong enough either to nip such enter-
prises in the bud or to blight them before the Legislature. Seven years
after Barton's abortive attempt, Dr. George McClellan, a man of restless
energy, fertile in expedients, determined if possible to organize a medical
school under the authority of some literary college already chartered by
the State.
On June 2d, r824, in company with Drs. John Eberle, Joseph Klapp
and Jacob Green, he sent acommunication to the Trustees of Jefferson
College, then situated at Canonsburg, Washington County, Pa., pro-
posing a plan for a medical department at Philadelphia, in which these
four should be part of the faculty. .
The Trustees adopted the suggestion, and established a medical
faculty of six chairs in the city of Philadelphia as a constituent part of
Jefferson College, under the narne of the "Jefferson Medical College."
In the winter of r825-26 an enlargement of their charter \Va obtained,
which authorized them to appoint ten additional Trustees in the city of
Philadelphia. Rev. Ashbel Green, D.D., who was possessed both of
influence and learning, wise in council, and of great decision of character,
at one time President of Princeton College, was appointed chairman of
the additional trustees, and held office until his death, in May, 1848. In
20
1826 an act of the Legislature enlarged the charter, glvmg the right to
grant the medical degree. Two years after, the Philadelphia Board was
authorized to have almost entire management of the affairs of the
medical college, the parent Board retaining the right to reverse the
proceedings when, in their judgment, the interest of the college required
this action. This relationship survived until the winter of 18j7-38, when
it terminated by the medical college obtaining a separate charter.
In organizing the first faculty, Dr. Joseph Klapp resigned, and in
1825 the chairs were filled as follows: John Eberle, M.D., Theory and
Practice of Medicine; B. Rush Rhees, M.D., Materia Medica and In-
stitutes; Jacob Green, Chemistry; Nathan R. Smith, M.D., Anatomy;
Francis S. Beattie, M.D., Midwifery; George McClell,!n, M.D., Surgery.
Having no endowment wherewith to build, they rented the old "Tivoli
Theatre," now 518 Locust street, altered its interior to suit their pur-
pose, and announced a course of lectures for the winter of 1825-26. The
first class numbered one hundred and seven, and the degree was con-
ferred upon twenty in May by a writ of mandamus obtained from court,
as the charter of the college at Canonsburg had not yet been amended
so as to enable it to confer the medical degree.
In the summer of 1826 Dr. W. P. C. Barton was appointed to a new
chair of materia medica. Litigation and discord between two of the
professors affected unfavorably the class of 1826-27. The old theatre
building proving entirely inadequate, a member of the Board of Trust.ees,
ReV'. Ezra Styles Ely, D.D., offered to advance the money to erect a
suitable building, the College to take a lease upon it for five years.
This building was constructed upon a lot situated on Tenth street,
between what are now called Sansom and Moravian streets. By
August, 1828, it was ready for the tenant, which has been in continuous
possession ever since.
The chair of midwifery having been declared vacant, Dr. John
Barnes was appointed lecturer pro tempore for one session, and in April,
1827, he was elected professor. At the opening of the session of 1827-
28, Dr. N. R. Smith resigned the chair of anatomy. The juncture was
critical, but Dr. George McClellan undertook the course on anatomy as
well as his own on surgery. The Trustees being dissatisfied with the
teaching.in midwifery, on June 19th, 1828, all the chairs were vacated
and. on the 26th of the same month the faculty was reconstructed as fol-
lows: Surgery, George McClellan, M.D.; Medicine, John Eberle, M.D.;
Materia Medica, W. P. C. Barton, M.D.; Institutes, B. Rush Rhees,
M.D.; Chemistry, Jacob Green, M.D. As the chairs of midwifery and
anatomy were vacant, Dr. Eberle took the extra work in midwifery, arid
anatomy was taught by Dr. George McClellan, assisted by the
demonstrator, Dr. Samuel McClellan.
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In January, 1830, Dr. George McClellan was relieved 'of anatomical
teaching by the appointm~nt of his brother, Dr. Samuel McClellan, to
the chair. In the hope of securing a more satisfactory assignment of
labors in 1830, Dr. Barton having resigned, Dr. Eberle was transierred
to the chaiT of materia medi-ca, while undertaking to teach midwi~ery.
and Dr. Daniel Drake, of Cincinnati, was appointed to the chair of
practice of medicine. The session of 1830-31 opened with every profes-
sorship occupied by a man of proved ab~ity as a writer and teacher.
At the end of the session a disaster was experienced in the resignation
0'£ two of the 'most eminent professors, Daniel Drake and John Eberle.
This loss and other changes made in the 'personnel from various causes
had an unfortunate influence upon the prosperity 0'£ the institution. For
the session of 1831-32 Dr. Usher Parsons, of Providence, R. I., held the
chair of midwifery, Dr. Granville Sharp Pattison of anatomy, vice Dr.
Samuel McClellan resigned.. At the end of the session Dr. Parsons
resigned and Dr. Samuel McClellan was appointed professor of mid-
wifery, medical jurisprudence and diseases of women and children. By
1834 Dr. John Revere had been appointed professor of medicine and a
mutually acceptable organization. was effected, which persisted for six
prosperous years. The teaching corps was much strengthened by the
election of Dr. Robley Dunglison to the chair of institutes in June, 1836.
In 1838 the larger classes called for more commodious quarters, and
it was decided that the old building! must be altered and enlarged. To
do this it was desirable that the title to the property, hitherto vested in
.Rev. E. S. Ely, should be transferred to the Board- of Trustees. A3
these Trustees in Philadelphia were subo,rdinate to the parent Board
and could hold property in their name only, a necessity arose for a
distinct charter, which would enable the Philadelphia Trustees to hold
and modify the medical .eollege property as a separate institution.
At the session of the Legislature held in the spring of 1838, a
charter was obtained creating "The Jefferson Medical College of Phila-
delphia," an independent corporation "with the same powers and re-
strictions as the University of Pennsylvania," and the Trustees then
holding office were reappointed with "power to increase their number
to fifteen," and to be self-elective. At the meeting which accepted the
new charter the Board of Trustees closed the old connection very
gracefully by passing unanimously the following resolution: -
"Resolved, That the President be directed to communicate to the
mother Board at Canonsburg:, that in accepting the charter which
separates them from the Jefferson College at Canonsburg, the additional
Trustees are influenced b-y the conviction that such a separation is for
the mutual benefit and convenience of both 'bodies, and desired it for
no other reason; and that this Board will retain a grateful sense of the.
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kind and fostering care ever exhibited towards them by the parent
institution, and will in their ne\y capacity be always ready to acknowl-
edge their -past obligations and to exchange, in every way in their
power, kind offices with Jefferson College at Canonsburg."
The Trustees executed a lease on the college premises for twenty
years, which gave them the privilege of paying eff the principal at any
time before the lease expired. In time they came into full ownership
of the property, having made from time to time the alterations called
for by the gro'Wth of the school. The happy outlook was soon be-
clouded by the personal difficulties of the faculty.
These dis ensions became so urgent that on .the 10th of June, 1839,
the Trustees dissolved the faculty, and organized another out of the
more congenial members of the previous body, with some new appoint-
ments. The name of Dr. George McClellan does not appear in the
reorganized faculty. In his place was put Dr. Joseph Pancoast, and
Dr. R. M. Huston replaced Dr. Samuel McClellan.
As Dr. George McClellan is conceded to have been the master
spirit in founding the school, it is proper in this history to give some
account of his career. He had shown a marked aptitude for surgery
before he studied medicine. In ten ye'ars after beginning practice he
was among the foremost surgeons of the world, showing in his opera-
tions consummate skill joined to an alertness of mind which made him
ready for the most trying emergency. His lectures evinced enthusiasm,
clearness and thoroughness. His methods were characterized by
brilliancy and dash rather than by cool calculation. It was very hard
for him to submit to authority or to control the impulses of his ardent
temperaJment.
In 1841 new difficulties came to a crisis, and on the 2d of April, all
the chairs were again vacated, and the faculty reconstituted as follows:
Robley Dunglison, M.D., Institutes; J. K. Mitchell, M.D., Practice of
Medicine; Joseph Pancoast, M.D., Anatomy; R. M. Huston, M.D.,
Materia Medica; T. D. Miitter, M.D., Surgery; Charles D. Meigs, M.D...
Obstetrics; Franklin Bache, M.D., Chemistry, succeeding to the chair
On' the death of Dr. Jacoh Green. At last was brought together a
group of teachers of approved merit who would work in harmony.
Under their nJgimc the college throve apace. During- the first seventeen
years there had been many disagreements ending in withdrawals, some
0'£ them involuntary. In that time there had been eight incumbents to
the chair of midwifery. At different times vacancies had been filled for
short periods by men of unusual ability. Their stay was so short :IS to
prefigure the early decline whi'ch seemed to be the -fate of an institution
whose history was marked -by such extraordinary vicissitudes, due in
the main to internal discords. Having lived through bitter opposition.
poverty and domestic contention, like a child that has been delivered
painfully and survived dentition, the eruptive fevers and the dangers
of puberty, the chool had real;.hed the maturity of its powers. ,,yith
the faculty of 1841 came the reign of peace, order and good fortune.
There were no changes in the faculty for fifteen year. The confidence
of the public and of the profession was given in full measure to the
friendly body of talented men, and as a result the school was prosperous
to a degree surpassing any other medical school of its time.
Prominent among the features contributing to its usefulness and
popularity must be ranked its clinic. The virtual founder of the Col-
lege, Dr. McClellan, whose name is intimately associated with every
phase of its early history, was also' the chief agent in creating it clinic.
Having cultivated a' charity practice at his office he easily supplied the
infirmary at the College building, and on May 9th, 1825, before the first
session, he ,performed the first operation in its amphitheatre. When the
new building was erected in 1828 a small room in front, with an
entrance under the staircase, was used by him as a dispensary for his
patients. He would draw upon these for illustrating his lectures. From
such small beginnings the clinic grew, under the new faculty, to such
dimensions that in a single year, 1856, no less than 802 medical and 813
surgical cases were treated, and capital operations of the rarest kind
were performed befo,re the class by such adroit operators as Pancoast
and Mutter. The accol11Imodations at the College had been so poor that
as late as 1841 even those who had undergone serious operations were
sent to their homes in carriages.
In 1844 two rooms were rented over a shop at the southwest corner
of Tenth and Sansom streets and g,rave cases were treated here after
operations. The anesthetic power of ether was first exhibited in Phila-
delphia by Dr. Miitter at the clinic, December 23d, 1846. About 1849
the surgical clinic used two floors of a building adjoining the College
on the north. Later this was remodeled to accommodate fifteen
patients. In these narrow quarters the clinic wa maintained until the
hospital was built in 1877.
To accommodate the larger classes, in 1846 more ground 0:1 the
north side was purchased for a new entrance and stairway, the lecture
rooms were enlarged and the old gable front altered by the erection of a
classic portico and pediment.
On the death of the President, Rev. Ashbel Green, in 1848, the Rev.
C. C. Cuyler served for one year and then was succeeded by Hon.
Edward King, LL.D., who officiated until 1873.
The failing health of Prof. Mutter in 1856 caLlsed him to resign. He
was elected pr'ofessor /}/lWl'itus. He had been assistant to Du Puytren
in the Paris hospitals, and while a,broad had worked for months under
..
other surgeons of equal celebrity. He has the credit of having been the
first to introduce into this countr~ the Edinburgh "quizzing" system. He
was elected Professor 0<£ Surgery at twenty-nine years of age, and at
once displayed extraordinary talent as a teacher, eloquent, polished and
much beloved by his classes. He was equally successful a a clinical
lecturer and operator. The urgical clinic, by the associated zeal and
efficiency of Miitter and Pancoast, became so famous that the amphi-
theatre was crowded with practitioners from all parts of the country.
Always lacking in physiaal vigor, though abounding in nervous energy,
Dr. Mutter was forced by increasing infirmities to bring his labors to
a close. His death ensued within a year, at the early age of forty-eight.
The extensive Mutter Museum and its liberal endowment under the
administration of the College of Physicians, serve to keep his name III
the grateful minds of the new generations.
His place was taken by S. D. Gross, M.D., recently professor III
the University of Louisville, a ,graduate of the Jefferson Medical Col-
lege of the class of 1828, wh'o had made a great reputation as a.
surgeon, writer and lecturer.
The following year Dr. Huston resigned, was made l)1'ofcssor'
emer'itus and was succeeded by T. D. Mitchell, M.D., professor 1t1 the
Medical School of Transylvania University, Lexington, Ky.
In 1858 the faculty was bereft of one of its most valued members
by the death, in harness, of Dr. J. K. Mitchell. Beginning' his scientific
career as Professor of Chemistry in the Franklin Institute, he published
original researches on osmosis, the solvents for India rubber and the
tests for arsenic. Later he was the author of important papers on
medical topics such as the spinal origin of rheumatism. His most
notable contribution was his persistent advocacy of the view then en-
tirely new, but which is now universally accepted, that malarial fevers,
yellow fever and cholera are produced by the presence of low vegetable
organisms in the body. On his death the professorship of Practice 01
Medicine was conferred on Samuel H. Dickson. M.D., recently of the
University of South Carolina. 'When the Civil War broke out, as two-
fifths of the class usually came from the Southern State, it is not
surp'rising that in two years the roll of students shrank from 630 (the
largest class which up to that time had attended any medical college in
this country), to only 275.
The last course of lectures delivered by Dr. C. D. Meigs was in the
session of 1861-62. As professor emeritus for that year he took the place
of the new appointee, Professor Keating, whose health would not permit
him to take the chair. In the following year the chair of obstetrics was
permanently filled by Dr. EI!erslie Wallace, some time demonstrator of
anatomy. For twenty years Dr. Meigs had been eminent among the
,associates who had given so much lustre to the history of the ColJege.
Famous as a scholar, eloQuent lecturer and writer on ~bstetrical sub-
jects, he was at home in the arts of painting and modeling, which he
used with great dexterity to illustrate his lectures. At his resignation
the faculty made a minute which said in part that they "parted from
him with intense and enduring regret. Never could anyone have ,more
closely applied himself to the execution of the responsible duties that
have devolved upon him."
In 1864 the chair of chemistry lost its occupant, Dr. Franklin
Bache, the great-grandson of Benjamin Franklin, best known as one of
the authors of Wood and Bache's "United States Dispensatory." His
eulogist, Dr. George B. Wood, considered him an extraordinary man,
who worked diligently and thus did much for the public good-
"presenting to the young men an example of all that is morally excellent,
lovely and of good report in mankind." He was succeeded lJy B.
Howard Rand, M.D., a practiced lecturer on chemistry in different
medical institutions.
After eight years of his connection with the College Dr. Thomas
D. Mitchell died in 1865. In his endeavors for the well-being anel the
instruction of the students he acted conscientiously and harmoniously
with his colleagues, who held him in high esteem. His successor in the
chair of materia medica was John B. Biddle, M.D., an accomplished
lecturer who had won popularity as professor of that branch in the
Pennsylvania Medical College.
In the session of 1866-67 the clinical opportunities were much en-
larged by the establishment of a daily clinic, the medical cases being
allotted to the skillful consideration of Dr. J. M. DaCosta as lecturer
on clinical medicine. In the same year more extended facilities for
learning the specialties of medicine and surgery were provided in a
"summer course." The work of the faculty was supplemented by Drs.
W. H. Pancoast, S. W. Gross, J. Aitken Meigs, R. J. Levis and F ..F.
Maury. In the following year this list was augmented by the names
of Drs. J. H. Brinton and W. VI/. Keen.
After filling for twenty-five years the chair of institutes of medicine'
and for fourteen the office of Dean, in 1868 Dr. Robley Dunglison was
compelled to resign by the iii-health which in the next year caused his
death. The Trustees accepted his resignation with expressions oi re-
gret and elected hiTn el1U3l'UUS pl·ofessol·. In him was a rare combina-
tion of varied culture and vast erudition, made useful by an industry
which produced the best medical dictionary of its day, copious con-
tributions to journalism and text-books on physiology, hygiene, materia
medica and the practice of medicine. The honors awarded him at
home and abroad gave him. a prestige that lent imp'ressive~ess to the
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easy flow and grace of his discourses. In his thirty years of medical
teaching this "Father of Americ~n Physiology" signed ·his name to at
least five thousand medical diplomas. The chair of institutes wa next
occupied -by ]. Aitken Meigs, M.D., a physician and anthropologist of
repute.
In 1870 the alumni formed an association to promote the interests
of the College and medical education.
In 1872, Hon. ]. R. Burden became President and Dr. J. M.
DaCosta received the appointment of Professor of Theory and Practice
of Medicine, made vacant by the demise of Dr. Samuel Henry Dickson.
During the fourteen years of Dr. Dickson's connection with the College
his courtesy and refinement had made him agreeable to all, while his
students reaped the advantage of his wisdom and ripe experience. At
this time the hospital and dispensary of the College were treating
annually about six thousand free .patients, with one thousand surgical
operations, in quarters wholly inadequate.
At the session of the Legislature of Pennsylvania in 1873, April 9th,
an act was passed for the endawment of a new College Hospital, by
which the sum of one hundred thousand dollars was appropriated to the
Trustees of the Jefferson Medical College. To the same purpose large
private subscriptions were made by the alumni and others. There was
much anxious deliberation on the proposition of removal to a more
roomy neighborhood. The present central location was considered
most convenient to the patients who were the material for the clinics.
A spacious lot near by was purchased for the new hospital. At the
same time measures were taken to enlarge and improve the College
buildings, to add a new front and to equip new laboratories. The hos-
pital was formally opened September 17th, 1877, at which time it had
cost for building and furnishing:
For two lots of ground .
For building, heating, plwmlbing, architect, etc .
For outfit, bedding, furniture, etc .
$53,000 00
124,919 83
8,000·00
It was found that more money was needed from the State, and after
petition, an act appropriating an additional one hundred thousand dol-
lars was passed and approved by the Governor, June 17th, 1878. This
sum was paid in instalments of ten thousand dollars each. To en-
courage contributions to the endowment fund, the Trustees offered to
esta'blish and support one free bed on the donation of five thousand dol-
lars, or the annual payment of three hundred dollar. By this
authority a perpetual charity became the memorial of various donors,
,such as I. V. Williamson, Henry C. Lea, Thomas A. Scott, Asa Packer,
A. Whitney and A. J. DrV'el.
On the 27th of N ovel11'ber, 1878, provision was made for the crea-
,tion o-f a ,patho·logical museum in connection with the hospital. A col-
lection of wet preparations, casts and wax models was soon made and
arranged under the direction of the curator, Dr. Morris Longstreth.
After a service of more than a third of a century, full of years and
honors, in 1874, Dr. Joseph Pancoast resigned the chair of anatomy and
was made profcsso',. cmcrit1/s. The vacant appointment was given 'to his
son, Dr. WiJliam Pancoast, who as his demonstra'tor and adjunct had
enjoyed his tutelage, acted as his substitute and carried the prestige
of his name. Dr. Joseph Pancoast's greatest distinction was won as
surgical clinician. Hisl anatomical lectures were made rich in practical
information by his faculty of looking at the dry bones and other
anatomical details as things highfy interesting to the surgeon, from their
relation to various surgical maladies. Among the great surgeons who
played their parts in the history of the institution he had been a most
conspicuous figure.
On the death of President J. R. Burden, in 1877, the Board of
Trustees elected E. B. Gardette as his successor,
The failing health of Dr. Rand (who was a man of marked
character though not brilliant) having necessitated his resignation, Dr.
Robert E. Rogers, the new appointee, brought to the vacant chair an
accession of strength by his twenty-five years of experience and reputa-
tion as professor of chemistry in the University of Pennsylvania,
In this year the new hospital was completed and in operation.
Fronting on Sansom street, it was bounded on three sides by streets
and on the fourth side by a wide passageway. It was I07 feet square,
five stories in height and could easily accommodate 125 patients.
Much valuable material for clinical instruction wa~ obtained fr0111 the
out-door department. The amphitheatre .provided for operations and
lectures seated more than 600 spectators. The most approved appli-
ances for heating and ventilation were pro·vided, and in fact the con-
struction represented the best knowledge of the time. The clinicai
lectures were delivered daily, in the faJl and winter by the faculty, in the
summer by the hospital staff, which was constituted as follows:
Surg~ons
JOHN H. BRINTON, M.D., S, W. GROSS, M.D.,
F. F. MAURY, M.D" R. J. LEVIS, M.D.
Ophthahnic Surgeon
WILLIAM THOMSON, M.D,
J SOLIS-COHEN, M.D.,
JAM.ES C. WILSON, M.D.,
Physicians
JOHN B. ROBERTS, M.D.,
OLIVER P. REX, M.D.
Aural Surgeons
L. TURNBULL, M.D.
Gynecologists
F. H. GETCHELL, M.D., J EWING MEARS, M.D.
Pathologist
MORRIS LONGSTRETH, M.D.
As the successor of the suave and sagacious Biddle, whose lectures
were refined to the last degree, but whose personality was even finer
than his work and whol died in .1878, begins the connection of Roberts
Bartholow, M.D., Professor of Materia Medica and General Thera-
peutics. He was widely known as a medical author and in the Ohio
Medical College had made his mark as a forcible and popular teacher.
In the session of 1879-80, Dr. J Aitken Meigs being in his last illness,
Dr. H. C. Chapman was called upon as demonstrator of physiology to
deliver the course of lectures in that branch. In the following summer
Dr. Chapman, equally successful as investLgator and teacher, wa
promoted to the chair vacated by the death of Dr...Meigs. The
lectures of Dr. Meigs had been notable for their learning and literary
finish, resembling in these qualities the style of his predecessor,
Dunglison. As a method of teaching physiology it has given place to
the superior course of experiment with instruments of precision.
The new laboratory building was opened this same session adjoining
the medical hall. It provided a room for section teaching in operative
and minor surgery and spacious laboratories for practical chemistry,
microscopy and physiology. The equipment for the uses of the student
was thought at the time to be adequate, but year by year new and
,better apparatus was added until in -the physiological laboratory the
liberal expenditures of Pro.fessor Chapman provided a most extensive
outfit for study and research. In this year Dr. Morris Longstreth was
appointed Demonstrator· of Pathological Anatomy. He obtained
material from the autopsies of the Pennsylvania and the Jefferson
Hospitals and gave instruction in pathological anatomy and histology.
The laboratory of materia medica and pharmacy in the medical hall
was equipped in the .following year. Besides the necessary appliances
for a practical course in pharmacy, a room ,was fitted up with instru-
ments for special researches in the physiological action of remedies.
These laboratories were put in charge of demonstrators unde.- the
supervision of the profe~sors of each branch. The lec41reship on
ophthalmolo.gy, held by Dr. William Thomson, was made a professor-
ship without seat in the faculty.
At this time the statutes of Pennsylvania, like those of most Ameri-
can States, contained laws against the desecration of cemeteries, which
if enforced would have made dissections next to impossible. Th03e in
authority recognized that an educated physician must know his
anatomy well or run the risk of liability to the law for malpractice, and
this know'ledge could be acquired only by dissection of the human
body. But at intervals a person connected with a medical college
would be caught in some overt act by officers shariilg the vulgar
prejudice and the law would be invoked to punish him. At the instance
of Dr. W, S. Forbes, in 1866, a law had been enacted which -partially
obviated this by allowing dissections upon the unclaimed bodies in
Philadelphia county. In 1882, urged on by the clamor of the sensational
newspapers, a trial for desecration was brought, against Dr. Fo-r'bes,
while demonstrator of anatomy in the Jefferson Medical College. He
was triumphantly vindicated, but not without a publicity which was
intensely annoying and for a time injurious to his professional
practice. It was some compensation ior this disagreea<ble experience
that his pro ecution brought him the sympathy of his professional
brethren and excited an agitation in the ranks of the medical pro1fes-
sion, which was communicated to other enlightened citizens and thus
Dr. Forbes became the instrument which caused the enactment of a
perfected anatomical bill, not only legalizing dissections, but providing
for the compulsory distribution to the medical colleges of all unclaimed
dead bodies in the interest of the science which devotes itself to pro-
- longing human life.
A desire to take repose after a lifetime of ceaseless .mental toil
caused Professor Gros , in 1882, to resign the chair of surgery, which
he had made illustrious for twenty-six year. He received the honor
of being named p1'ofessor emvritlls. After two years of retirement he
died, in his seventy-ninth year. .
Samuel D. Gross, M.D., LL.D. Edin., D.C.L. Oxon., LL.D. Cantab.,
was born near Easton, Pa. At the age of twenty-three he was
graduated Doctor of Medicine in the third class that went forth from
Jefferson Medical College. After five years of practice he became
Demonstrator of Anatomy in the Medical Co-liege of Ohio, and with
this office began his career of medical tea.cher, which lasted for forty-
nine years. After seven years of hard work, in which he produced a
treatise on the "Bones and Joints," and another on "Pathological
Anatomy," he was elected Professor of Surgery in the University of
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Louisville. He held this pOSItIOn for sixteen years, in the meantime
growing to be the chief surgeon oaf the Southwest and helping to make
the school the leading medical center west of the Alleghenies. In
1856, he succeeded Mutter in the faculty of his Alma Mater, dedicating
to her the remainder of his life. In the years of his connection with
Jeffer on Medical College he delivered twenty-six annual courses of
lectures, published his great "System of Surgery," edited for some
years the "North American Medico-Chirurgical Review," wrote many
articles for the journals and addresses notable for eloquence and lucidity.
He was a skillful operator, careful in diagnosis and prO'foundly versed
in pathology. His lectures were made acceptable in a higH degree by
his imposing presence, animated gestures, sonorous voice and earnest
manner. Consecrated to a work in which he excelled, he was
honored in life and in death is destined to a lasting fame.
In their endeavor to make good the loss entailed by the ,withdrawal
of Dr. Gross, the Trustees provided that surgical instruction should
be given by two professors, and elected his son, S. W. Gross, M.D.,
Professor of the Principles of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, and]. H.
Brinton, M.D., Professor of Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery,
the last named a teacher of many years' experience, who had achieved
distinction as a surgeon in the late war. The declining health of Dr.
Wallace compelled him in 1883 to resign the chair of obstetrics, which
he had adorned for many years. His was a strong personality, shown
in his power of impressing permanently upon the minds of his pupils
his clean-cut ideas. The vacancy was filled by the election of
Theophilus Parvin, M.D., LL.D., (JIf Indianapolis, widely known as a
writer and as a professor in several medical colleges.
The long and distinguished service of Dr. R. E. Rogers as teacher
of chemistry came to a close by his decease in 1885. Excelling in the
art of illustration ,by striking experiments, the exposition of his diffi-
cult science lacked nothing for clearness of speech, while hi delivery
was always agreeable. For the session of 1884-85 the lectures were de-
livered by Professor]. W. Mallet,' M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., who at the
end of the session returned to his former position in the University of
Virginia. The chair was filled by the appointment of ]. W. Holland,
M.D., who had thirteen years' experience as p,rofessor in the University
of Louisville.
In the ensuing session a maternity department was organized in
the hospital, and practical instruction was given to members of the
graduating class in the use of the laryngoscope and the ophthalmoscope.
By the resignation of Dr. 'vV. H. Pancoast in 1886 a vacancy was
made in the chair of anatomy, which was filled by the promotion of
o
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Dr. W. S. Forbes, who fOor seven years had performed satisfactorily the
duties of demonstrator.
Dr. Bartholow laid aside the cares Oof the deanship in 1887-88 anJ the
faculty chose Dr. Holland for this duty.
In the next year provision was made for a better use of the hospital
facilities by the creation of five clinical lectureships, which were first
administered as follows: Orthopedic Surgery, O. H. Allis, M.D.;
Laryngology, C. E. Sajotls, M.D.; Children's Diseases, O. P. Rex,
M.D.; Dermatology, A. Van Harlingen, M.D.; Renal Disease, J. C.
Wilson, M.D.
The death of President Gardette was followed by the election of
Hon. James Campbell in the year 1889. The untimely death o,f Dr. S.
W. Gross occurred in the spring of that year. Profoundly versed in
surgical patholo'gy, he was a warm advocate of the antiseptic system
in surgery, just then coming into vogue, and did much to establish it
as tiLe ruling method at the hospital. Inl his lectures he ~s clear and
emphatic, his discourse sweeping on in a river o,f words all bearing
directly toward his definite aim. In his stead was appointed W. W.
Keen, M.D., who had made a name equally distinguished in medical
letters, medical teaching and as an operator.
With the session of 18g0-g1 a chair known as the Honorary Pro-
fesso.rship of Laryngology was created for Dr. J. Solis-Cohen, whose
standing in this department was of the highest. The rules now required
that all matriculates who could not show a certificate' from an academy
or college of a suitable preliminary education should pass an entrance
examination in English and in Elementary Physics. A graded cur-
riculum extending over three years was also required.
At the close of the session 18g0-g1 Dr. J. M. Da Costa, having taught
clinical medicine and practice' of medicine to loving and admiring
classes for twenty-four years in this institution, resigned his chair,
accepting the title of professol' emerit,us. His successor, J. C. Wilson,
M.D., had made his mark in medical letters and medical teaching while
engrossed with the cares of a la'rge prOofessional practice.
Owing to the' poor health -of Professor Bartholow in this session
the course on 'Materia Medica and Therapeutics was conducted partly
by Professor Holland and partly by Dr. A. P. Brubaker. In place of
Dr. Bartholow, made professor emeritIts., who was a forcible teacher,
with a rare gift orf clear and succinct statement, the Trustees elected
Hobart A. Hare, M.D., who had 'made a name ,by his researches in
physiological therapeutics and as a lecturer on the diseases of children.
Dr. Morris Longstreth was promoted from the lectureship to the
professorship of General Pathology and Pathological Anatomy.
In 1882 Hon. Joseph Allison, LL.D., was elected Pre~ident, and
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E. E. Montgomery, M.D., q~cently professor in the Medico-
Chirurgical College, was a'PPointed Professor of Clinical Gynecology
with a seat in the faculty. The next five years form a period of active
evolution, with many additions to the teaching corps. The Faculty chair
()If ophthalmology, the first incumbent of which was Dr. William Thom-
son, after his resignation was occupied by George E. de Schweinitz,
M.D., late professor in the Polyclinic College, while W. M. L. Coplin.
M.D., recently professor in Vanderbilt University, became the suc-
cessor 0'£ Dr. Longstreth in the chair of pathology and bacteriology.
The three years' course was now in operation and successful to a sur-
prising degree, the matriculation list reaching 7II in the session of
1894-95. The additional time gave opportunity for the introduction into
the curriculum of various special branches of practice as required
studies. A body of "clinical professors" was instituted and the ap-
pointees chosen were men 0.£ recognized ability and experience.
Though without a voice at the Faculty meetin.gs, each was put at the
head of a clinic with a staff of assistants serving as instructors to the
third-year class, which for this work was divided into sections of con-
venient size. The list of newly appointed clinical professors was as
follows:
Henry W. Stelwagon, M.D., Dermatology; H. Augustus Wilson.
M.D., Orthopedic Surgery; Edwin E. Graham, M.D., Diseases of
Children; F. X. Dercum, .M.D., Diseases of the Nervous System;
Orville Horwitz, M.D., Genito-Urinary. Diseases; Edward P. Davis.
M.D., Obstetrics; S. MacCuen Smith, M.D., Otology; W. Joseph
Hearn, M.D., Surgery; Howard F. Hansell, M.D., Ophthalmology; W'I11.
S. JO!1eS, M.D., Laryngology; D. Braden Kyle, M.D., Laryngology;
J. Chalmers Da Costa, M.D., Surgery; J. ,M. Barton, M.D., Surgery.
A great many changes were made in the curriculum which, though
small in themselves, in the aggregate transformed the course, making
it more varied, more thorough and more practical. Although the
course had been extended to three years and each term lengthened six
weeks, the demands of a rapidly growing science created a need for
more time. A compulsory four-years' course. was announced to go
into effect June 1st, 18<15. As this step was taken antecedent to a like
action on, the part of rival coHeges, it was in full view of the fact that
it would entail for a few years diminished revenues, to balance which
no .l{uarantee fund had been raised. The. wisdom of this step has been
shown by the fact that the graduating class of 18gB, made up of students
who have taken the four-years' graded course, was much larger than
was expected. This was a long stride in advance; how long may be
best appreciated by a retrospect.
The science, which five years before had been represented by seven
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chairs, noW' called for twe(1ty chairs, didactic and clinical, each standing
for a distinct branch of medical teaching, To direct the students' work
it required nine demonstrators, twenty assistants and ten instructors.
In the olden time there was but one laboratory-the dissecting-room.
N ow not only had suitable buildings been provided for the new
laboratories, but these were furnished with expensive apparatus to
which yearly additions were made. Whe're once there had been no
clinical instruction except in the two general clinics on medicine and
surgery, there was not only these lectures, but instruction was given
to each student at the side of the patient in twelve separate clinical
rooms and wards. The ten clinical professors had thirteen chief
assistants and fifty-six subordinates, making a total of one hundred and
thirty-seven members of the teaching corp in the College and hospital
combined.
When attempting to raise endowments to carry out the expensive
improvements they had projected, the Trustees and Faculty often en-
countered the objection that as the receipts in excess of expenditures
were divided among the Faculty. they were practically asking for
'money to be given to the Faculty, and not to the cause of medical
education or suffering' humanity. In order to end this system, complete
reorganization was effected by the Trustee , which wa cheerfully ac-
cepted by the Faculty. By their act o~ February 1st, 1895, entire con·
trol of the College and hospital was assumed by the Trustees, the
Faculty receiving salarie in lieu of a proportion of the net receipts.
The College was put under the supervision of a standing committee o,f
seven Trustees elected annually. Another com,lTuttee of like character
had charge of the hospital. Hon. Edwin H, Fitler had succeeded Judge
Allison as President in 1893. After holding office for two years, he had
retired, and at the time of the reorganization Hon. Joseph B, Townsend,
LL.D., was President. His death in 18g6 left a vacancy, which was
filled by the election of Hon. William Potter, President Potter, unlike
his venerable predecessors, was in the prime of life, In carrying out
his College and hospital enterprises he had need for all his native
energy and tenacity of purpose. These qualities were upplemented
'by knowledge of affairs and tact gained by his experience in the world
of affairs and diplomacy.
Since the opening of the hospital in 1877, which event has been
previously referred to, it had been a great factor iri medical teaching
as well as in the cure of disease. Primarily intended as a hospital for
teaching medical students, this feature had been found to redound to
the advantage of the patients. It had' at command without cost the pro-
fessional service,s of leading practitioner of medicine, surgery and the
specialties chosen for eminent ability. The surgical and other treat-
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ment had been done openly under the eye of curious cntlcs, quick
to detect inefficiency and to condemn neglect.' A brjght light of pub-licity beat upon the clinician which inspired him to do his best for the
case in hand. The percentage of baffling and difficult cases had been
unusually large. From the city and al1 parts of this and neighboringStates patients suffering from complicated disorders were sent to this
clinic for diagnosis and treatment. Those cal1ing for greater skil1 in
surgery than the ordinary practitioner can acquire were far from rare.To meet the call for the latest appliances a costly "Roentgen Ray"
apparatus was put in, and proved its value at once by wonderful results.The building wa commonly overcrowded, especial1y for the hours be-
tween eleven and two. Not only was al1 the suitable room in the.building occupied, but the side corridors and dark closet-like places
under the amphitheatre were daily thronged with patients.
In the Report for 18g6 the Director summarizes the ward work as
amounting to 1.561 cases, and the dispensary service, counting old
and new cases together, tOl 95,777, making a grand total of 97,338. Thedi'spensary service of the many special clinics often reached a daily
total of 400 patients, the daily average for the year being over 300. Ithas been stated in the official reports that in the year 1895 the surgicaldepartment of the hospital used 131 miles of muslin and'I,009 miles ofgauze bandages. In nineteen years since its foundation there were newpatients treated in the out-patient service: surgical, 131,137; medical,58,974, and in the wards, 29,001, making a total of 219,112. This would
not include the service rendered by more prolonged treatment, which
would average five times the figures just 9uoted, or 1,095,570 consulta-
tions in nineteen years.
The accident work of the hospital grew to great proportions, reach-ing a total in 1896 of 1,729 cases. Its central location was well adaptedfor the care of such patients, who were quickly brought to its doorby. an active am.buJance service. This disproportion between thefacilities afforded and the actual needs of the institution became so
-marked that in. 18g2 the maternity ward was removed from its cramped
and unsuitable quarters in the hos-pital to a rented building, No. 327Pine street. The increased expenses entailed were met partly by theTrustees and partly by private subscriptions raised by a Board of Lady}.i[anagers in charge of this department. The success of this branch
was mainly due to the personal efforts of the '.ldies, whose chairman wasMrs. E. D. Gillespie. In 1896, II7 women inmates sought its shelter,
and 80 more were delivered at their homes. Many of these, when dis-
charged, were provided with employment. By affiliation with other
charities, the devoted managers were able to care for the homeless
children, and exert an elevating moral influence upon those who came
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to them for helI1. The nurses of the Training School and the students
of the College' received' special instruction at the maternity from its
medical director, Prof. E. P. Davis, M.D. It was soon found that thi:
building was overtaxed, and accordingly a more commodious house, 224
South Seventh street, was taken in the autumn o,f 1894. .
In 1891 a Training School for Nurses was estwblished in connection
with the hospital, by which a great iinprovement was obtained in tlie
character of the nursing. A well qualified Directress had charge of the
School, who was assisted in the teachingi by lecturers who gave annual
courses to the nurses on subjects related to their employment. On
December 31st, 1896, there were 381 pupil nurses in the School. Owing
to the cramped quarters at the hospital, the Trustees in 1893 rented
No. SI8 Spruce street, as a Nurses' Home, and secured other rooms for
the male nurses on Sansom street above Eleventh. Later they provided
more convenient accommodations by removing to 226 South Seventh
street.
To maintain the hosp-ital in its beneficent work appeal was made to
the Legislature. The appeal was not in vain. Annually for six years
or more the deficit in running expenses was reduced by tbe $S,ooo a
year donated by the State. In 1892 the sum of $100,000 was appro-
priated to aid in the construction of a new building better suited. to
the demands of the time than the twenty-year-old structure, found in-
adequate in many ways. To obtain this sum the Trustees were re-
quired to raise a large amount outside and begin work within two years.
The business depression of 1893 arrested all progress in this direction
and the appropriation became inoperative. In 1894 the Legislature con-
firmed the action O'f their predecessors, and with this donation a six-
storied building was purchased, situated at the corner of Tenth and
Moravian streets, adjacent to the hospital. In the two lower floors of
this building, called the "Hospital Annex," temporary quarters were
arranged for certain special clinics by constructing partitions and
hallways.
A receivin.g and an examining room were provided for each of the
following out-patient departments: Diseases of Children, of the Eye,
of the Throat and Nose, of the Ear, of the Nervous System and of the
Skin. In the main building were still housed the dispen aries for
Genito-Urinary Diseases and Diseases of Women, beside those for
General Medicine and Surgery.
In 1896, the alumni having contributed $10,000 to p.urchase
laboratory appliances, which were of the anost recent and improved
pattern, and necessarily very expensive, the Trustees set apart three
upper floors for the ela,borate study of diseases, required by the ad-
vanced 'science of the day. It was at the time considered the most
complete hospital laboratory in this country. The entire floors were
renovated from top to bottom, with new plumbing, electric lights and
steam heat. Abundant light shone in through large windows on three
sides. On the fourth floor was the laboratory for studying the normal
conditions of the tissues and fluids of the body. Each investigator was
furnished with a locked desk of Subst'lutial make for holding the ap-
paratus needed in his study. Other cases were placed about the room
for holding reagents, chemical apparatus, microtomes, blood measures
and forty microscopes. Opening into the laboratory was a record
room for keeping the reports and archives. On the fifth floor was the
laboratory for studying diseased conditions of the tissues and fluids.
The furniture was much the same as that on the fourth floor; the
instruments were adapted to taking observations of morbid changes in
the blood in tumors and inflamed structures. The thirty microscopes
belonging to this laboratory were of high magnifying power and with
very delicate means of adjustment. Connecting with it was a photo-
graphic dark-room with appliances for developing the X-ray pictures
taken from the hospital cases. On the sixth floor was the Ialboratory
for investigating the causes of disease. The' bacterial germs of infec-
tion were here studied with reference to their detection and destruc-
tion. Here the means of disinfection could be tested, adulterations of
food proven and reports made upon sewage pollution and the effects
0'£ filtration upon drinking water. The direction of these hospital
laboratories was ,given to Professor Coplin and to H. F. Harris, M.D.,
who was made Associate Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology,
assisted by Dr. Randle C. Rosenberger as demonstrator, all of them
trained experts in this new field of study. In order to extend the
benefits of these laboratories to the many physicians whose college
education· did not include this advanced culture, the Trustees instituted
a system of summer work for post"'graduates of medicine, in no way
interfering with the regular under-graduate winter instruction.
Having established laboratories and some of the clinics in this
building, it was soon: found that, although the hospital congestion had
been relieved somewhat, every inch of floor space was occupied and
more room demanded. The urgency of this need developed a anore far-
reaching plan, which should provide for the needs of this great charity
through a long period of time. A great modern hospital has been pro-
jected, the .ground for that purpose being the site of the old College
building, extending from Tenth to Juvenal street, and from Sansom
to Moravian street. Now that the new College building is finished, it
is proposed to begin the undertaking) of constructing a b\lilding that
shall be liberally planned for the use oJ the sick poor and for the
education of physicians in the mo.st imprgvedbedside methods.
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By an act signed in June, ISg7, the Legislature appropriated $25,000
a year for hospital maintenance for two years, and $50,000 toward ex-
tending the hospital by new buildings. It is hoped that this will enable
the Trustees to keep the -hospital as we1l as the College in the van of
the scientfic institutions of the day.
In the winter of 1~:>7-98 occurred the death of Professor Theophilus
Parvin. For many years he I;ad enjoyed an international reputation
as an authority in obstetrics. To this he joined accuracy in scholar-
ship, a graceful literary style and a fervid eloquence peculiarly suited to
public occasions. The vacant chair ,was filled by giving to the clinical
professo'r, E. P. Davis, the title ·of Professor of Obstetric and the
didactic as well as clinical lectures with a seat in the Faculty. To the
professor of clinical gynecology, E. P. Montgomery, was assignerl the
title Professor 0.£ Gynecology, his work to be both didactic and clinical.
By the liberality of L. C. Vanuxem, Esq., of the Board of Trustees. in
1899, the students' laboratory of physiology was equipped with the J:lOSt
perfect appliances for teaching experimental physiology, and the direc-
tion of it was entrusted to Prof. Brubaker.
In the spring O<f r900 }. Chalmers Da Costa was given the title
of Professor of the Principles of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, and F.
X. Dercum that of Professor of Neurology and Mental Diseases, both
having a seat in the Faculty.
Obituary
In September of the same year the Trustees met in special ses.ion
for the purpose of .giving expression to the profound sorrow which
the death of PrO<f. Jacoh M. Da Costa occasioned them, and adopted tbe
following Minute in relation to the life and professional career of a man
who, for 1110re than a quarter of a century, was a conspicuous mcm ber
of the Faculty of the College.
Dr. Da Costa was Iborn in the Island of St. Thomas, We t Indies,
February 7th, 1833. After receiving a thorough clas ical education in
Germany, he entered the Jefferson Medical College and was graduated
in 1852. He then spent two, years in ho pitals and medical school of
Paris and Vienna, returning to Philadelphia in 1854, and at once com-
mencing> the practice of medicine. His professional reputation grew so
rapidly that, in 1866, he was appointed Lecturer on Clinical Medicine
at the Jefferson Medical Colleg,e, and six years later was ejected to
the chair of Theory and Practice of Medicine in that College. a posi-
tion which he held until his retirement from active service in ISgr, when
he was elected Enwl'ittt8 P'rofc8801',
As a physician, his reputation. may truthfully be said to have been
world-wide. Throughout the United States he was universally regarded
as one of the greatest physicians of his day, while he was scarcely less
esteemed and honored by the m~dical profession of England, France
and Germany, to whom he was known by his writings and hi fame as
a diagnostician.
As a teacher his capabilities were of the highest order. Lucio and
thorough, with a manner so pleasing as to hold the constant attention
of his students, his popularity with, them. was such that the mere men-
tion of his name in their hearing would invariably evoke a storm of
applause.
He was a cultured cholar and an accom.plished linguist. His
numerous addresses show the elegance and purity of his style and his
wide range of knowledge outside of the literature of his professio,l.
Gentle. courteous, kind, sympathetic, pure in thought as a child,
devoted in his friendships, he was loved as few men are. His life may
well serve as an example worthy of imitation by. the young men who
are prepa,ing to enter the noble profession in which he was a shining
light.
In his death the world loses one of those most rare men who have
made it better by their character and attainments: ano his 1I0ble
memory must ever be an incentive to noble deeds of self-sacrifil"C~ for
the love of mankind, especially in the science preeminently devoted to
the needs of humanity.
Thus loved and honored, he has in the <fullness of his fame pa ed
the portals that open upon the life eternal.
WILLIAM POTTER,
President.
SIMON GRATZ,
Secreta/'y.
With commodious buildings, a liberal outfit of modern apparatus,
a teaching corps united and enthusiastic, a large body of loyal alumni
and students, every melTlJber of the College thrills with joyous expecta-
tion as if parts of the frame of a mighty eagle that preens her wings for
he~ nohlest flight. '
aha Board of Trustees
The names given below include first the members of the original
Board of ten Trustees, residingJ in Philadelphia, who stood by the
struggling school through all its dark days, and after them their suc.-
cessors appointed from time to time to fill vacancies. The names of
those holding office at present are printed in itc~lics. The institution
has been fortunate in the character of the public-spirited men of busi-
ness and the members of the liberal professions that have been enlisted
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in its service. With no recompense, save the consciousness of helping
indirectly to relieve human suffering, they have ever guarded the
interests of the College with watchful eyes:
Rev. Ashbel Green, D.D., LL.D.; Rev. Jacob J. Janeway, D D.;
Rev. C. C. Cuyler, D.D.; Samuel Badger; Edward Ingersoll; William
Duncan; Rev. Ezra Stiles Ely, D.D.; James M. Broom; Hon.
Edward King, LL.D.; Rev. G. R. Livingston, D.D.; Samuel
Humphreys; Charles S. Coxe; Hon. Joel B. Sutherland; Jacob Frick;
David S. Hassinger; Hon. John R. Jones; Hon. Jesse R. Burden, M.D.;
Samuel Miller; John R. Vogdes; J. B. Smith; T. S. Smith; Rev. Joseph
H. Jones, D.D.; E. B. Gardette, M.D.; J. Altamont Phillips;
Hon. John C. Knox; Charles M. Prevost; Hon. J. Thompson; Hon.
Henry M. Phillips; Hon. George W. Woodward; Hon. James R.
Ludlow; William B. Hieskell; Hon. James Campbell; Anthony J.
Drexel; George W. Fairman; Joseph Patterson; Hon. Ellis Lewis,
LL.D.; George W. Childs; Charles Macalester; Hon. Joseph Allison,
LL.D.; Joshua B. Lippincott; Hon. Asa Packer; Han. William A.
Porter; Hon. Furman Sheppard; John C. Bullitt; B. B. Comegys; Ell-
wood Wilson, M.D.; Thomas A. Scott; Henry C. Gibson; Joseph B.
Townsend, LL.D.; Daniel B. Cummins; Simon G1'atz; Edw(tn], H.
WeU; Hon. Michae~ Arnofd; Charles J. Harrah; William V. McKean;
Thomas Dolan; E. H. Coates; S. A[. Pn;vost; H. D. Welsh; Hon. E.
H. Fitler; George D. McCreary; Thomas B. Wanamaker; Edward de
V. Morrell; Luther S. Bent; Hon. Winimn Potter; Joseph de F. Junkin;
Louis O. Vanuwem; Hon. Sarnue~ Gustvne Thompson; Louis A. -Biddle;
William H. Newbold; Oha1'~es rHebm'd; Da,n'ie~ Baugh,' Willi~m M.
Singerly; James P. Townsend; Edward 1. Smith; Samuel Goodman;
Hon. Gem'ge F. Edmunds, Hon. Mayer Sulzbe"gel', LL.D.; Oha1'~es O.
Townsend.
Presidents of the College
Rev. Ashbel Green, D.D., LL.D.; Rev. C. C. Cuyler, D.D.; Hon.
Edwa,rd King, LL.D.; Hon. Jesse R. Burden, M.D.; E. B. Gardette,
M.D.; Hall. James Campbell; Hon. Joseph Allison, LL.D.; Han.
Edwin H. Fitler; Joseph B. Townsend, LL.D.; Hon. William Potter.
Roll of Etninent Professors Deceased
George McClellan, John Eberle, Daniel Drake, Granville S. Patti-
'son, Robley Dun,glison, Joseph Pancoast, J. K. M'itchell, Thomas D.
Miitter, Charles D. Meigs, Franklin Bache, S. D. Gross, Samuel H.
Dickson, Robert E. Rogers, John B. Biddle, S. W. Gross, Theophilus
Parvin, J. M. Da Costa.
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Senior Class
Oftlcers
President, NORMAN WALLACE SHARP.
Vice-President, CHARLES AMORY DEXTRR.
Secretary, RALPH WALDO WAKEFIRLD.
Treasurer, WILLIAM B. KIRKPATRICK.
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CODnnittees
Class Da7
GEORGE H. NOFER, Chairman.
Arrangeznents
..
E. M. HAZLETT,
T. F. DUHIGG.
H. B. LOCHHEAD,
•
J. A. MOORE,
F. L. WEBB,
Invitations and Prograzns
O. R. GILLETT,
G. H. NOFER .
Decorations
C. E. G. SHANNON,
L. SPITZ.
Caps and Go'Wns
T. E. BOWMAN,
H. W. ALBnRSTON,
O. E. COLEMAN,
P. S. PELOUZE,
M. R. DINKELSPIltL,
C. E. TRAINOR,
L. H. McKINNIE,
A. W. WOODBURN,
R. J. GASSLEIN.
Assessznent.
G. W. LINCOLN,
W. H. HORNING.
Cia•• Record
Editor.
Associate Ed£lor.
Assodate Editor.
Societies and Fraternities.
Class and Athletics.
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MeDlbers of Senior Class
FRED. F. AGNEW, Independence, Ia.
Davis Obstetrical Society.
HARRY WALTER ALBERTSON, Dallas, Pa.
Chapman Physiological Society; President Coplin Pathological
Society, 1901; Wilson Medical Society.
CHARLES WALKER ALLEN, Amherst, Va.
GEORGE HULINGS ATKINS, Ph.G., Wilmington, Del.
. BENJAMIN BACHRACH, Decatur, Ill.
Chapman Physiological Society; Wilson Medical Society.
EDWARD WILLIAM BARRETT, B.S., Milford, Mass.
Forbes Anatomical Leagne.
SAMUEL MARSDEN BEALE, JR., B.Sc., Stoughton, Mass.
Wilson Medical Society; Academy.
EDWARD JOHN BEARDSLEY, Hartford, Conn.
Tre~surerChapman Physiological Society; Wilson Medical Soci-
ety; Phi Alpha Sigma; Class President, 1900.'01; Base Ball Man-
ager, 19:>0.
ELLIOTT EDWIN BELL, A.B., Philadelphia, Pa.
Chapman Physiological Society; Dercum Nenrological Socidy.
ROBERT HARTLEE BELLAMY, Wilmington, N. C.
Davis Obstetrical Society.
PIERRE NORBERT BERGERON, Canton, Mass.
Chapman Physiological Society; Coplin Pathological Society;
Horwitz Snrgical Society.
BARRETT DEDRICK BICE, Wheeling, W. Va.
HENRY EDWARD BITTNER, Philadelphia, Pa.
JAMES MAGEE BLACKWOOD, B.S., Pennsylvania.
Academy.
THOMAS EDWARD BOWMAN, Frauklin, Pa.
PATRICK FRANCIS BOYLE, Hazleton, Pa.
Coplin Pathological Society; Montgomery Gynecological Society.
JAMES LENNON BRENNAN, Williamsport, Pa.
Dercum Neurological Society.
CHARLES CARROLL BRITT, West Conshohocken, Pa.
Coplin Pathological Society.
GEORGE CHRISTOPHER BROWN, Millbury, Mass.
Horwitz Surgical Society.
JOHN FRAMPTON BRYSON, M.E., Williamsport, Pa,
Chapman Physiological Society.
JAMES CLARK BURT, Ph.B., Edgewood Park, Pa.
Academy; Omega Ufsilon Phi. \
HARRY FREDERICK BUSHEY, Wellsville, Pa.
Forbes Anatomical League; Wilson Medical Society.
ROBERT GOLDEN CARLIN, Ph.G., Grove City, Pa.
President Horwitz Surgical Socit:ty, ]901-'02; Academy; Alpla
Kappa Kappa; Ptolemy Society.
JASON WILSON CARSON, Indiana, Pa,
Horwitz Surgical Society; Dercum Neuro'ogical Society; Ptolemy
Society.
FREDERICO C. CHIRINOS, Caracas, Venezuela, S. A.
OSCAR EDWIN COLEMAN, Berthold, Colo.
Chapman Physiological Society; President Hare Medical Society;
Editor-in-Chief.
EDWARD WELLER COLLINS, Keokuk, Ia.
Phi Alpha Sigma; Hare Medical Society.
WILLIAM FRANKLIN COPE, MS., Nazareth, Pa.
Acaedmy.
THOMAS JACKSON CONREY, Chesapeake City, Md.
Forbes Anatomical League; Hare Mfdical Society.
HERBERT COOPER, Worcester, Mass.
Forbes Anatomical League.
FRANK BERESFORD CROWE, A.B., Philadelphia, Pa.
Keen Surgical Society.
WALTER JAMES CURLEY, A.B , West Upton, Mass.
Academy.
JOHN D. G. CURRAN, Philadelphia, Pa.
WILLIAM MCCAY DAVIS, A.B., Pittsburg, Pa.
Davis Obstetrical Society; Academy.
CHARLES AMORY DEXTER, Columbus, Ga.
Chapman Physiological Society; Coplin Pathological Socie y; Hare
MediC'll Society; Class Vic~-Pres:d,ut. J901-'02.
MAX ROBERT DINKEtSPIEL, New York, N. Y.
Associate Editor Class Book 1902; Associate Editor Jeffersonian;
author of .. Laboratory Demonstrations on Hematology," held by
Dr. F. J. Kalteyer; holder ofF. W. Shain Physiology Medal, and
Chemistry Medal.
SAMUEL NEWMAN DOANE, Canton, Pa.
Forbes Anatomical League; Dercum Neurological Society; Mont-
gomery Gynecological Society.
GEORGE ROSENMILLER DRICK, M.E., Fairfield Centre, Pa.
Montgomery Gynecological Society.
THOMAS FRANCIS DUHIGG, Des Moines, Ia.
Davis Obstetrical Society; Phi Alpha Sigma.
CLARENCE FRANCIS ELY, Philadelphia, Pa.
Forbes Anatomical League; Keen Surgical Society; PI esident
Class, 1899-'00; Class Prophet.
CHARLES H!tNRY ERNST, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Montgomery Gynecological Society; Coplin Pathological Society.
SAMUEL ELBRIDGE EWING, Cape May, N. J.
Davis Obstetrical Society; Dercum Neurological Society; Horwitz
Surgical Society.
WILLIAM WONDO FITZPATRICK, B.S., Paris, Tex.
Academy; Presentation Orator.
FRANCIS H. Fox, Bradford, Pa.
Keen Surgical Society.
HARRY WALDEEN FREEBURG, Clarks Hill. Ind.
AARON FRIEDMAN, B.Z., New York, N. Y.
Dercum Neurological Society; Academy.
GEORGE W. HERBEIN, San Francisco, Cal.
ADOLPH HESS, Philadelphia, Pa.
RICHARD JOSEPH GASSLEIN, Philadelphia, Pa.
A. K. K.
MILES ALOYSIUS GIBBONS, Scranto!l, Pa.
Coplin Pathological Society.
HUGO GILLE, Ph.G., Jersey City, N. J.
Chapman Physiological Society; Montgomery GynecC'logical
Society.
OMER RAND GILLETT, Ph.B., Colorado Springs, Colo.
Academy; Davis Obstetrical Society.
LUTHER ELLIS GLASGOW, Glasgow, Pa.
Chapman Physiological Society; Keen Surgical Society; Ptolemy
Society.
GEORGE DALTON GRIMES, A.B., Hiawatha, Kan.
Wilson Medical Society. •
AUSTIN MILLARD GROVE, Dallastown, Pa.
JOHN MEADER GOLDSMITH, Atlanta, Ga.
Hare Medical Society.
EDWARD GYLES, Buffalo, N. Y.
FREDERICK THOMAS HARRIS, Wardner, Idaho.
Forbes Anatomical League; Hare Medical Society; Alpha K~ppa
K~ppa; Ptolemy Society.
MILTON ELLSWORTH HARTMAN, Lynnport, Pa.
Davis Obstetrical Society; Montgomery Gynecological Society.
REIN KEELOR HARTZELL, B.Sc., Allentown, Pa.
Wilson MediC'al Society; President Academy,; Nu Sigma Nu.
LUTHER HAYMOND, Clarksburg, W. Va.
Hare Medical Society.
EDGAR MARION HAZ,LETT, Washington, Pa.
Davis Obstetrical Society; Forbes Anatomical League.
FRANK L, HEACOX, Unionville, Conn.
Forbes Anatomical J.<eague; Keen Surgical Society; Montgomery
Gynecological Society; Ptolemy Society.
MARION HEARN, A.B., Salisbury, Md.
Coplin Pathological Society; Academy.
LYlo1AN DAVID HElM, Landingville, Pa.
Montgomery Gynecological Society.
ALFRED HEINEBERG, P.D., Selma, Ala.
Secretary Keen Surgical Society, 1901-'02.
ISIDORE WILLIAM HELD, New York, N. Y.
Coplin Pathological Society; Dercum Neurological Society.
GEORGE PRICE HILL, Lansford, Pa.
Montgomery Gynecological Society.
ROBERT BLACKSHEAR HOLLINGSWORTH, Natchitoches, La.
Wilson Medical Society; Alpha Kappa Kappa.
ANTHONY WILBUR HOON, Mercer, Pa.
Davi~ Obstetrical Society; Alpha Kappa Kappa.
EARL HARTLE HORNER, Olney, Ill.
Forbes Anatomical League; Wilson Medical Society.
WILLIAM H. HORNING, Metal, Pa.
Chapm!m Physiological Society; Hare Medical Society.
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ROBERT LORD HULl., A.B., Portland, Me.
Academy.
LOUIE B. HUGHES, Hebron, Neb.
Hare Medical Society; Alpha Kappa Kappa; Ptolemy Society.
-NORMAN RERH INGRAHAM, Philadelphia, Pa.
Chapman Physiological Society; Dercum Neurological Society.
MILTON STANTON IRELAND, Atlantic City, N. J.
Chapman Physiological Society; Hare M£dical Society; Nu
Sigma Nu. -
CECIL C. JARVIS, Clarksburg, W. Va.
Forbes Anatomical League; Davis Obstetrical Society; Horwitz
Surgical Society; Alpha Kappa Kappa.
CLINTON AUSTIN KANE, Perryville, Md.
CHARLES ALBERT KEATING, JR., Paterson, N. J.
DANIEL J. KELLY, Worcester, Mass.
THOMAS MARLIN KELLY, Clifton Heights, Pa.
Forbes Anatomical League; Montgc mery Gynecological Society.
SIMON KIMMELMAN, Philadelphia, Pa.
FRANK BRENNAND KIRBY, ~.D., Philadelphia, Pa.
President Y. M. C. A.
WILLIAM BURKE KIRKPATRICK, Dry Run, Pa.
Hare Medical Society; Class Treasurer, 1901.'02.
HARRY EDWARD KIRSCHNER, Oil City, Pa.
Forbes Anatomical League; Coplin Pathological Society; Keen
Sll.rgical Society; holder of Forbes Anatomical League Prize of
$150; Nu Sigma Nu; Ptolemy Society.
ALVIN JACOB KISTLER, Stony Run, Pa.
Montgomery Gynecological Society.
FRANK JOSEPH KOSEK, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Coplin Pathological Society; DercuID Neurological Society.
HORACE MORTIMER LACOCK, Canonsburg, Pa.
Forbes Anatomical League.
HENRY A. LAESSLE, Philadelphia, Pa. ,
Hare Medical Society; Alpha Kappa Kappa; Ptolemy Society.
WILLIAM KILPATRICK LANE, Goldsboro, N. C.
Davis Obstetrical' Society.
JOSEPH DAVIS LEHMAN, Ph.G., Philadelphia, Pa.
Keen Surgical Society; Coplin Patbological Society; Nu Si6ma Nu.
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GEORGE W. LINCOLN, Ph.G., Philadelphia, Pa.
Forbes Anatomical League"; Dercum Neurological Society; Nu
Sigma Nu.
JAY DEVER LINTON, Philadelphia, Pa.
HARRIE BURTON LOCHHEAD, Flint, Mich.
Chapman Physiological Society; Hare Medical Society; Vice-
President Horwitz Surgical Society; Phi Alpha Sigma; Vice-Presi·
dent Class 1899-'00; Captain Base Ball Team, 1899; Captain Foot
Ball Team, 19Co; Jeffersonian Board.
WILLIAM F. LONG, M.E., Longswamp, Pa.
Coplin Pathological Society; Montgomery Gynecological Sod<ty.
JOSEPH ALAN MACLAY, Paterson, N. J.
Davis Obstetrical Society; Horwitz Surgical Society; Alpha Kappa
Kappa.
HENRY CLAYTON MARKEL, York, Pa.
JAMES EDWARD MCCAY, Ph.G., . New YorK, N. Y.
DerculJl Neurological Society.
LEWIS HUGH McKINNIE, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Secretary Davis Obstetrical Society; Athletic and Class Eetitor of
HARRY BURTON MEAD, B.S., Canal, Pa.
HARRY ST. JOHN MIDGLEY, Pittsburg, Pa.
Wilson Medical Society.
JAMES M. MILLER, San Antonio, Tex.
Dercum Neurological Society; Montgomery Gynecological Society;
Phi Beta Phi.
L. E. MILLER, ----.
SOLOMON METZ MILLER, Ph.G., Norristown, Pa.
Forbes Anatomical League; Coplin Pathological Society; Keen
Surgical Society; Ptolemy Society.
JOSEPH ALOYSIUS MOORE, Philadelphia, Pa.
Coplin Pathological Society.
PHILIP HENRY MOORE, A.B., Saco, Me.
. President Keen Surgical Society; Class-Day Orator; Associate
Editor Jeffersonian.
HERBERT CONNOR MUNDHENK, Ph.B., Brookville, O.
Chapman Physiological Society; Davis Obstetrical Society;
Academy.
AUGUSTIN PHILIP MUNSCH, Allegheny City, Pa.
. Forbes Anatomiclll Leagu,"; ~een Surgical Society.
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AI,Blt:RTUS NltWSOM, lJaltimore, Md.
Keen Surgical Society.
GltORGE HANCOCK NOFER, B.S., Philadelphia, Pa.
Coplin Pathological Society; Chairman Class-Day Committee.
NORMAN BltARD N~I,L, Mercer, Pa.
RICHARD AMBROSlt OUTERSON, Windsor Locks, Con~.
Horwitz Surgical Society; Alpha Kappa Kappa.
CHARLES WALTER PALMER, Ph.G., New Hope, Pa.
Keen Surgical Society; Monlgomery Gynecological Society; Ptol-
emy Society.
GIDltON HARMER PATTON, Germantown, Pa.
Class-Day Poet.
EDWARD CHARI,ES PECHIN, Philadelphia, Pa.
Chapman Physiological Society; Hare Medical Society; Mont-
gomery Gynecological Society;
PERCY STARR PELOUZE, Camden,N. J .
. Vice-President Chapman Physiological Society, 1899 '00; Vice-
President Coplin Pathological Society, '01 j Hare Medical Society.
EARL HUNTER PERRY,.----.
LOUIS EBEN POOLlt, West Hoboken, N. J.
Dercum Neurological Society.
GEORGE WAI,TltR POTTltR, Asterburg, Pa.
Chapman Pathological Society; Keen Surgical Society.
WILLIAM JAMES RALSTON, Ph.B., Cowansville, Pa.
Alpha Kappa Kappa.
MATTHIAS LENT RANSOM, Spencer, N. Y.
Keen Surgical Society.
JOHN RHOADS, Mill Grove, Pa.
. Chapman Physiological Society.
FREDERICK LUTWYCHE ROUND, Sunbury, Pa.
JOHN JOHNSON RUFE, Revere, Pa.
HARRY WmDER SAI,US,'" Philadelphia, Pa.
Leader of Orchestra.
LOUIS A. SALTZMANN, Philadelphia, Pa.
BOYD WII,LIAMBER SCHAFFNltR, Munderf, Pa.
Chapman Physiological Society.
JOSltPH WELLINGTON SCHOFFSTALL, Sunbury, ·Pa.
FREDERjICK P. SCHULTZ, Des Moines, la.
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ROBERT CRAWFORD SCOTT, B,S., Philadelphia, Pa.
Chapman Physiological S\lciety; Coplin Pathological Society;
Wilson Medical Society.
CHARLES EMERY GOULD SHANNON, A.B., Saco, Me.
Academy; Keen Surgical Society; Phi Alpha Sigma.
NORMAN WALLACE 'SHARP, A.B., Philadelphia, Pa.
President Forbes Anatomical League, ]899""'00; President Davis
Obstetrical Society, 1901-'02; Class President, 1901-'02; President
Athletic Association, 190r and 1902; Captain Foot Ball Team,
1899; Manager Foot Ball Team, 1901 and 1902; Academy.
WILLIAM FOREST SHARPNACK, Jefferson, Pa.
Horwitz Surgical Society.
PHILIP ATr,EE SHEAFF, Philadelphia, Pa.
Chapman Physiological Society; Keen Surgical Society; holder of
Medals for Best Anatomical Preparations.
ROBERT McMuRRAN SHEPLER, Carlisle, Pa.
Coplin Pathologic31 Society; Montgomery Gynecological Society.
JOSEPH SHIMOON, Oroomiah, Persia.
I Keen Surgical Society.
ISAAC GRAFTON SIEBER, P.D., Harrbburg, Pa.
Davis Obstetrical Society; Horwitz Surgical SocietJ·.
MELVIN HARVEY SMITHGALL, Farragut, Pa,
Chapman Physiological Society.
CHARLES P. SNYDER, B.E., Utica, Pa.
Montgomery Gynecological Society.
OTTO KERR SNYDER, Cheyenne, Wyo.
Davis Obstetrical Society.
HERMAN MITCHELL SORIN, Atlantic City, N. J.
Chapman Physiological Society; Dercum Neurological Society.
LOUIS SPITZ, Philadelphia, Pa.
Coplin Pathological Society; Dercum Neurological Society.
J OHN WARD S~EELE, Frankford, Del.
RALPH WALDO STEWART, Toledo, O.
Chapman Physiological Society; Phi Alpha Sigma.
HOWARD GEORGE STIMUS, P.D., Moorestown, N. J.
Forbes Anatomical League; Keen Surgical Society; Montgomery
Gynecologi'cal Society.
S3
NOAH SUNSTEIN, Philadelphia, Pa.
Dercum Neurological Society.
M. SWARTZ, New York, N. Y.
HltRBERT LEONEL TAYLOR, Portsmouth, N. R ..
Keen Surgical Society.
ALFRED GRANT TINNEY, Philadelphia, Pa.
CLARENCE MILTON TODD, New York, N. Y.
CHARLES EDWIN TRAINOR, A.B., Vicksburg, Miss.
Hare Medical Society; Academy.
JOHN WALTER VERDIER, Ph.B., Grand Rapids, Mich.
RALPH WALDO WAKEFIELD, Steuben, Me.
Chapman Physiological Society; Wilson Medical Society; Class
Secretary, 1902.
GRANVILLE HUNT WALKER, A.B., Bradford, Pa.
Forbes Anatomical League; Wilson Medical Society; Academy;
Class Historian.
FRED LELAND WEBB, Boone, Ia.
Forbes Anatomical League; Davis Obstetrical Society; Coplin
Pathological Society; Horwitz Surgical Society; Alpha Kappa
Kappa.
EDWARD E. WEBBER, Saginaw, Mich.
Phi Beta Phi.
NEVIN BLANK WERST, ----.
Class President 1!l98-'99.
MAHLON ANDREW WERTMAN, Snyder's, Pa.
Chapman Physiologifal Society; Keen Surgical Society.
CALVIN NORWOOD WHERRY, Chatham, Pa.
WILTON ALLEN WOODBURN, Rome, Pa.
Phi Alpha Sigma.
BERNARD BERTRAM WORMSER, Scranton, Pa.
Forbes Anatomical League; Coplin Pathological Society; Wilson
Medical Society.
SAMUEL TILDEN ZEHNER, Snyder's P.O., Pa.
C-oplin Pathological Society; Montgomery Gynecological Society.
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'Phi Alpha Sigtna Fraternity
Fratres in Facultate
HOBART AlIIORY HARE,
ORVILLB HORWITZ,
WILlIIER KRUSEN
J. L.
G. E. DE CHWEINITZ,
THOMAS G. SHTO
B. F. ROYER,
MEYERS.
C. C. ROYCE,
H. H. CUSHING,
HARRY F. WEBER,
J. L. HARKNESS,
C. E. G. SHA ON,
R. W. TEWART,
E. W. COLLI S,
T. F. DUHIGG,
L. D. ALLISON,
H. H. CRA E,
C. R. HEED,
RAYMO D BARBER,
S. C. SMITH,
E. P. WILLIAlIIS,
H. W. THOMSSE
H. B. LOCHHEAD,
E. J. BEARDSLEY,
W. A. WOODBURN,
Fratres in Urbe
G. M. FERGU
J. L. DAVIS,
J. B. MILLER,
S. H. HOR E.
Mesnbers
J. W. MCKENNY"
GEORGE HAY,
A. B. SCHNADER,
F. W. WHITE,
C. F. B NTH,
L. M. GOODMAN,
B. F. CONAWAY,
P. M. TrBDINS,
ROBERT MORRIS,
LORAI L. CHWARZ, '03,
JOHN DA IEL O'BRIEN, '03,
HORACE L. \V. WIGNOLS, '04.
JEROME V. ROGERS, '04,
DAYNE HAMILTON GRIFFITH, '05.
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Alpha Kappa Kappa Fraternity
MeDlbers
Honorary MeDlbers
M. C. SHINER,
F. L. WEBB,
R. J. GASSLEIN,
H. HUDSON, JR.,
C. C. J "RVIS,
C. V. HART,
H. J. BLANKEMEVER,JR.,
L. B. HUGHES,
R. A. OUTERSON,
C. E. W ALKE!R,
M. F. SEWALL,
R. B. HOLLINGSWORTH,
F. C. LEITZE,
C. G. BOWERS,
A. W. HOON,
T. F. HARRIS,
W. W. KEEN, M.D.,
JAMES C. WILSON, M.D.,
W. M. L. COPLIN, M.D.,
J. W. HOLLAND, M.D.,
W. JOSEPH HEARN, M.D.,
EDWARD P. DAVIS, M.D.,
HIRAM R. Loux, M.D.,
H. AUGUSTUS WILSON, M.D ,
F. X DERCUM, M.D.,
MAX BOCHROCH, M.D.,
S. MACCUEN SMITH, M. D.,
C. A. VEASEY, M.D.,
EDWIN E. GRAHAM, MD.,
•
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J. W. GOI.Ds~nTH,
J. A. MACLAY,
GEORGE P. PILLING, JR.,
M. J. O'NEIL,
HERRING WINSHIP,
H. R. WOODS,
G. M. NEUBURGER,
W. J. RALSTON,
R. G. CARLIN.
F. T. DAVIS, JR.,
J. F. LITTLE.
W. F. RIDGWAY,
M. Z. GERHART,
J. H. ANDERSON,
H. E. GODDARD,
H. U. ORTH.
FRED. JOHN KALTEYER, M.D.
JAMES T. RUGH, MD.,
E. Q. THORNTON, M.D.,
A. HEWSON, M.D.,
WILLIAM M. ~\VEhT, M.D.,
J. CHALMERS DA COSTA, M.D ,
J. COLES BRICK, M.D.,
J. M. FISHER, M. D.,
G. W. SPENCER, M.D.,.
STRICKER COLES, M.D.,
F. M. CLEVELAND, M.D.,
L. H. PRINCE, M.D.,
W. BRADFORD EATON, MD.

Nu Sigtna Nu Fraternity.
ESTABLISHED 1882.
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
Rho Chapter.
CHARTERED 1900.
~----
,
ANN ARBOR.
Fratres in Facultate.
A. P. BRUBAKER.
R. C. ROSENBERGER,
D. GREGG METHENEY,
F. HURST MAIERS,
C. P. CLARK,
E. V. CLARK,
C. H. HARBAUGH,
H. DEHONEY,
H. E. RADASCH.
J. D. LEHMAN,
M. S. IRELAND,
Fratres in Collegio.
1902.
R. K. HARTZELL,
H. E. KIRSCHNER,
G. W. LINCOLN.
1903.
R. A. STEWART,
T. C. STELLWAGON, JR.,
B. JONES, JR.,
1904.
C. L .• HARSHA,
W. M: EDWARDS.
E. F. MURPHY,
H. B. SPRAGUE,
C. H. MUSCHLITZ,
G. V. RIDLEY,
J. A. TOPPER,
6[
D. H. FULLER,
I. E. WHITEHILL.

(/). fl. n.
Phi Beta Pi Fraternity
~
This medical fraternity is organized throughout the United
States and Canada. The chapter at Jefferson was installed the
past school year with men from the various classes.
MeD1bers
J. M. MILLER, M.D., 'ot,
E. E. WEBBER, '02,
W. H. GILMORE, '03,
T. P. WARD, '03,
J. S. ULLMANN, '03,
J. H. DEAN, '03,
G. SIGGINS, '04,
W. E. WILLIAMS, 04,
J. JEFFERSON, '04,
F. W, COTLAM, '04,
L. C. WAGGONER, '04,
G. S. PHILLIPS, '04,
J. M. PUMPHREY, '04,
\V. H. FERRIER, '04,
J. W. BYER, '05,
F. H. HUSTED, '05,
H. A. DUNN, '05,
C. C. PARKS, '05,
R. F. TAYLOR, '05.
- UU5\.' 1"0_
..
The H. A. Hare Medical Society
FOUNDED 1891 IN HONOR OF PROF. H. A. HARE, M.D., B.Sc.
Officers
Honorary President,
HOBART AMORY HARE, M.D., B.Sc.
OSCAR E. COLEMAN,
HARRIS B. LOCKHEAD,
CHARLES E. TRAINOR,
MILTON S. IR"B:LAND,
L. HEYMOND,
C. E. TRAINOR,
H. B. LOCHHEAD,
F. T. HARRIS,
M. S. IRELAND,
O. E. COLEMAN,
P. S. PELOUZE,
E. W. COLLINS,
D. C. MOORE,
T. E. OGLEVEE,
J. C. LOPER,
C. R. HEED,
W. L. ANGLE,
L. L. SCHWARTZ,
J. J. QUINEY,
P. W. WHITE,
G. B. FULLER,
F. C. LEYTZE,
C. F. BUNTH,
Seniors
H. A. LAESSLE.
Juniors
Sophomores
S. BALTZ.
President.
Vice-President.
Secretary.
Treasurer.
C. G. BOWERS,
T. J. CONREY,
C. A. DEXTER,
E. C. PECHIN,
J. M. GOLDSMITH,
L. B. HUGHES,
W. H. HORNING, .
W, B. KIRKPATRICK,
H. H. CRANE,
H. A. SCHAFFER,
F. S. ULLOM,
C. L. HARSHA,
J. R. DYER,
A. L. KELLEY,
F. N. PRITCHARD,
J. C. CRAWFORD.
G. W ..PHILLIPS,
S. C. SMITH,
G. M. NEUBURGER,
G'he H. A. Hare Medical Societ,,-
The H. A. Hare Medical Society of Jefferson Medical College was
organized October 16th, 1891, by a number of Jefferson students, who
met at the office of Prof. Hare, thus enjoying' the distinction of being
the oldest among our College societies. Since its organization many
other' societies have been founded, whose combined influence has
radically changed the social relations of Colleg~ life.
The membership is limited to forty, being chosen from the upper
three classes. Meetin.gs are held in the society room on the' second
Tuesday evening of each month, after which a smoker is enjoyed,
affording an opportunity for those present to become acquainted with
·the speaker of the evening.
The success and progress of the society has been due to the un-
ceasing interest and cooperation of Prof. Hare, through whose efforts
the society has enjoyed the privilege of being addressed by many J[ the
most eminent m.emlbers of our profession, it being the object of the
society to secure a speaker for each meeting in lieu of the reading and
discussion of papers. To one of these! addresses each year it has been
the custom to invite the student Ibody, after which a banquet has been
given in honor of the speaker O'f the evening; Dr. W. B. Coley, of New
York City, having been the guest of the society this year.
The records of the past year' show it to have been one of the most'
successful in its history, and those who Ibid farewell to the halls of dear
old Jefferson may look back with fond recollections to the many happy
and profitable hours spent together. •
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The W. W. Keen Surgical Societ".~
P. H. MOORE, Presiden/,
H. WIN HIP, Vice-President,
A. HEINEBHRG, Secretary,
W. F. MANGES, Treasurer.
S. M. MILLER,
H. E. KIRSCHNER,
E. L. GLASGOW,.
H. J. STIMUS,
C. F. ELY,
A. P. MUNSCH,
J. D. LEHMAN,
F. L. HEACOX,
F. H. Fox,
G. W. POTTER,
A. W. WERTMAN,
M. L. RANSOM,
C. W. PALMER,
C. E. G. SHANNON,
J. SHIl\100N,
A. EWSON,
H. L. TAYLOR,
F. B. CROWE,
M. O' EILL,
B. C, GOODMAN,
F. M. SEWALL,
T. A. PLATT, JR.,
S. W. SAXTO ,
W. H. TOMLINSON,
J. W. MACMULLEN,
S. D. CARNEY,
GEO. HAY,
C. V. HAR'l' ,
W. J. A. WARD,
R. B. MERVINE,
1. S PLYMIRE,
R. O. MILLER,
J. H. CARWIN,
F. B. ALLEN,
E R. FLEMING,
A. F. AKERS,
H. H. TURNER,
F. KEAGY.
F. "V. COTTOM,
H. H. PENROD,
L. C. WAGGONER.

ohcr W. W. Keen Surgical Societ7
The W. W. Keen Surgical Society was founded on Ocober 29th,
ISgI, by those members of the Senior and Junior classes who, being
especially interested in surgery, believed that an organization whose
object should be the presentation and discussion of original papers
would be at once interesting and of immense benefit.
The Juniors were invited to cooperate, and the society was formed
with a membership of forty. The project was presented to Professor
Keen as senior professor of surgery, and at once received his enthu-
siastic endorsement. Accordingly, he was elected Honorary President,
and the society has since enjoyed the distinction of bearing his name.
This was the beginning of society life in our beloved institution.
Every son of Jefferson is proud to have sat under him whose name we
bear. Professor Keen has always taken an 'active interest in the society,
entertaining its members on numerous occasions in a most delightful
manner. As a surgeon with an international re utation for skill and
ability, as a teacher unsurpassed and as a man of'l1oble character, he has
left his impress on the life of every member.
As Jefferson men have led the advance in American surgery during
the last three-quarters of a cen~ury so may they ever do. As we study
. the influence of Miitter, Eberle, Dicks'on, Pancoast, Dunglison, Gross,
McClellan, Mitchell, Meigs, Sims, Drake, Bache, Parvin, Cameron,
Warren, Emmett, Brinton, Keen and others, it is with the hope that
dear Old Jeff will always be in the front ranks of progress. And who
knows but what some member, past or present, stimulated by the en-
joyable and profitable evenings spent in the society rooms, will burst
forth upon the medical world with some new. discovery that may cast
a light into paths as yet untrod.
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The JaIDes C. Wilson Medical Society
ESTABLISHED 1892 IN HONOR OF JAMES C. WILSON, M.D.,
PROFESSOR OF THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.
Officers
Honorary President,
PROF. JAMES C. WILSON.
R. K. HARTzELL,
R. B. HOLLINGSWORTH,
G. D. GRIMES,
B. BACHRACH,
. .
-------,'
Pres-idmt.
Vice-President.
Secretary.
Treasurlr.
Honorary Jl'Ie~bers
THOMAS G. ASHTON, M.D., JULIUS L. SALINGER, M.D.,
H. F. HARRIS, M.D.
Me~bers
R. K. HARTZELL,
R. B. HOLLINGSWORTH,
E. J. BEARDSLEY,
R. W. WAKEFIELD,
G. D. GRIMES,
B. B. WORMSER.
BENJ, BACHRACH,
R. C: SCOTT.
G. H. WALKER,
E. H. HOMER,
,S. M. BEALE,
H. S. MIDGLEY,
H. W. ALBERTSON,
H. F. BUSHEY,
J. A. REIDY,
J. S. HARRINGTON,
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RAYMOND BARBER,
W. M. EDWARDS,
J. D. O'BRIEN,
W. E. KERR,
C. CLAGETT,
W. A. STRAYER,
H. S. W. WIGNALL,
S. S. BURG,
J. J. STANTON,
C. R. LARKINS,
R. A. STEWART,
J. A. MCCRACKEN,
O. S. HUTZELL,
G. W. HIXSON,
J. F. LITTLE,
F. O. ELDER.

JG'he Jatnes C. Wilson Medical Societ".
The James C. Wilson Medical Society was founded in r892 by several
members of the Senior class. Professor]. C. Wilson was elected Hon-
orary President, and the society has had the honor of since 'bearing his
name. Upon the suggestion of our Honorary President, the society
wisely adopted the motto: "La Coew' a1,t Metim·." The object of the
society is the prosecution of original research and the discussion of sub-
jects allied to the department of the practice of medicine.
The papers read and discussed before the society have all proven
that organization and good fellowship are of immense benefit and stimu-
lation to individual effort.
Professor Wilson visits the society, and his kind criticism shows
that he has at heart the welfare of the society and the improvement of
the individual members. His presence always stimulates the members
to, put forth their best efforts in presenting papers, which not only
prove of interest, but are also instructive to the members of the society.
From time to time the society has had the pleasure of hearing
addresses by its distinguished friends. It has been especially favored
this year by being able to secure so able a man as Professor Wm. H.
Welch, of Johns Hopkins University, whose scholarly address proved
an intellectual treat not only to the members of the society, but also to
the many distinguished friends who visited upon this occa,sion.
. At their social gatherings during the year the members have been
afforded the opportunity of personally meeting their professors and in-
structors and many of the most prominent physicians and surgeons in
Philadelphia. .
The society can well feel proud of its many sons, who, by their
conscientious efforts, have not only been an honor to themseves but to
the society as well.
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The E. P. Davis .Obstetrical. Society
Officers
Honorary President,
EDWARD P. DAVIS, M.D.
N. W. SHARP,
F. L. HAZLETT,
L. H. McKINNIE,
A. E. CROW,
F. L. WEBB,
C. C. JARVIS,
W. M. DAVIS,
O. R. GILLETT,
F. F. AGNEW,
O. K. SNYDER,
T. F. DUHIGG,
E. E. WEBBER,
J. A. MACLAY,
J. G. SIEBERS,
A. W. HOON,
R. H. BELLAMY,
W. K. LANE,
E. M. HAZLETT,
S. E. EWING,
M. E. HARTMAN,
H. C. MUNDHENK,
MeDlbers
J. H. HIBBS.
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President.
Vice-President.
Secretary.
T"easurer.
L. CAMPBELL,
H. E. MILLER,
W. C. KISSE 'GER,
F. C. SMITH,
J. B. CARROLL,
W. B. WASHABAUGH,
W. H. GILMORE,
C. E. BEN ETT,
R. M. PATTERSON,
J. H. DEAN,
H. N. NORTH,
J. ELLISON,
E. P .. WILLIAMS,
J. H. ANDERSON,
R. S. SAWRY,
H. M. IMBODEN,
J. E. NICKEL,
·ohe E. P. Davis Obstetrical Societ7
The E. P. Davis Obstetrical Society has for its object the promotion
of the interests and good fellowship of its members, as well as the read-
ing and discussion of papers on the subjec.t of obstetrics.
The death of Professor Theophilus Parvin, in the spring of 1898,
left the Obstetrical Society bearing the name of that distingui hed gen-
tleman without a patron saint, an adviser or counselor. The society
continued its existence until the close of the school session, when, at a
memorial meeting, it was disbanded.
On the return of the members of the disbanded so~iety a movement
was begun for the organization of another on'e. At their first meeting
an organization was completed, and a delegation waited on Professor
Davis and requested the privilege of naming the society for him. Pro-
fessor'Davis not only consented but attended the meetings, and by his
encouragement and good counsel has aided materially in bringing it to
the high plane of excellence and dignity which it now occupie .
The membership at that time being limited to twenty-five, it was
necessary long before spring to have a waiting list, so rapidly did the
society fill up. The energy and enthusiasm displayed by its members,
and the interesting talks by Pro,fessor Davis made it impossible, on
account of this limitation, to give a place on the roll to all seeking
admission.
At present the society is limited to forty-five, and even now there
are no vacancies on the roll. During the last year the members have
shown exceptional interest, and the number and quality of the papers
presented are unprecedented in the history of the society.
A number of banquets have been given during the year, following a
custom which was inaugurated during the early history of the society.
This society has made an innovation in the mode of holding such
functions. The members feeling that the pleasure of such affairs did
not consist in the elaborate and formal manner usually observed in
extending their hospitality, have varied this, and accordingly hold i'n-
formal meetings, at which refreshments are served, and the students
are afforded the opportunity of personally meeting the professors and
instructors present at such meetings. This, perhaps, as much as any-
thing else, has been the. means of making the Davis Obstetrical Society
one of the most popular among all the medical societies. Good cheer
and good fellowship linked with the. proper inspiration and enthusiasm,
have made it a working, progressive and a model medical society.

The E. E. Montgotnery Gynecological
Society
Officers
Honorary President,
PROF. E. E. MONTGOMERY.
R. M. SHEPLER,
S. N. DOANE,
C. P. SNYDER,
W. F. LONG,
T. M. FISHER,
W. KRUSEN,
C. S: BARNES,
F. L. HEACOX,
J. H. DEAN,
C. H. ERNST,
M. E. HARTMAN,
L. D. HElM,
T. M. KELLY,
A. G. KRIEBEL,
F. W. IRELAND,
H. G. STIMUS,
C. W. PALMER,
J. M. MILLER,
C. S. REBER,
H. GILLE,
E. C. PECHIN,
L. A. DANA,
E. R. MYERS,
President.
Vice-President.
Surdary.
.Treasurer.
Honorary Mesnbers .
F. H. MAIER,
F. C. HAMMOND,
1. W. HIRST.
Mesnbers
S. T. ZEHNER,
P. F. BOYLE,
H. F. BUSHEY,
J. W. CARSON,
M. L. RANSOM,
O. F. Ku KEL,
G. P. HILL,
G. R. DRICK,
W. F. HYSKELL,
L .. A. SHERIDAN,
F. J. KOSEK,
T. S. ARMSTRONG,
A. J. KISTLER,
J. F. BRYSON,
BELLEVAL,
D. M.,·BELL.
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G'hcr E. E. Montgotner;y G;ynecological
Societ;y
While the idea of organIzmg a Gynecological Society has occurred
in the past, it remained for the following gentlemen to put that idea
into effect: M. E. Hartman, S. T. Zehner, A. J. Kistler, W. F. Long,
R. M. Shipler, G. H. Drick, P. F. Boyle, C. H. Ernst, C. D. Heim,
"C P. Snyder and S. N. Doane.
On the 13th of November, 1901, these gentlemen meet in the College
society room and organized The E. E. Montgomery Gynecological
Society.
Although in existence but a short time, through the kind assistance
of Professor Montgomery and his able staff, and by the untiring efforts
of its members, the society has rapidly advanced, until now it stands
among the leading societies of the College. The object of the society
is to assist its members to a better understanding of gynecology. The
society meets the last Wednesday in each month. At the meetings
papers pertaining to gynecology are read and discussed, and add res es
are given by the honorary members. Membership is limited to twenty-
five Seniors and fifteen Juniors.
8:1
DerCUDl Neurological Societ".
Honorary MeDlbers
DR. F. GILPIN,
DR. M. K. TAYLOR,
DR. H. 1. KEENEY.
PROF. F. X. DERCUM,
DR. M. H. BOCHROCH,
DR. WILLIAM PICKETT,
DR. ALFRED GORDON,
MeDlbers of the Society
HERMANN MITCHELL SORIN,
LOUIS SPITZ,
PHILIP MALCOLM PELTZ,
ELLIOT EDWIN BELL,
NORMAN K. INGRAHAM,
H. J. BLANKEMEYER,
M. C. BAINES,
GEORGE P. PILLING, JR ,
HARRY HUDSON, JR.,
FRANK D. GLENN,
D ALEXIS MYERS,
S. ELDRIDGE EWING,
J. J. QUINEY,
EDMUND EASTWOOD,
FRANK K. KOSEK,
J. D. THOMPSON,
LOUIS E POOLE,
JAMES E. MCCOY,
J. M. MILLER,
SAMUEL N. DOANE,
NOAH SUNSTEIN,
I. W. HELD,
1. L. BRENNEN,
H. S. SMITH,
JASON W. CARSON,
NEVIN B. WERST,
J. W. MACMuLLEN,
A. FRIEDMAN,
G. W. LINCOLN.

DerculIl Neurological Societ7
There is always room for one more and plenty of room, too, if
that one be so worthy of a place as the Dercum Neurological Society.
During the month of April, 1901, Messrs. Keeney, '01; Baines, '03;
Hudson, '03, and Blankemeyer, '03, met at the office of Dr. Bochroch
to lay plans for the formation 'of a society, having for its object the con-
sideration of subjects of neurologic importance.
Following the meeting, a committee waited upon Professor Dercum,
and gained his consent to our naming the society in his honor. In the
meantime, previously to our regular meeting, a committee drew up a
Constitution and By-Laws.
At the first regular meeting the following officers were elected:
President, Mr. A. E. Thornton, Jr.; Vice-President, Mr. Louis Spitz;
Secretary, Mr. H. Hudson, Jr.; Corresponding Secretary, Mr. H. J.
Blankemeyer, Jr.; Treasurer, Mr. P. M. Peltz; Executive Committee-
Messrs. Keeney, Sorin and Blankemeyer; Program and Invitation
Committee-Messrs. Ingraham, Baines and Bell.
Mr. Keeney was elected an active member for life, and a unanimous
vote of ~hanks was extended to Dr. Bochroch for his advice and en-
couragement. Our first meeting during the term of 1901 and 1902 was
held in the society room, October 15th, when we learned with much
regret that our President, Mr. Thornton, would be unable to return to
Cpllege, owing to illness.
As our society was founded for the purpose of furthering our knowl-
edge of neurology, we decided to discard the custom of student papers,
and in its stead to have such persons address us as are capable of further-
ing our knowlege on the subject. To this end we have been fortunate.
Professor Dercum, Dr. Bochroch, Dr. Gordon and Dr. Pickett read and
discussed papers. Professor Mills, University of Pennsylvania, read an
original contribution on the localization of brain tumors and the areas
of the skull to be trephined iri surgical operations. The address is soon
to be published.
Our society banquet was given at the Bingham House, Saturday
evening, February 18th, 1902.
On February 27th, Professor Dercum tendered a reception to the
society at his home, 1719 Walnut street.
This is the history in brief of the Dercum Neurological Society, a
society of which to be proud, and having an honorary president of whom
we are doubly proud. His kindness and fatherly interest in us will
ever be one of the pleasant recollections of the four iong years at
Old Jeff.
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The Orville Horwitz Surgical Societ7
The Honorar;y MeDlbers
Of the Society are:
Honorary P1'esident
ORVILLE HORWITZ, M.D.
HIRAM R. Loux, M.D., HENRY TUCKER, M.D.,
A. HAINES LIPPINCOTT, M.D.
The Officers and MeDlbers
·Of the Society are:
President, ROBERT G. CARLIN.
Vice-President, J. ALAN MACLAY.
Secretary, CECIL C. JARVIS.
Treasurer, RICH~RD A. OUTERSON.
Chairman of Executive Committee, FRED. L. WEBB.
S. ELDRIDGE EWING,
. GEORGE C. BROWN,
H. B. LOCHHEAD,
1. GRAFTON SIEBEN,
W. T. SHARPNACK,
E. E. WEBBER,
G. A. DAVIS,
H. N. PROTHERO,
L. R. CHAMBERLIN,
J. V. SULLIVAN,
M. W. NEWCQMB,
H. S. SMITH,
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P. N. BERGERON,
THOMAS F. DEWEG,
JASON W. CARSON,
H. C. MUNDHENK,
FRANK D. GLENN,
A. B. SCHNADER,
J. W. McKEMY,
G. W. LEHMAN,
L. DENT ALLI~ON,
GEORGE A. CUNNINGHAM,
R. K. OGILVIE,
GEORGE P. PILLING, JR.

6'hs Orville Horwitz Surgical Society
The Orville Horwitz Surgical Society was organized during the
college term 1900-1901. The first annual smoker was held at the Art
Club on the evening of April 27th 1901. TIle college term 1901-1902
saw the society in active working order, meetings being held twice a
month, at which times quizes were conducted by Professor Horwitz on
subjects pertaining to general surgery, Dr. Loux on fractures and dis-
locations and Dr. Tucker on genito~urinary surgery. Much benefit and
knowledge was gained by the members at these conferences, and they
. were voted a decided success and an innovation in society work.
The second annual smoker was held at the Phi Alpha Sigma Fra-
ternity house, on the evening of February 15th, 1902. The second annual
election was held on the evening of March 13th, 1902, at which the
officers for the College year 1902-1903 were chosen as follows: Presi-
dent, Geo. P. Pilling, Jr.; Vice-President, L. D. Allison; Secretary, A.
B. Schnader; Treasurer, J. W. McKemy; Chairman Executive Committee,
H. S. Smith. After the election the society repaired to Green's Hotel,
where a light lunch was served.
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W. M. L. Coplin Pathological Society
Mesnbers
Cla.u of '03
S. W. DANA, President,
W. M. BIEHN, Vice-President,
E. R. MYERS,
T. H. PLATT,
S. A. SHERIDEN,
T. S. ARMSTRONG,
W. W. NEWCOMB,
R. A. KIEFER,
F. B. ALLEN,
E. J. LOGAN,
ClaS5 of '04
H. M. C:;AREY, Treasurer,
J. F. LITTLE,· Secretary,
J. H. PETTY,
J. TAYLOR,
C. F. LONGFELLOW,
T. A. MONAHAN,
W. S. HUNTER,
S. A. MUTA.
Class of 'OS
W. W. ELLIS,
H. N. SHEETZ,
T. W. PENROSE,
S. A. MUMFORD,
S. T. ELLIS.
J. A. SHERGER,
A. G. KRIEBEL,
O. F. KUNKLE,
C. S. REBER,
W. F. MYLIN,
J. P. HILLARD,
S. M. HOWELL.
J. S. BELEVAL,
J. A. GORMLY,
R. D. VAMER.
W. H. KEENAN,
J. F. RITER,
G: V. RIDLEY,
C. S. CLOSSON,
1. E. WHITEHILL,
H. V. WALTERS,
W. F. RIDGWAY,
F. P. HEY,
E. G. MAIER,
H. K. GASKILL.
G. T. FLUKE,

Coplin Pathological Societ7
For several years past repeated efforts to organize a body of students
at Jefferson for the systematic study of the subject of pathology have
been attempted, but for various reasons no definite end was ever accom-
plished till the matter was taken up by a few of the members of the Class
of 1902 during the session of 1900 and 19OI.
It was found at this time that interest was daily growing as to the
need of an institution am~:mg the student body, from )Vhich some benefit
might be gained along this important branch of medical science.
Accordingly, a permit was obtained from the Dean of the College
to use the society room as a meeting place, and an attempt at primary
organization was effected December 7th, 1900.
, Members of the Junior, Sopho,more and Freshman classes were in-
cluded a~1Ong the charter members, numbering about twenty-five in all.
A committee from among this number was chosen to wait upon
Professor Coplin and solicit his consent to foster such an organization.
This was done, and after a careful consideration of the state of affairs,
he kindly acquiesced to become the patron saint of a pathological society
at Jefferson Medical College.
Two weeks later, permanent organization' was effected, officers
elected, a Constitution and By-Laws approved, and the organization
adopting the name of the Professor W.· M. L. Coplin Pathological
Society of Jefferson Medical College. .
Much interest was manifested in the welfare of the society by the
entire student body from the beginning, and the quota of membership
was quickly filled from the ranks of the three lower classes, many appli-
cations being received from desirable men, for whom it was found im-
possible to find place and retain the membership limit at fifty.
During these early days in the society's history some very interest-
ing meetings were held, two papers were presented and read by respec-
tive members of the society each evening, and many lively discussions
ensued, from which the members derived an unlimited amount of benefit,
as they did also from the practical talks given by some of the able assist-
ants to the teaching staff of pathology in this College.
,Profe SOl' Coplin di played a lively intere t fr m the tart, and
furthered the welfare o~ the society in many ways, ever giving coun el
and guidance to those eeking it. and encouraging the work and energy
by attending the meeting. giving helpful uggestions and rendering in-
valuable ervice to the gentlemen in their preparation of ubject to be
presented before the ociety.
The society ha a library fund. derived from the member hip fee.
and from time to time nch book a can be procured will be added to
the collection. which i at the di po al of the members for their u e in
original re earch work or the preparation of paper.
During the pa t e sion the ociety ha' enjoyed a prosperous growth,
and the intere t di played by the officer and members i an evidence
that the eed own at the time of organization till continue to grow.
A \'ery neat symbol has recently been officially adopted, and a cer-
tificate of member hip, which will be pre ented to each member upon
graduation, i in preparation.
The W. M. L. Coplin Pathological ociety i young, but it ha
a fair fuhlre. and we predict that in time not far di tant it will tand 111
the fir t rank among the many ocietie of our dear old (lima maier.
Forbes AnatoDlical League
"What a piece of work is man,
In form and movement how express and admirable."
Hamlet.
In all ages the wonderful mechanism of the human body ha been
ad.mired, but only in recent years have men had the unre trained op-
portunity to study it in detail.
Prejudice and superstition curbed the ambition of former Jefferson
students by denying them material. Professor W. S. Forbes. seeing
the student thus hampered, bent all his energies toward procuring a
remedy through the Legislative halls of the State. Finally, in 1/383, a
law was passed providing for such material.
With a definite source of material. the subject of anatomy became
more fascinating to the Jefferson student. and as a result, in November
of 1893 the idea of an Anatomical League was ~onceived and realized.
Professor Forbes was asked to act as its honorary president and coun-
selor, which he most graciously consented to do. Consequently the
organization was named The W. S. Forbes Anatoli1ical League. Thus
the first under-class society of Jefferson Medical College, as well as the
first anatomical society of the student body of any American school of
medicine, sprang into a vigorous existence.
TIle object of the League is "the cultivation and diffusion of ana-
tomical knowledge."
Its membership is limited to fifty, thirty Sophomores and twenty
Freshmen.
Its meetings are held every second and fourth Friday evening of
the month in the College society room.
Originally, three papers upon anatomical themes were read' at each
meeting, and an additional two members were appointed to discuss each
of the said papers, nine members thus being permitted to take active part
in each meeting. But during the last year the prepared papers were
delivered without recourse to the same, and the discussions were limited
strictly to mistakes and omissions in the preceding remarks, each speaker
being given an opportunity to reply to criticisms of his statements,
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i"ing hon-
whilc each
igned by
an additional timulu, Profe or Forbe has offered from year
to year a priz of $r50 io the member of the League pa ing the bc t
examination in anatomy. the same t be awarded upon hi receiving
the degree of Doctor f 11edicine from Jefferson Medical ollege. Last
year thi prize wa awarded to 1\1. J. O' eil, of Rhode I land, while
A. E. Crow, of Penn ylvania, received honorable menti n. Thi year
Profe or Forbe will give honorable mention to thre men, in tead of
one, giving their relative grade, thu making a total of f ur c nferred
honor.
The namcs of the prize winner. t get her with tho e rec
orabl mention, are placed on the honor roll of the League,
member upon graduation will receive a dipl ma of merit
Profes or Forbe .
n February 20th the Lague gavc a mo t enjoyable and elaborate
banquet at Hotel Bingham, in honor of Profe or Forbe .
Altogether the League ha had a mo t pro per u year under the
leader hip of the following faithful and competent corps of orticers:
President, F. C. Leytze; Vice-Pre ident. E. F. Steven on j Secretary,
J. 1I. Pumphrey; Trea urer, LeRoy C. \ aggoner.
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Chaptnan Physiological Society
RqBERT MORRIS, '04, President.
A. T. GARDINER, '04, Vice-President.
E. E. HAMATI, '04, Secretary.
D. W. HENRY, '04, Treasurer.
Class or 1904
Ed. J. Porteus,
P. D. Sprankle,
C. C. White,
H. S. W. Wignal,
W. H. Keenan,
C. W. Luman,
J. T. Riter,
A. Spencer Kaufman,
H. C. Wooly,
H. S. Snyder,
J. O. Grove,
Fred. O. Elder,
Harrie H. Lane,
Dayne H. Griffith,
Henry Craig Fleming,
Edward K. Mitchell,
C. H. 'Miller,
M. L. Levitt,
Harry J. E. Newnam,
C. C. Cooner,
Sydn~y H. Cooney,
Fred. W. Killian,
Jas. Wm. Wood,
Class of' 1905
Wm. F. Colbert, Jr.,
John F. Little,
Louis Chodoff,
James P. Coli,
Geo. V. Ridley,
John M. McCanna,
W. D. Bieberbach,
J. B. Rogers,
Wm. C. Hensyl,
S. C. Smith,
Clarence J. Slack,
T. ·C. Templin.
Frank S. Marvin,
E. L. S~tton,
Herbert Goddard,
H. S. Dickinson,
B. F. Conaway,
Robt.T. M. Donnelly,
J. P. MacFarland,
R. W. MacDowell,
P. M. Tibbins.
H. C. ChaplIlan Ph7siological Societ7
. On February 3d. 1899, twenty-five members of the Clas~ of 1901
met in the College reading room to consider the organization of a
Chapman Physiological Society for the advancement of the interests of
Jefferson Medical College, the promotion of a stronger intellectual life
by a" friendly intercourse among the men banded together .in the name
of' the society, the discussion of research into all subjects pertaining to
the science of physiology. A. B. Craig and \V. .c. Vail were elected
Chairman and Secretary pro tern., respectively.
A committee was appointed to draw up a constitution. On February
17th, the newly-formed society met and adopted the constitution pre-
sented -by FUlkrod, Bland and Vail.
The society then proceeded to elect the following officers, according
to the newly-adopted constitution: President, Collin Fulkrod: Vice-
President, P. B. Bland; Secretary. W. C. Vail; Treasurer, ]. B. Miller.
Despard had the honor of reading the first paper before the society.
On April 15th, 1899, the following officers from the Class of 1902
were elected for the ensuing year: President. George Potter: Vice-
President. P. S. Pelouze; Secretary. P. W. Wakefield; Treasurer, E. J.
Beardsley.
Early in the fall of the same year the subject of a society library
was discussed, and a committee was appointed to make the necessary
arrangements. This committee conferred with Professors Chapman and
Brubaker. who, being heartily in favor of such an idea, lent their aid to
the movement, Professor Chapman offering the use of his room for
such a purpose and donating the current medical periodicals. On the
night of February 22d, 1900, the first ociety smoker was given.
The officers for 1900-1901 were elected in 1arch, 1900, and were
as follows; President. Edwards; Vice-President, Stanton; Secretary,
Hay: Treasurer, Harrington.
In the winter of 1900·the subject of society certificates to graduating
members was discussed at.length, but not until the spring of the follow-
ing year was anything done in this line. At this time' the society took
the matter up vigorously, and so far accomplished their purpose that
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of the society. on graduating. were pre ent d with ccr-
.
the foundcr
tificates.
A moker was hcld on thc night of February 21St. at which were
scvcral mcmb rs of thc Coli gc faculty.
n pril 4th, 190[. thc following newly-clected officer. were in-
stalled. to en'c for the ensuing year: Pr ident. R. ..\[orris; Vice-
Pre idcnt. A. T. Gardiner; ecretary. E. E. Hamali; Treasurer. D. \V.
Henry.
During 1901-[902 there werc sc\'eral \'ery intere ·ting addres 'es given
by mcmbers of the Faculty and som of thc dcmonstrators. The s cicty
gave a 'mok r in the fall. and n the e\'e of \Va hington' Birthday hcld
a banquet. at which thc Faculty memb r pre cnt rc. ponded to toa't .
Prafe'sor Chapman. in responding t the toast "Th cicty." offered
a prize to bc gi\'en ach ycar t tw m mbcrs of thc scc nd-year class.
A prize for the be t dcmonslration of any physi logical subject and a
prize f01' thc be. t treati'e on any gi\'en dem n tration.
In three ycars and a half the H. C. Chapman Phy i I gical ciety
ha grown from a socicty of twcnty-fi\'c membcr' and a weak organiza-
tion to the -trongest and most Aourishing s cond-year society in the
Jcfferson ..\Iedical Coli ge.
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WILLIAM F. CREER
William F. Greer, born January 15th, 1874, in Pater-
son, N. J. He was educated at public school in Pater-
son, N. ]., and entered school at the age of five years.
When he was twelve years and six months of age he
entered the Academy at Whitehall, N. Y., and attended
there until he was sixteen years old. He graduated in
June, 1890. He then entered the New York College of
Pharmacy in 1893, and graduated, receiving the degree
of Ph.G. in 1895. He was a practicing apothecary for
eight years, and was a member of Joppa Lodge, o. 29,
F. A. M., which he entered on September 30th, 1896.
He entered the Sophomore class at Jefferson Medical
College on October 1st, 1899, being allowed one year for
his degre.e in pharmacy. In the early part of December,
1901, he was compelled to leave college for home on
account of a severe illness, from which he died on Janu-
ary 24th, 1902.
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JAMES C. HOWARD
There is no death; wi1at seems so is transition.
This life of mortal breath
Is but a suburb of the life Elysian,
'Whose portal we call Death.
-Lollgfcllow.
James C. Howard was born in Masontown; Pa.,
December 6th, 1878, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Howard.
He was educated in the public schools of that place, and
was graduated with honors. He was possessed of un-.
tiring energy, studying hard and applying himself closely
to every branch of his' work. "Tot only in the school-
room, but in the field of athletics did he excel, winning
the admiration and love of his companions. That he
threw his whole soul into every task may be inferred
from the fact that, at the age of sixteen, he was made
principal of his own school for one term, in ,,;hich period
. he won a prize in a contest given by the superintendent
of the Fayette county schools.
His excellent mental training displayed itself in a
difficult \Vest Point examination, whkh he passed as
alternate in a class of thirty. Although he lost l~is ap-
pointment through the success of his rival, he did not
wholly relinquish his idea for pursuing military service.
He became a member of Company C, Tenth Regiment
N. G. P., and when the Spanish war broke out he was
1°3
prepared to go. However, owing to the fact that one
brother had already entered the army, he yielded to the
urgent appeals of his parents and remained at home.
The volunteer who had donned his uniform was the first
to fall in the battle of Manila.
Mr. Howard now turned his attention to the study
of medicine and determined to make that his life profes-
sIOn. Added to a natural ability and an inherent earnest-
ness, a scientific trend of mind, argued well for un-
bounded success in the future. He first attended the
Medical Department of the \\1estern U ni versity of Pitts-
burg, but came to Jefferson the following year, entering
the Class of 1902. During the two years with us he
achieved his characteristic success. An indefatigable
. student, he won his way to the head of the class. He
became a member of the Forbes Anatomical League and
received honorable mention in the examination for the
League prize in anatomy. He was a member of the
Keen Surgical Society, having been elected secretary of
that society at the end of his Junior year; also a member
of the Coplin Pathological Society. Nor did he strive for
intellectual greatness alone; a high spiritual development
was always his aim. He was an earnest worker both in
the Church and in the Young Men's Christian Asso-
ciation.
1°4
·During his vacation he assisted his brother, Dr.
Howard, at Fairmount, W. Va., where hosts of friends
were won 1:>Y his loving dispqsition and prevailing cheer-
fulness. Here it was that his tragic death occurred.
August 19th, 1901, while visiting a patient, the horse he
was driving became frightened and unmanageable, and
ran away. He assisted his companion from the buggy,
and in endeavoring to get out from behind hims-elf, was
violently thrown and instantly killed. The funeral, which
was the largest ever witnessed by that city, took place at
Masontown, Pa., a fitting tribute of the honor and high
respect in which he was held by alL who knew him.
In his death the Class of 1902 has lost one of its most
valuable members and most promising representatives;
one for whom no task was too great for strenuous effort;
nothing too small or trifling to be overlooked. A most
loyal friend and staunch helper. Living and loving,
'winning and sharing, doing and elaring. With our hearts
'we may say:
"Sleep sweetly, noble heart, in peace!
Sleep,' holy spirit, blessed soul,
While the stars burn and moons increase,
And the ages onward roll."
1°5
MORRIS A. B. LONG
Morris A. B. Long, the only son of Marcus Long and
Eliza (Trexler) Long, was born August 23d, 1878, in
Longswamp township, Berks county, Pa.
Re obtained his education in the common schools
of Longswamp township, and at the age of fifteen years
entered the Keystone State Normal School at Kutztown,
Pa., where he continued for two years, until he became a
member of the Junior class.
In the fall of 1896 he was appointed teacher of the
Central Prima~y School in Longswamp township. The
following spring he resulned his studies at the Normal
and took a special course to enter a medical college.
In the fall of 1898 he entered the Jefferson Medical
College. In the beginning of February his health began
to fail, a-nd on the 22d of February he entered the Jeffer-
son Hospital, where he died on the 5th of March of
typhoid fever, at the age of twenty years. He was buried
in the Longswamp cemetery on the 11th of March.
He was a member of the German Reformed Church.
By his death there occurred the first event in the history
of the Class of 1902 that marred its pleasant existence.
He will always be remembered as a charming, conscien-
tious classmate.
1
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TUE ,JEFFERSONIAN
The Yef!ersonz"an
First appeared on April 10, 1899, as an
Undergraduate Magazine, published on
the tenth of each month, during the
College Year, by the Undergraduates
of the Jefferson Medical College, and
at the meeting of the Alumni Asso-
ciation, held January 20, 1900,
The Yef!ersonz"an.
was heartily endorsed. ,;I. ,;I. ,;I.
In the November, 1899, issue
The Yeffersonzan
Album Series was inaugurated, and each
month the portrait of one of the Faculty
is inclqded, with a biographical sketch.
1°9
The gentlemen of the graduating class who constitute the
retiring members of the Editorial Board are: H. B. LOCHHEAD,
M. R. DINKELSPIEL and P. H. MOORE.
THEJEFFERSONIAN
Editor-in-Chief'
EUGE E FRANCIS MURPHY, Minn., 1904.
Associate Editors,
WALTER LEON ANGLE, Pa., 1903.
J. HOWARD ANDERSON, A. B., Pa., 1904.
Local Editor
GEORGE PLATT PILLING, JR., Pa., 1903.
AluDlni Editor
HENRY URBAN NORTH, Pa., 1903.
Athletic Editor
JAMES DENNISON WILSON, Pa., 1905.
Business Manager
SAMUEL CALVIN SMITH.. Pa., 1904.
Advisory Board
LOUIS C. VANUXEM, ESQ., for the Board of Trustees\
,PROF. W. M. L. COPLIN, for the Major Faculty,
PROF'. H. AUGUSTUS WILSON, for the Clinical Faculty,
HENRY LINN BASSETT, A.B., M.D., for the Alumni.
Class Correspondents
,E. D. S. MULLISON, A.B., for the Cla~s of 1904,
E. N. FOUGHT, ~or the Class of 1905.
Entered as second-class matter at Philadelphia.
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JEFFERSON
Athletics at Jefferson
By Harr7 Burke Lochhead
Athletics at· Jefferson owe much to the Class of '02.
Previous to their entrance there had been no organized system
inaugurated, and what little interest there was shown was due
to the efforts of the few who, in the fall of '96, organized a foot
ball team and played a few games merely for love of the game.
It was a successful team and won all its games, including one
from Medico Chi, whom they defeated by the score of 4 to o.
Curiously enough, the captain of that team was the brother of
Sharp, '02, the president of our class, and the one man that
has had more to do with the organization of athletics at Jeffer-
son than any other.
. In the spring of '97 Jefferson was represented in the relay 1
races at the University of Pennsylvania by a team, and won first
place in its class; Harkness, of 'or, now a resident in Jefferson
Hospital, was a member of that team.
Students at a professional school, especially medicine, have
little time to spare, and the location of Jefferson being in the
center of the city, with no accessible grounds, made it hard to
get students interested. But the new college building con-
tained a fine gymnasium, and other colleges of the same kind
had teanis; so, in the· fall of '99, at the instigation of Sharp, '02,
a meeting of- those interested in foot ball was called. Sharp
was made captain, and the team was composed of Walker, '03,
center; Hart, '03, and Mylin, '03, guards; DeKay, '02, and
Pabst, '02, tackles; Stewart, '03, and Sharp, '02, ends; Loch-
head, '02, was quarter-back, and Hazlett, 'oJ; Bowers, '03;
II4
Rodman, '02; Moore, '03, and Hemphill, '03, were backs. The
team lost one game that year,. and that was to Medico Chi, by
the score of I I to 6. It was a hard game to lose, and it was
a combination of referee and timekeeper that caused it.
In the meantime, there had been an Athletic Association
formed, with J. L. Harkness, '01, as president. An indoor
meet was held in December of that year, in which the Class of
'02 came off victorious through the efforts of Britt, Hartzell,
Lockhead and Rodman, '02 class, scoring 33 points out of a
possible 56. .
In the spring of 1900 a base ball team was organized. The
season was necessarily short, owing to closeness of examina-
tion and the closing of college. E. J. Beardsley, '02, was elected
manager and H. B. Lochhead, '02, captain. The .team lost
their first game to the Philadelphia Dental College, but ~on
the other five, the last being from Medico Chi by the score of
9 to 2. The game was won principally through the fine efforts
of Jefferson's battery, Schwartz, '00, and Altman, '01. The
game could hardly be mentioned without telling of the fine
throw of Sammy Woods, '00, from deep right field, cutting- off
the runner at home when the bases were full and two men out.
The fall of 1900 was a disastrous one for Jefferson, as far
as athletics go. Lochhead, '02, was captain and Sharp, '02,
manager. The first game was with Pennsylvania College of
Dental Surgery and was won handily by the score of 35 to o.
Then came a series of disasters. Jefferson played Haverford,
losing in the last half minute of the last half by a score of
6 to 0, the training of the Haverford boys telling. Five of
J efferson's men were laid out and never recovered their form.
Lochhead had his knee thrown out at Chester while practicing,
and the seas0I! wound up by the team being defeated by Medico
Chi by the score of 17 to 5.
That fall, Sharp was elected pn;sident of the Athletic As-
sociation, and in the indoor meet, held in December of that
year, the Class of '04 carried all before them, chiefly through
tbe efforts of Waggoner, Jefferson, Fredrickson and Anderson.
Moore, "03, was captain of the '01 base ball team, and a
good team was organ1zed, but out of a schedule of six games
rain prevented four, and Medico Chi backed out of its game
the night before the game. Jefferson again lost her first game
to the Philadelphia Dental College by the score of 5 to 2.
The season of 1901 opened up well. Sharp was again man-
ager, Schnader, '03, former captain of Franklin and Marshall,
and end on last year's team, nad been elected captain. The
team practiced three times a week with the Pennsylvania Rail-
road Y. M. C. A. team, and the team gotten in better shape
throtigh his efforts than ever _before. The season opened by
Jefferson winning from Lebanon Valley College, the Philadel-
phia Dental College and Haverford, but they lost their Franklin
. and Marshall and to Medico Chi again by score of 17 to o.
During the winter a basket ball team was organized, with
Mace, 'oS, manager, and Bowers, '03, captain. It played a hard
and fast game, winning the majority of its schedule, and on
February 22d winning from the Medico Chi team handily by
the score of 20 to 14.
Things are better organized for next year. Schnader was
again elected captain, and S. C. Smith, '04, formerly manager
of Btlcknell University team, manager. Manager Smith has
already arranged games with Lebanon Valley College, Franklin
and Marshall, Haverford, Swarthmore, Philadelphia Dental Col-
lege and Medico Chi.
Arrangements have been made with the Philadelphia Pro-
fessional foot ball team for practice with them three times a
week, a! the National League ball grounds, and he is working
in every way to get men out and to have a better team next
year. Sharp, Lochhead, Bowman and Bellamy; of .this year's
team, leave college this year. .
While athletics at J efferson have not been a brilliant suc-
cess, they are at least nicely started; the spirit of the students
is up, and they stood by the team nobly both in victory and
d"efeat, and it certainly has in the last three years increased the
college spirit fifty per cent.
II6
The Wosnen's AuxiliaS"7
.
OF THE
JefCerson Medical College
OF PHILADELPHIA
MRS. EDWARD H. WElL,
MRS. DANIEL BAUGH,
MRS. EDWARD PARKER DAVIS,
MRS. FRANCIS X. DERCUM,
MRS. H. AUGUSTUS WILSON,
MRS. AmnNELL HEWSON, 1508 Pine
. President.
Vice-President.
. Vice-President.
~.;~""
Recording ,Secretary.
Corresponding ·'se'cretary.
St., Treasurer.
. ...,..
~.
.'
Board of' Managers
MRS. WILLIAM CLARA ALLISON,
MRS. J. CHALMERS DACOSTA,
MRS. EDWARD PARKER DAVIS,
MRS. J. M. FisHER, ~.
MRS. EDWARD E. GRAHAM,
MISS MARTHA HARKNESS,
MRS. HOBART AMORY HARE,
MRS. W. JOS~EPH HEARNE,
MRS. ROBERT KEELY,MRS. HOWARD FORDE HANSELL,
MRS. D. BRADEN KYLE,
MISS ANNA MADDOCK,
MRS. S. MACCUEN SMITH,
MRS. GEORGE Q. HORWITZ,
MRS. JOHN H. GIBBONS, ,~'
MRS. THOMAS G. ASHTON,
MRS S. SOLIs-=C~Him.
I
Associate Mesnbers
MRS. HENRY W. STELLWAGON,
MRS. E. E. MONTGOMERY,
MRS. HARLAN PAGE. '.'
5'he Jefferson
RoolD
Students' Reading
and Library
'.
presenting the Annual Report for 1899, the Board
of Managers of the Jefferson Students' Reading
Rooms take pleasure in showing that their work
has progressed in spite of difficulties. Their rooms
were given them by the Trustees in the present
laboratory building, and they had much to contend
with in space limit, dirt and thin partitions, while
alterations were made there, but it has ended in
their moving to large rooms in the new college
building, with special arrangements made for the accommoda-
tion of the library. .
Much dissatisfaction has been expressed with the name of
the organization, the managers feeling that their work has out-
grown its former scope and the name is therefore inappropriate.
It is to be hoped that when their relations with the college are
clearly defined, a suitable name will be found.
A constitution was draughted last year, which we hope will
bind us together more firmly and make our work more effec-
tive. Three new members have been added to the Board of
Managers.
Our limited space has made social entertainments in the
r00111S impossible, but three requests for "teas," coming from
the students, show that the social side of life is needed by them.
One tea was given, but owing to its being near examination
time, was attended by a very small number. However, a recep-
tion, given in the hospital the evening of commencement, was
a success. An entertainment, netting over $500, was given at
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.the Philadelphia Cricket Club by friends of the Board of, Man-
agers to raise money for P1ed/tal books for the library.
The pool table was run more successfully than ever before,
the managers receiving a good income by paying the janitor
ten per cent. of the profits.
The Board has a new enterprise in mind, namely, that of
establishing a dormitory for the students, as many of them have
very poor accommodations. Towards this purpose they have
collected $339.
The Board of Managers have acceded to the request of the
Ieffel'sonian to send a monthly report of their work to that
paper, and last spring also sent an account of their work to the
Class Boqk for r899.
The managers are glad to state that the library has been
increased by 1,595 volumes, besides many journals and pam-
phlets; a list of the donors is given below. This includes a gift
by Dr. Greene of a chemical library of 1,140 volumes. On
September 28th, the Board of Managers passed a resolution
presenting these books, which had been in their keeping, to
the Jefferson Medical College. A complete card catalogue is
being made on the system used in the Surgeon-General's library
in Washington.
A plan for interesting the alumni and gaining a steady in-
come for the library is in operation, the idea being to form an
Associate Library Committee, each member of which shall make
himself a center of work fo·r collegiate books and money. This
committee now 11ltmbers thirty-three, and it is desired to make
it one hundred. Several of the Out-patient Departments of the
College Hospital are interesting themselves in the library, and
we hope for some material' result from those interested.
A plan (or the establishment of an agency for college text-
books was formulated, but was left in abeyance, as there was
a possibility 6f combining it with a more general agency in
the fall.
At the time of the removal of many soldiers of the Cuban
army to the Jefferson College Hospital, a letter was sent to the
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superintendent, offering the help of the managers in any direc-
tion, but none was ~quired.
For four years the ~oard has employed a respectable
woman to look into boarding-houses for students which would
be suitable in surroundings and price to meet their various.
needs. The character, location, guests, bedding, table, service,.
etc., are all examined, and a list of reputable houses, with prices,
furnished the Dean, for the convenience of strangers.
It is to be hoped that the work of the Board will continue·
and increase the progress of the _new era in the Jefferson
Medical College.
Respectfully submitted,
FDORENCE 'KEEN,
Recording Secretary.
The grateful acknowledgments of the Board of Managers.
of the Jefferson Students' Reading Rooms are due to the fol-
lowing persons for gifts of books, journals, pamphlets and
money received during the past year:
Dr. George M. Gould, Dr. Hobart A. Hare, Dr. W. M.
L. Coplin, Dr. Henry VI/. Stelwagon, Dr. Francis X. Dercum,.
Dr. William VI/. Keen, Dr. Edward P. Davis, Mr. Walter B..
Saunders, Publisher, P. Blakiston's Sons & Co., William Wood
& Co., Dr. Nicolas Senn, Dr. Howard A. Kelly, Laryngological
Out-patient Department of the Jefferson Medical College, the
Macmillan Co., London, Medical Officer, Dr. Howard F. Han-
·sell,. Dr. Johns, Miss Dora Keen, Dr. D. Braden Kyle, Dr.
Benjamin Lee, The Pennsylvania State Board of Health, Dr..
S. Edwin Solly, Dr. J. Chalmers DaCosta, Dr. John H. Musser,.
Dr. W. H. Wells, Dr. Charles K. Mills, Dr. Jame C. Wilson,
Surgeon-General Sternberg, Dr. Frederick S. Dennis, Dr..
Bulkley, Dr. George E. de Schweinitz, Dr. J. M. Anders, Dr.
J. Collins Warren, Dr. Horatio C. Wood, Dr. J. C. Chapman,.
Dr. Guy Hinsdale, Dr.. J. V. Shoemaker, Dr. John B. Chapin,
Dr.. Roberts Bartholow, Dr. J. C. McKnight, Dr. John W ..
Holland, Mrs. J. C. Chance, the Misses Mitchell, th~ Surgeon-
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General's Office, and Associate members, as follows: Dr. Joseph
P. Bolton, Dr. Douglas Graham, Dr. John Fay, Dr. 1. J. Bold,
Dr. W. C. Cox, Dr. W. W. Fitzger.ald,.Dr. W. Percy Goff, Dr. J.
\V. Irwin, Dr. W. B. Lowman, Dr. C. D. Miller, Dr: D. S. Rice,
Dr. John B. Roberts, Dr. T. D. Taggart.
THE LIBRARY.
The VVomen's Auxiliary of the Jefferson Medical College,
under the name of the Students' Reading Rooms Association,
began in 18Q4 to collect books for the use of the students.
Gradually, and as the result of much effort, a library of two
thousand volumes was accumulated. It has supplied a long--
felt need. The library is consulted by the students at all hours.
Especially in the intervals between lectures and laboratory
work does it enable the students to make the very best lIse of
time that would otherwise be wasted. The library is intended
for the students exclusively, and no charge whatever is made.
The maintenance of the library entails a very considerable
expense. The services of a competent librarian are constantly
. required, and new vbooks, journals aild numerous duplicates of
copies of books useful to students must from time to time be
secured. The expense is met by yearly contributions of the
Ladies of the Auxiliary and by moneys raised by an annual en-
tertainment. The Ladies of the Auxiliary, however, find them-
selves in a position in which it is important that they should
have financial and other material aid from the Alumni and
friends of the school. The hearty cooperation of the Alumni
especially is desire<;1, and they are hereby requested to send such
duplicate copies of medical works as they may have in their
own libraries', especially' treatises of which they are themselves
the authors. The library is in constant use, but the committee
finds its work much hampered by the want of a sufficient nUl11-
.ber of duplicates. Donations, either in the way of books or
endowment, will go far to me~t this need.
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A College Song
Loyal as "Dear Old Jeff's" alumni and students are, that
loyalty finds most charming rivalry bubbling forth from the
hearts and minds of her fair daughters, as is gracefully attested
by the following song, composed by Miss Montgomery and
generously contributed to our college lore:
Jetterson College Song
Tune-Maryland, My Maryland.
There is a college of great renown,
Jefferson, oh Jefferson,
'Twas founded in a Quaker town,
Jefferson, oh Jefferson;
Its men are found in East and West,
Its lore and learning are the best,
And everyone can stand the test,
Jefferson, oh Jefferson.
The ties that bind us to thy fame,
Jefferson, oh Jefferson,
\,yill keep us from deceit and shame,
Jefferson, oh Jefferson.
Thy strenuous sons will ever strive
To keep thy n!'l,me and creed alive,
And look to thee with love and pride,
Jefferson, oh J effer.son.
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In coming years of time and pace,
Jefferson, oh feffersoll,
May thy deep learning grow apace,
J effer on, oh Jefferson.
Oh, may thy glory brighter shine
And reach the shore of every clime,
Defeating Death of Life sublime,
Jeffer on, oh Jefferson.
REFRAI '.
Oh Jefferson, thy SOilS we are,
nd faithful may we ever be;
Our hopes, our fears, our joys are one,
For thy fair fame, oh J effer on.
-The JefTcrsoniall.
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JAddress,
Histor-ian,
Oration,
Prophecy,
Class Poem,
Presentations,
Class Day Speakers
N ORMAN WALLACE SHARP.
GRANVILJ.E HUNT WALKER (A.B.)
PHILIP H. MOORE (A.B.)
CLARENCE FRANCIS ELY.
GIDEON H. PATTON.
WILLIAM WONDO FITZPATRICK (B.S.)
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PROGRAMME OF
CL D V EXERCI E
MUSIC:
I. Fe tival, - . - - - - Leu/iter
2. King DOCIo, - - - - - . . . - - - - Luders
3. March, from "The Prophet," - - Meyerbeer
i'\DDRES :
President Norman Wallace Ilarp.
Naila (Ballet Music), - Delibes
ClASS HI TORY:
Granville Hunt Wall'{er.
Air from" Carmen," - - - - - - - - - - Bizet
CLA POEM:
Gideon Harmer Po tton.
Return of prinQ, - - - - - - - Waldteufel
CLASS PR PHECY:
CIaI' nce Franci E:IU.
Sextette from" Lucia," - - - - - - - - Donizetti
CLASS ORfITION:
Philip Henru Moore.
"Love's Old sweet Song," - - - - Molloy
CLASS PRE ENTATION:
William Wando FitzpatricR.
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Address of the President of the Class
Norsnan Wallace Sharp
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN;-
To you, who have gathered here to view the last rites of
the Class of '02, we extend greeting. We appreciate your com-
ing the more, regarding it, as we do, as evidence of your in-
terest in us, rather than in what you shall see or hear. We
have been preparing for this event for some time-indeetl, for
four years past. You shall hear, in story and in verse, of the
deeds of the members of our class, of their undertakings, which
have sometimes been successful, and of their hopes which the
future shall determine. The poet, with groanings that can be
heard, will deliver himself of much vapor; the prophet will un-
roll our futures before your eyes, consigning many of us to
untimely ends and none to peaceful lives, with a sense of duty
well done and pleasure undisguised. You will go away, think-
ing, doubtlessly, that we feel naught but joy that our college life
is drawing to a close; thinking, also, that we are all eagerness
to go forth to put into practice the theories and the knowledge
we have imhibed at the expense of much time and labor. We
admit as much, but mingled with that eagerness there is a
regret, only half acknowledged to ourselves, that our school
days are over; that this means the breaking of the ties which
have bound us together in respect and affection during the last
four years. Time, ably assisted by our professors, has decimated
otir t:anks, but clo'sing up the gaps, shoulder to shoulder, we
have pressed forward until to-day we are proud that we are
counted worthy to be numbered among the sons of Jefferson.
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Classmates, vvith the closing of to-niorrow's exercises the
Class of '02 will, as ~ class, be no more. We shall go to
widely separated parts of our own country; aye, some of ).IS
even to foreign lands, bearing the diploma of our chosen pro-
fession. Many of us shall never meet again. Let us seek, as
far as possible, to perpetuate these college friendships, peculiar
in themselves, formed before the demands and interests of later
life step in. They will be a joy in the victories which will be
won and a comfort in the defeats which will certainly be met.
At no time will the voice of friendship ring truer than at the
time of sorrow and trouble.
That which our teachers have given 11S is but the body,
an inert thing, unless we breathe into it the energy and per-
severance that shall make it live. There will be presented to us,
in the new century, problems as grave and interests as vital as
have been given to those before us. Every honor and every
reward is open to us if we but try, and trying, will persevere.
Our medical forefathers groped their way along a dark
.and narrow toad that extended down through many centuries;
it was strewn with pitfalls of ignorance; overhung with clouds
of superstition and bigotry, lightened here and there by the
genius of a Hunter, of a Jenner and of a Lister. That road is
b'ecoming brighter and broader now.' Our teachers have di-
rected our steps thus far, but now we must push forward our-
.selves. Let us be earnest and conscientiotls; not theorists only,
but' practical men; not followers,but original thinkers and
wo~kers, and if we can advance the cause of science but a
single step nearer that goal where perfect knowledge shall blot
out the shapes of foul disease, it cannot be said that we have
:striven in vain.
To you, members of the classes that shall come after, we
leave as a legacy the movement that had its revival with the
founding of a newer Jefferson, a revival in which this class has
had'some part, namely, t~1e promotion of college spirit. Strive
to bring about a larger community of interest and a better
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college sentiment amona- the cia e, 0 it may be in thc futur
a it ha been in the pa t, then
Tho e widely cattered-
lass upon cia ,that o' rface our country,
lay laugh with pride when th ir fellow namc
JEFFER N.
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Oration
By Philip H. Moore
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:-
vVe are gathered together here to-day to celebrate the
completion of our college course. vVe are honored by your
presence; we are grateful for your interest. To the world at
large, an event like this is less than a ripple upon the broad
face of the Atlantic; to us, it is the crossing of the Rubicon-
the launching of the ship-the laying of the corner-stone of our
professional destinies.
A glance backward reminds us how swift is the flight of
time. Four years ago the present moment seemed like some
far-off millennium. The plunge into the forest wa made, and
the climb upward begun. Change, death and failure were evi-
dent at each successive halt. And at length this company has
come forth upon the ·summit, and have asked for and received
commissions to· scale other and higher peaks. In ·retrospect,
it seems as almost nothing; but in the doing it was fraught with
exertion and sacrifice as severe as that prescribed in any course
of professional training.
And as for the moment we stand in this place, where others
have been, and still others are to be, the searching mind of
visitor and friend wonders, no doubt, what thought. what feel-
ing dominates within us. Perhaps no adequate answer can be
given to such a query. The uling ideas of even a single mind lie
, buried deep beyond the reach of the keenest psychology. But so
far as reasonable observation can go, it is no foolish pride .for the
past, no inflated satisfaction with the present. This is truly but
a "<:':0l11mencement," and our eyes are turned toward the future.
Into it we strain our vIsIOn; into it we hang our hope. The
first skirmish has been fought~the real battles are to come. The
scent of these fiercer fields stirs the war spirit in us. We are
anxious for the onset; we are eager for the contest.
And, no doubt, some older and wiser here to-day ask the
reason for this instinct. Have we not heard that there are no
New "'Torlds to conquer? Is not the rol1 of the Immortals
complete? Is there not now a vast host in advance? Are there
not, at this very hour, numberless men of highest gifts, skilled
by years of experience, in the field? Are we not ignorant of the
difficulties which are to come? Have we considered the disap-
pointments which certainly are before us? And to al1 this, and
more, we listen with bowed heads and profound respect, and
seek to weigh its ful1est meaning. Not one word of contradic-
tion do we offer.; not one denial do we make. Yet, in the face
of all, we turn with gladdened countenance to things yet to
come, undaunted and unshaken, ful1 of hope and certain cour-
age, assured that success can yet be mastered, and ready now
t<? give the reason for the faith which to-day forms the theme
of our discussion: The Essentw.-l Factors in. Our Optimism.
In the first instance, we find ourselves possessed of highest
courage because of the marvelous age in which we live. Every
period in the world's history has had its lights and shadows;
every century its blessings and opportunities. The trend of
civilization has certainly been moving upward. Discovery, im-
provement, progress have characterized, more or less, each suc-
ceeding epoch. The great heroes of the past stand immortal
still in the present. The ful1est measure of credit is always
theirs. But after al1 has been said, we feel confident that they
would join tlS in declaring that this is truly the Augustan Age
-this the best the world has ever seen. For this is the age of
liberty-civil and, religious. This is the day when men own their
own lives. This is the period of free communication, so that,
as one awakens in the morning, he knows what has transpired
and what is transpiring in every part of the world. This is the
age of progress, when men no longer glory in maintaining things
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•as they have been, but are everywhere anxious to improve
upon what they inherit: The thought of the day is forward; the
mind is reGeptive to new ideas. No longer do kings and priests
sit upon the seats of judgment to condemn those whom the
spirit of the age stirs to vigor and to action. The Inquisition is
passed; the fagots are burned, and the instruments of torture
relegated to our museums. The school, the press and the free
library are disseminating intelligence and knowledge broadcast.
Charity and goodness are more potent than ever. N ever has
the general well-being of mankind been so marked as now. And
from the Orient to the Occident there is felt a constant inspira-
tion to improve, to advance, to achieve. The !'>train of the
hymnal runs true:
"We are living, we are moving in a grand and awful time,
In an age on ages telling, to be livi'ng is sublime!"
o one can live in a period like this and be conscious of
what surrounds him without feeling a thrill of hope, deep an~l
strong, as he undertakes his life-work. Men and women en-
gaged in any service ought to be hopeful in days like these.
And those called to a learned profession, particularly, as they
contrast the present with the past, ought to take up their work
with the highest measure of courage and enthusiasm.
But in the next instance, we are optimistic to-day, because
0.£ the magnificent land which is ours. No word of eulogy is
needed from this place, and at this time, for great, proud
America. Her name is the hope of millions beyond the sea.
Her rugged mountains, her broad plains, her mighty forests and
her rich mines form the physical basis for our greatness and
prosperity. Her climate is not that of the frozen North, nor
yet that of the dreamy South. Nature is kind to us in every
way. She has given us the temperate climate-where the minds
and souls of men are ever stirred to busy activity. In this
climate great inventions are devised, the secrets of nature dis-
covered, the principles of democratic government wrought out,
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and all that' makes for the enlightenment of the mind, for the
strengthening of character al~d for the activity essential to well-
being and success is found present. These are constantly stim-
ulated by the very atmosphere which we breathe. Ours is not-
a Switzerland, with its Alps; an Italy, with its skies; a Germany,
with its Rhine; but within our broad boundaries, scenery as
grand, skies as beautiful and rivers as broad and placid as those
anywhere to be found are multiplied to us. Difficult, indeed, is it
to describe the wealth of nature here. But no one who has jour-
neyed to other climes, and studied with unprejudiced eye, could
have returned to his own country and failed to have found that
li.ere we have combined practically all of the wealth and beauty
of other lands. And on either side the mighty oceans are our
fortresses.-And what shall I say of the people of our common-
wealth? They comprise the mixed blood of many races. Our
history reads like some fascinating novel. The Pilgrim in New
England, the Cavalier in Virginia, the stolid Dutch in ew
York and the thrifty Germans in Pennsylvania-these laid the
corner-stone, and their children, mingling with hosts that have
come from other lands, have produced a race marvelous for
skill, ingenuity, thrift and power of application. It is no boast
to say that we lead the world. Our heroes compare favorably
with those of Greece and Rome; our traditions rival those of
classic history. No pyramids, no Acropolis, no feudal ruins do
we boast; but a great, broad, rich and fertile country, with a
people free, progressive and contented-that is America. And
when we consider that we are but in the infancy of our life, we
cannot but take a degree of sensible pride in the home that
we have, and the people we have become, and feel everlastingly
grateful and encouraged that it is our privilege to be part and
parcel of a country like this.
We are optimistic, aga~n, because of the royal profession
which is ours. It would be a sad condition, indeeu, to find one
hundred and fifty men beginning- their life-work with any other
feeling than this. The age and land ought to produce hope in
every life. The fisherman upon the Banks, the lumberman in the
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camp, the plowman on the prairie, the miner in the shaft, the
hosts who produce thil~gs necessary to life, and the great armies
engaged in business and traffic-all these have reason for cheer
and enthusiasm as they take up callings so necessary and hon-
orable. But we feel that the medical profession is especially
fortunate in the advantages which it offers, in the history which
it has, in the service which it renders. Not that all its past has
been great; not that all its present is perfect; far from it. But in
spite of defect and failure, in spite of shortcomings and mistakes,
it has been the primary force to beat back the plague, to miti-
gate human pain and suffering, to carry mercy to the fields of
battle, to take cheer, health and sunshine into the homes of the
poor and into the halls of the rich. From its beginning to the
present hour, its mission has been one and the same-to relieve
suffering and to prolong life. Its heroes and apostles are as
worthy as any the world has seen. Their services have beep
as great and their devotion as unselfish as any that has actuated
the lives of men.-The public has raised its monuments to its
soldiers and captains. These 'are found in every State, in almo 1.
every hamlet. War has been inevitable, and its heroes deserve
their meed of praise. But their actual service has been the pro-
duction of suffering, anguish and death. In what contrast has
been the work of our professional fathers! ~ ot to inflict pain,
not to produce suffering, not to destroy life; but to bind up, to
soothe, to comfort, to restore-that has been the glory of our
profession. And to-day its service is witnessed in the splendid
hospitals of our cities, in the homes for the outcast, in the asy-
lums for the insane and in the inauguration of such sanitary
measures as prevent the incoming and spread of plague and pes-
tilence. And as we turn to things yet to come, and consider the
advancement that is bound to be, we .can r~st assured of one
thing, that in the multiplicity of service that shall be demanded,
none is to keep a higher or more exalted place than that of the
good physician and the nonored surgeon.-Some vocations are
trifling, some are temporary. The world could well dispense
with some who receive its loudest praise. But the service of our
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profession is, and must ever be, vital to the well-being and hap-
piness of any people. And tl'\.e day certainly will come when the
names of Hippocrates, Galen, Harvey, Rush, Pare, Lister, Gross
and a host of others will be known, studied, appreciated and
praised, certainly as highly and as truly as those who up to the
present time are conspicuous for the prisoners they have cap-
tured, and the armies they have slain. To join the ranks of
such a host, to identify one's self with such a service, cannot
fail to produce courage and hope in our own lives to-day.
We, again, find ourselves of good heart and spirit because of
the thorough training which we have received. It is always a
great thing to begin a great service or to take up a great profes.-
sion. There is little else in life more important. And while we
have no word of criticism or contrast, w feel sure that the med-
ical training received to-day is a vast improvement upon that
given yesterday. In all the better schools the courses have been
lengthened and the standard raised. The department of pathol-
. ogy is scarcely more than a decade old. Clinical training at the
bedside, the employment of the X-rays, antiseptic methods, ma-
ternity service, the use of the microscope and projectiscope, the
numerous courses for the study of special diseases, together
with the courses in neurology and advanced therapeutics-all
these have come within the memory of those who call them-
selves still young. The fathers wrought nobly with what they
had. They accomplished great things under great limitations.
Their minds were of a vigorous type, their achievements epoch-
making in character. Yet it is no vain boast to say that, because
of what they have done, and the superior advantages which they
have given us, we ought to be prepared to begin our work far
in advance of where they began theirs. We would be recreant
to our opportunities; we would be a reflection to thefi1, if this
were not true. The discipline, the thoroughness and the recent-
ness of our professional education ought to furnish us with an
equipment superior to that of aNy who have gone before us. If
it is not so, the fault is our own, the discredit is to ourselves.
And in this presence I should singularly fail to express the con-
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victions of my c1assmen if I omitted to state that, in our judg-
ment, the curriculum .and training, and the teaching ability
found in our own beloved college is second to none found either
in this land or in other parts of the wodd.-Mental discipline
and the acquisition of knowledge ,give strength and force to any
who possess it. Special training in some special vocation gives
special confidence to him who receives it. In the fullness of
time, from masters in their departments, w have received our
professional education. We eschew egotism; we despise con-
ceit. But we humbly hope that some of the seed has fallen
into good ground, and as we reflect upon the course now com-
pleted, we feel ourselves strengthened in heart and anxious to
go forth with what we have, to add to it as we may, and to apply
it with all the force and energy which we can summons.
Finally, we are optimistic at this time b~cause of the splen-
did opportunity which is now given US to make the most of our-
selves, and to be of the highest possible service to others. No
one can feel greatly animated in doing that which is belittling.
No one can have great courage whose service is slavish and
menial. No-one whose hands are tied, and whose head is bowed,
can reflect much cheer and sunshine from his countenance. Life
is not worth iiving under such circumstances, and men never
achieve great things under such conditions. To start in one's
career with the promise of nothing but monotony, slavery and
unrequited toil-this can never be anything but depressing amI
disheartening in its influence. Life is realized in the highest
and best sense when men have some constant source of inspira-
tion, when there is some high and worthy goal toward which
they struggle. The promise of something better is absolutely
essential to the noblest type of service. And when we contem-
plate the commissions that have been given us, we feel sure
that-men have no more reason for beginning their work with
the spirit of courage and hope than ourselves. Ours is to be a
life with books, a life of inyestigation, a life of service and a life
of sacrifice. Weare to constantly improve the mind, to grow in
judgment and to enlarge the instinct of kindness in the souL
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We are to feed upon things that make men strong.. We are to
build up ourselves that we m.y build up others. Not upon the
public platform; not in assembly halls; not where art and
literature are a,pplauded; not at the head of some great monop-
oly; not upon the bridge 0.£ some flagship of the sea; not in
asserting dogma in Church or State. Far removed from all this
is to be our vocation. Among all classes and races; for those
who have much and for those who have nothing; in sea on and
out of season; by day and by nig-ht-our mission must ever be:
to relieve physical pain; to restore broken members; to care for
those in travail; to strengthen the aged and the weak; to radiate
the spirit of kindness and sympathy; giving of the best we have;
spending, and being spent, as we may be guided-this is the
pathway, this is the course upon which we are bound. If proper
use of mind and heart is the best test of service, where in all
the employments of men is a grander or more inspiring voca-
tion than ours? In what way and by what means could the
noblest instincts be more constantly stimulated than in the pro-
fession to which we dedicate ourselves to-day?
In ancient Rome, when C~sar wished to curry favor, it
was his custom to arrange periods of feasting and entertain-
ment. The great Colosseum was the center to which all feet
turned. And there, in gorgeous attire, emperor, princes, patri-
cians and plebeians were entertained and delighted with exhibi-
tions of ferocious beasts tearing their members in fragments;
fierce battles fought in ships; chariot races and athletic contests
of the most thrilling and perilous character-such followed each
other in rapid succession. And usually the climax was reached
in the struggles of the gladiators. It was the custom on the
last day, when all the multitudes were assembled, and the great
amphitheatre was crowded to its silken ceiling, for the emperor
to take his place, and at a certain signal to have the iron doors
thrown open and the gladiators march in solemn file- across the
arena, and then, in the hush of si.1ence, turn and face the royal
personages, and with uplifted sword and tremulous voice, ex-
claim: "Oh C~sar! we, who are about to die, salute you I"
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Such was the fate, such the termination of one of the great
trained bodies of Imp(!rial Rome. No such decree is made for
us; no such salutation do we give. But rather turn to you here
present, and say: "We, who are about to begin our life-work;
we, who have been served in the hope that we may serve others;
we, who have been called to the noblest and most unselfish. of
professions, we salute you!"
Weare optimistic, then, because of the age in which we
live; because of the land which is ours; because of the profes-
sio.n which we have espoused; because of the training which'
we have received, and because of the splendid opportunity given
us to grow useful and efficient, and, in turn, to serve our fel-
low-men.
Counsel and direction are to come from others. A sugges-
tion in briefest form is all we offer in conclusion. For we can-
not repress the thought that with what we have received, and
the work which we have begun, we must of necessity continue
to be students; we must expect to redouble our efforts in the
future. We are to learn, day by day, from our experience. We
are to study and note the results of our practice. It, will be
wisdom to labor particularly upon some one line of our pro-
fession; and inspired by the spirit which animated our fathers
and our instructors, we are to push persistently forward, and
to bear in mind that no one can long succeed, no one can reach
permanent achievement unless he has in him that which makes
for untiring effort and the disposition to constantly improve
in one's methods. The great men of the past began in obscurity.
Persistent toil and sacrifice won for them their high places.
They served the world, and received their reward. To-day the
same privileges are present. Problems great and small, op-
portunities of every kind are -presented on every side. The air
resounds with progress. The world is moving onward. The
times' are more and more exacting. Skill, honesty and good-
ness of life were never at a higher premium. And as we begin
our course and wend our way, with the hope of reaching some
place of credit, I can end with no better words, none better
suited to a day like this, than the e stirrino- lines of Lowell,
when he ays:
( ~ ew occa ions teach new dutie ,
Time makes aiel good seem uncouth;
They mu t ever on and upward
\Vho w uld ke p al rea t of truth.
La! before us o-leam her camp-fires,
\lve ourselves must PilCTrims be;
Launch our l\Iayflo\\'er, and steer boldly
ThrOtJCTh a desperate winter' ea.
Nor attempt the Future's portal
'With the Past' blood-nl ted key."
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Class History
By Granville Hunt Walker
hort year have pa cd II1ce the la of
first b came a factor in the hi t ry f th
colleo-e which we have elected a ur 111110 illatcr.
'h rt a it may s m as we r view the mem rie
of the past, it has be n an epoch in our lives. Fit-
ting our elve for th pra tic f th n I I t f
prof ion, we have join I hand in hand f r a
common nd. \ \'e hav kn WI1 th bitt r with the
weet; but n w that all Olll- trial are ver, can
we not look backward upon ur many h ur
earn t effort, our toils, ur eeming tribuJati ns, and ay, with
an hon st heart, that all is well ?
Th pa t b long to m mory. s we recall the man)' d d.
of cia mate and friend, the ambition and rivalries f coli go
life. the ong and o-ooel ch r in which all have join d h artily,
the memorie f all float pa t our mind a the m rning br ez
acro th hill.
\Ve were but boy wh n we fir t entered thi , the mo:t im-
ponant era of our liv . \\'e hav voyaged together o'er many
a tormy ea. But now, a \\'e go from the c liege which we
love, to live and die in th practice of our pr fe i n, we mu t
be men- ver r ad)' to tand for rio-ht, bearing the bann r f
truth and hone ty, ev r exemplifying the fixity of purpo e which
hould characterize proud ons of Jeffer on.
I have often eated my elf in an ea y-chair lik the pro-
verbial bachelor, and abandoned m)' elf to the pirit f r veri ;
and a I 1l1U ed, many vi i n of the pa t ft atcd bcfore m like
dim spectres in a dream. Living in a Philadelphia boarding- -
house.. I had no warm fire in ~hich I might gaze and watch the
dying embers; but the wall-paper proved an excellent substitute,
and as I gazed intently, each figure seemed to bring before me a
new memory of the days gone by.
More than once have I seen the tall form of Shepler, his
face almost in the act of cracking a smile, but the vision would
always fade before he had accomplished such an unheard-of
thing. Again, I have thought I could see "Pat" Boyle flirting
with one of the clinic nurses; but that, too, proved to be merely
a vi ion. If it had been Drick or Mead, it would have been a
horse of a different color.. for I think I have spied them more
than once gazing covertly, with sentimental eyes, upon the fair
face and form of some petite nurse, when they thought no one
was looking. As the many visions have passed before me, 1 have
endeavored to pen them as they flitted by-and now, fellow-
classmates, I offer it-this story-to you as it has appeared to ~
me. Part has been founded on fact, and part .s fiction; but it
is offered with the earnest hope that you will accept it in the
same spirit ~n which it is written.
FRESHMAN YEAR.
History repeats itself, and it is here we record the pro-
digious performance of Percy Pelouze, who, following the pre-
cedent of the father of his country, crossed the Delaware, one
perfect morning in June, to register as the primordial member
of the Class of 1902. Over a century ago the paternal Wash-
ington performed the same feat amid the icy blasts of a winter's
night. Percy took matters more comfortably, however. He
waited for a bright, sunny day, paid three cents, and embarked
upon a ferryboat, eager to escape the strenuous life of cosmo-
politan Camden..
One by one, many other names were added to the list, and
when the time came for the opening of the college session, 156
men were enrolled. It was in autumnal October, when the leaf
is yellow and sere, that the Freshmen, still verdant and green,.
arrived-an unsophisticated horde. One by one they came
straggling in; some with carpet-bags, some with green uni-
brellas. It has been said that Britt even brought his band-box
and canary bird along; but if he did, it has long since been for-
gotten. "Freddy" Harris, fresh from the mountains of Idaho,
looked up a faro game as soon as he struck town. The first man
he met was Jarvis, from West Virginia, and they immediately
begatl to swap stories, After a vain endeavor to hold each other
up, they mutually agreed to· drown their differences in a glass
of beer. Wakefield came all the way from Maine, and forgot to
leave his "down East" accent at home. ' The "Little German
Band"-Long, Kistler, Hartman, Zehner, Wertman and Schoff-
stall-arrived bright and early, but left their bugles at home,
much to our relief. "Chic" K.irschner donned his first long
trousers just before he came, fearful that some one would think
him still a boy. It might here be recorded that "Chic" has trierl
on several occasions to emulate Palmer's mustache, but has at
last become resigned to the inevitable.
Do you remember the first few days of our Freshman year,
when we were trying to get acquainted with each other? For-
tunately, this was easily accomplished, and on the eleventh of
October, 1898, we held our first class meeting. Werst was
elected president, and Scott, having an honest face, was chosen
chief scribe and keeper of the coin. From that day we were
united, and together have gone, hand in hand, harmoniously
through college.
Being human, like other Freshmen, we were ever ready for
war, and we were not long in stirring up our natural enemy,
the Sophomores, who were a very accommodating class. Tenth
street was the scene of the battle, and who will ever forget it!
It was a glorious fight. Like the gallant Six Hundred at Bala-
klava, we met our antagonists face to face. A foot ball scrim-
mage would have been a calm affair cOITLpared to it. One rush
followed another. Hats, coat's, collars and neckties flew in all
directions. The trolley cars were blocked for squares. Spec-
tators surrounded the battleground on all sides. The combat
grew fiercer and fiercer, when In! a squad of policemen hove in
sight-not one "cop," but a dQzen or more-bringing their am-
bulance with them. Then there was a final rush-this time for
the college hallway. Once safely inside, both friend and foe
forgot their differences, and all joined heartily in singing sweet
lullabies to the "cops," who so inadvertently had spoiled our
innoc.ent afternoon's pastime.
It took us a month or more to become accustomed to the
college curriculum, and it was really not until after the holidays
that we fully realized the situation. Within the begrimed and
dingy walls of the old dissecting room we labored earne tly at
our anatomy. Weare indebted to the upper classmen, who
have gone before us, for their many words of timely advice
which they so freely gave-teaching us the "straight and nar-
row pathway" through which we endeavored to walk.
The winter passed quickly by, and soon spring came in all
its glory. Then how we worked! The stories of upper c1ass-
men wrought upon our imagination, until all were convinced
they would surely fail. But the gods were propitious, and it
was not long before we were separated for our summer vaca-
tion-rejoicing that the year's work was ended.
SOPHO)IORE YEAR.
The opening of the Sophomore year found us comfortably
located in the new college building. And what a glorious
change! The new laboratories, the splendid lecture and recita-
tion rooms, the future prospects of the college which we love,
inspired in us a steadfast determination to put forth our best
efforts in our college work. The elevator, upon which we were
never allowed to ride, and at which we gazed so admiringly as
we wearily mounted the stairs, and the genial reception we re-
ceived at the hands of the clerk, also added more or less to our
enthusiasm. One hundred and sixty-eight men responded to
roll-call, and we truly felt quite maj'estic when we realized we
were no longer Freshmen.
In this year we were introduced into the mysteries of pa-
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/thology, and learned that the Culex damllosus was only another
name for the Jersey m()squito. Professor DaCosta gave us our
initial degree in the Principles of Surgery, and many were the
tribulations of those who sat on the first row. Our ideas upon
surgery were various, and some were ludicrously original. The
climax was reached, however, when Dinkelspiel announced his
new theory of the auger-boring properties of leukocytes in pro-
duciBg an inflammation-much to the Professor's exasperation.
Shannon spent part of his vacation in the Blue Grass State.
We will not mention the attraction which caused his journey
thither. \\lould you believe it? He wore a plug hat, and even
placed a few favorites at the races. It is also whispered that
he braced himself for second year examinations by a liberal in-
gestion of spiritus fnmU!nti. How about that, Shannon? Ber-
nard Bertram Wormser, alias "Barney," started into the loan
business as soon as he returned. He loaned a friend five dollars,
and they say he is still looking for the friend. Barney is the
first to promulgate the theory that a milky opacity of the blood
is produced by a milk leg. It was in the class in Hematology.
A half a dozen fellows had missed the question, when Barney
held up his hand, looked wise and quickly responded "Milk leg."
Then he sold out for thirty cents. Smithgall, becoming wearied
of the infelicities of a bachelor life, took unto himself a better
half, and since then has been growing balder every day. He is
always happy, however, and his advice to all his cla mates is-
get married.
The annual class election was held on the fourteenth of
October, and resulted in the election of Ely, president; Lock-
head, vice-president, and Tom Kelly, secretary and treasurer.
The strain of the campaign being over, we settled down, entered
our shell and remained quiet and peaceful until it became our
duty to rebuke the obstreperous Freshmen. Who does not re-
member the exciting day and night we guarded our colors flying
over -the college building? With true Freshman audacity. 1903
tried to float their colors upon the college flagstaff. We couldn:'t
endure that and keep up a proper Sophomore dignity, so we
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called a council of war, and decided upon immediate advance-
ment upon the enemy. It took but a short time to swing 1902
to the breeze, and there it stayed. For one whole day and night
we watched our colors, and, having held the fort for the re-
quired time, in the morning took them down. Potter, Horning
and Bryson served gallantly on the guard, and braved the ele-
ments for twelve solid hours. Then the une~pected happened.
The Freshmen, determined not to be outdone, put up another
flag and cut the halyards. It was a difficult proposition then,
but Lockheacl solved it. With the true grit and nerve of steel
of a man-o'-war tar he climbed the pole and replaced the 1903
flag with 1902 colors. The next day we held a funeral, and all
that was mortal of 1903 was consigned to smoke and ashes. We
then buried the hatchet for a year.
The characteristics of many of the individual members of
the class are interesting, and a few are accordingly recorded.
"Sam" Doane has always worn a high-cut vest and a celluloid
collar. Being an ardent lover of Piper Heidsieck, he has taken
these precautions to preserve his shirt front and save a laundry
bill. Ingraham was the man who discovered that water was
wet. As one of the satellites soaring around the center. of
attraction in the chemical laboratory, he has at last become a
star, equaling in radiance that of Charley Keating, the man with
a "pull." Charley joined the class in the second year, and ince
then has been devoting his time in securing himself "next" with
the demonstrators. They will miss him next year, for he has
long been a constant fixture at their right hand. His proficiency
for getting nearest an operation is unexcelled, much to the aver-
sion of Glasgow, who has never taken kindly to Charley's
zealotry. Shimo.on, olir friend from the Far East, is a matri-
monially inclined individual, but has manifested a peculiar dis-
like for widows, at least this is so his bosom friend, Fitzpatrick,
has informed us. If there are any widows present who are
desirous of entering a harem, we advise them that it would be
useless to apply. "Louie" Spitz has always been a genteel fel-
low. His carefully groomed mustache has won for him many
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female admirers. He does not draw the line on widows, con-
sequently his case is ~n interesting one.
Time passes quickly with the busy mind, and the year,
which seemed so long to us as we looked forward to it, passed
quickly by. Soon we were up against the inevitable finale ex-
aminations. With redoubled efforts we faced our fate, and one
by one squeezed through the needle's eye. Hazlett, in his joy
over getting through, went home, leaving a part of his ward-
robe behind him. It was but a pair of trousers; but imagine the
situation when he awoke to realize his loss. Therein hangs
a tale.
The summer vacation was pleasantly passed. Whenever we
could get a patient to submit to our treatment, we were eager
to exhibit our meagre knowledge of medicine. The walks and
talks with sweethearts are not matters of history, but it is need-
less to say that many affiliations were made, which will sooner
or later become realities and, consequently, historical.
JUNIOR YEAR.
There were plenty o·f lively times during the Junior year.
ow and then a rush to break the monotony, occasionally
"passing up" some classmate for the amusement of all. Our
natural proclivity for song manifested itself on many occasions.
Especially did we give vent to our inspiration while waiting
Professor Hare's arrival in the lecture room. The story of
Lydia Pinkham appealed to our emotions, and has often been
sung with true expression. Many has been the poor mortal we
have hung to the sour apple tree while we went marching on.
With this year came many specimens of the "genus homo."
George Hancock Nofer became tenth assistant demonstrator
of Neisser's microbe and chief manipulator of the magic lantern.
"Sam" Beale also became proficient in the art of sterilizing
Phi.ladelphia water, which he accomplished by baking and serv-
ing aLa half-shell. The national Presidential campaign being in
full sway, gave Barrett many opportunities to advocate his ideas
on free silver. As a stalwart supporter of the Bryan issues, he
had no equal, and he was ever ready for an argument. Since
the defeat of his favorite cantlidate, he has taken more seriously
to medicine, and has disavowed his intention of becoming a
stump-speaker for the Mugwumps. During this year, Trainor,
Ireland, "Sam" Bowman, Schaffner and Horner took turns in
making weekly trips to a s.uburban town noted for its classical
institution and attractive damsels. Ireland went along just for
'fun-I say this advisedly-but Bowman and Horner took mat-
ters more seriously, and the situation became interesting. Bow-
man, being of a poetical turn of mind, has described Horner's
deportment thus:
Little Earl Horner
Sat in a corner,
Making a "goo goo" eye.
He gave her a plum,
And called her "Yum-yum,"
. And swore that for her he'd die.
We have yet to hear Horner's version of Bowman's suit.
The class election was held in October, and resulted in the
choice of Beardsley for president; Jarvis, vice-president, and
Stewart, secretary and treasurer. F~r a time the daily rou-
tine of college work passed without interruption; in fact, it
was not until midwinter that we enjoyed any real excitement.
Then, through some misundl:rstanding, the Sophomores took
our seats ill Professor Chapman's lecture room. Their inten-
tions may have been good, but they evidently forgot the pro-
verbial rights of Juniors, and it took some diligent persuasion
on our part to bring them to terms. It was a fierce combat, and
will long be remembered by victors and vanquished. On our
arrival in the class-room we found the Sophomores firmly
planted in the front rows. The course of action was immediately
decided upon. It was a battle-royal. Patriotic "Bill" Davis
sacrificed a coat sleeve for 'I he good of the cause. Patton, to
whom you will presently listen, could not resist the poetic aspect
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of the occasion, and immediately began to write his descriptive
poem on "The Way We '.Did 'Em." Fiercer and fiercer the con-
flict raged, and it was not until we had gained our coveted prize
that peace was declared. Then Professor Chapman smoothed
the troubled waters by telling a timely story, and all was well.
What would you think of a man getting lost in Camden?
"While parading the boulevards of that bustling burg, without
a compass, Ben Bachrach lost his bearings. It is said he met
the girl on Market street, but Ben has never explained himself
satisfactorily.
The Snyder twins---:C. P. and O. K.-will now perform.
Their dispositions are not homogeneous, as you would naturally
expect to find them-but their names are identical. C. P. is a
rather nervous individual, who ob1ects strenuously to sitting on
the sharp end of a tack, while O. K. is more calm and placid.
takes life seriously and writes O1inese characters in his note-
book. Kirkpatrick, the sleepy man from Dry Run, has estab-
lished a record for letter-writing. The number of letters he has
received from Spring Run has caused a "kyphosis in the mail
man on his route. The spring of affection from Spring Run
will never run dryas long as the man from Dry Run continues
to write to Spring Run. Coleman, from faraway Colorado,
where microbes fear to tread, has suffered a peculiar disease
since his advent tOl Philadelphia. They call it "Caputophobia,"
Every night, in the wee small hours, he arises from his slumbers
and proceeds to give his head a bath. If it were his pedal ex-
tremities we could easily understand his actions, but we have
given him up as a hopeless case.
The closing days of the Junior year were anxious ones,
and it was with joyous hearts that we hailed the summer vaca-
tion. The long rest proved very beneficial, and the fall found
us fully recuperated and ready to enter the final year's work.
SENIOR YEAR.
J Matters began to assume a more serious nature during the
Senior year. During the process of evolution, several beards
made their appearance-Sheaf being among the first to show
his capabilities in that line.• Woodburn coaxed for awhile, but
became discouraged after having tried several brands of hair
restorer. Some of the members of the class began to show an
inclination f~r specialties, among them being Davis, who be-
came interested in a fair maiden who suffered from an itching
palm: Several doctors -had failed, so "Bill" thought he would
try his skill. Salicylic acid paste did the work, much to William's
gratification. Agnew became interested in Gynecology. He
performed but one operation, and although the condition was
an anomalous one, we understand it was eminently successful.
'IVebb, while out late one night on professional duties, fell in
with two "friends" on Washington Square. Here he exchanged
68 cents for a considerable degree of infra-orbital ecchymosis,
which incapacitated him from social duties for a few days. He
believes no longer in the axiom that "a fair exchange is no
robbery." Albertson's sporting propensity manifested itself
on several occasions, but a French Ball proved his undoing.
He inveigled innocent "Willie" Horning into sharing the fun,
and a great and glorious time they had. In the early morning
they were heard coming down Tenth street, singing "I won't
be home till morning."
The class election was held in the early fall. Sharp was
chosen president; Dexter, the Georgia man with a deep bass
voice, was made vice-president, with Wakefield, secretary, and
Kirkpatrick, treasurer. It was about this time that Hull made
his famous trip from Tioga. While calling on a feminine frienn,
his sympathies were awakened by the necessities of parental
vaccination, In the goodness of his heart, he exhausted his
exchequer to obtain the requisite virus, and was compelled to
wearily wend his way homeward from that remote suburb.
Hartzell, having become interested in the drawings in Professor
Coplin's book, naturally became desirous of clasping the skillful
hand which executed such magnificent work. He sent his card
up by John, the janitor, and, like Romeo at the f09t of the
balcony, amorously awaited the return of his winged Mercury.
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But alas! no message came. His ardent admiration was evi-
dently unappreciated. fIeineberg, being a naturally tired indi-
vidual, indulged in a quiet repose on an adjoining bed while in
a ward class one day. He might have been' still locked in the
arms of Morpheus, had it not been for the unceremonious awak-
ening he received· from Professor Davis. Wherry and Linton,
two beardless youths, journeyed together on professional duties
one day. Their juvenile physiognomies did not meet with the
approval of their patient, and their good intentions were not ap-
preciated. Dejectedly they returned homeward, sadder but
wiser, resolving to cultivate the acquaintance of the Severr Sisters
and their hair tonic. Ely awoke to find greatness -thrust upon
him one night in Dr. Krusen's quiz. He was much amazed to
find that his name formed the prefix to many operations and
diseases of a gynecological nature. Can,you wonder that he im-
mediately invited the boys all out to have a pretzel each at his
expense? Fox and Blackwood fell in love with each other dur-
ing the Sophomore year. As no true love runs smooth, so it
was in their case. The culmination was reached at holiday
time, when Fox presented Blackwood with a pugilistic Christ-
mas gift, which was quickly responded to 1:>y an ecchymotic
Happy few Year. It was about this time that Grimes demon-
strated his method of watching street parades on a cold day.
On N ew Year's morning he was seen standing on a small box,
with a fair-haired maiden beside him, watching the 'shooters"
as they marched by. Of course, he had to hold her on. Good ex-
cuse, Grimes. This story would not be complete without mention
of the anomalies of the class-Gillett, Freeberg and Duhigg.
They have organized a special society, which is open only to
those who will consent to yield their vermiform appendix for
the sake of science. McKinnie's tete-a-tete in Fairmount Park,
or the mystery of the lost ring, and the pedestrian feat of Steele,
who missed the 3 A. M. car whiLe on one of his bi-weekly trips
to West Philadelphia, are also interesting events.
If time permitted, many other stories might be added to
this rapidly increasing volun'J.e, as Iky Sieber's love-making epi-
o Ie, r th tril ulations of Lacock \\,ho wa quarantin d
while on a upicl's mission', Then there is Munclhenk, the
lugubriou knocker, matching pennie with harpnack, the
sport with the checker-board clothe ; or Burt, who play all th
penny-in-the-slot machines ancl taken ten 1 rivate quizz 01-
lin , getting tired of the benches, thought he would Ii ten to
]'rof or).1 ntgomery' lectur from the fire-e cap ne day:
a f w chilly bn:eze ati fied him ho\\'ever an I ince th n h ha
alway at on the front ro\\", For Roon, ~[iclgely and ~Iaclay
we can ay they have always b en <Yoocl boy, keepin<Y traight
forward in the tenure of their \ ay .
And now, ladi and gentl III n and fellow-cia mat s, thi
t ry IllU t encl. The ucce e or failures f th past ar I ut
matters of hi tory. ur future lie before u, To-clay w tand
upon the thre hold of the str l1UOU , practi al life. T -clay \ e
I11U t make the b t of our pportuniti ,and as we end avor
t accompli hour mis ion in lif , may \\' ev r b courage u ,
energetic ancl upright; aimin to clo ur be t to uphold th hi<Yh
tandard of our profe ion' ev r striving to ustain the high
reputation of ur pr dece or, And, in conclu ion, f II w-
cia smates, let me bequeath to each of y u thi little th u<Yht:
"Look not mournfully into the 1 a t, it come not back
a<Yalll.
"'Vi ely improve the pre ent, it is thine.
•. 0 forth to meet the had wy futur without fear and
with a manly hearL"
Class PoeDl
By Gideon Harsner Patton
The Founders
1.
I will sing a song of honor
To the glory of the founders,
Who have graced the sacred mantle
Which to-day is placed upon us;
They were men, like gods in wisdom;
Let us rule with grace as they did,
\Ve are sons from them descended,
Let us bear this sacred honor
\I\Tith a holy awe within us
As we walk, with metered footsteps;
As we join the grand procession,
Marching to the great hereafter;
There to join the throng immortal,
vVhere the God in man is measured
By the Judge, the great Eternal.
II.
Harken to the hallowed story,
Thus I sing my song of honor:
In the far-off unmarked ages
Esculapius, toe genius,
With his skill and with his wisdom,
Set the art we have in order,
And became a ~reat physician,
Healing pain and human weakness,
And departing, left behind him,
In the hearts of pain-free fellows,
Worship for the art of healing.
Then Hippocrates, the mighty,
As his first and great disciple,
Son from him, the great, descended,
Father of us all and greatest,
Took the mantle of his father
Esculapius, the famous,
Adding to it many honors,
Gracing it with fame undying,
Till he moved the world to wonder
At his miracles of healing,
One of which is thus recorded
In the records of the famous:
Pericles, the mighty ruler,
Envy of the gods and spirits,
Lying on his bed of anguish,
Sick with pain and nearly conquered,
Hearing of the famed physician,
Sent command to have him summoned.
Quick he hastened to the bedside,
To attend the dying ruler;
And amid the awe and silence
Of the royal court attendants
Brewed his hellebore, and gave it;
Then applied his flaxseed poultice.
And through all the change of ages,
Through the rise and fall of nations,
Men in every zone and climate
Still have faith in flaxseed poultice,
And the world is doing honor
To the merit of his treatment..
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III.
As I turn the sacred tablets-
All the pages are illumined
\Vith tlTe great deeds there recorded
And the great names writ upon them-
I am filled with admiration;
I am bound in speechless wonder,
And I judge my tongue unfaithful
·When my efforts fail to tell you
How this wondrous story thrills me;
But the story I must tell you,
And the great ones I must mention
And the things which they excelled in,
Flacing them among the fo~nders.
Great Herophilus, the teacher,
Famed for giving drugs and bl~eding;
\Vise anatomist and surgeon.
Galen, great of all the greatest
In his detail of description,
He has writ undying history.
Celsus, skilled in methodism,
Using only human physics,
Relaxation and contraction,
And sometimes the two combining.
Then the great of ages later,
Haller, with his weird theor.y
Of the human respiration,
Made the wise and thoughtful marvel.
Harvey, skilled in human physics,
To the doubtful demonstrated
That the blood was circulated.
Then Asceli proved the uses
Of the whole lymphatic system,
And the mysteries of ages
Read as clear as open pages.
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Jenner balked the scourge of Europe
\Vhen he took the cow-pox virus
From the far-famed dairy maiden
And inoculated Phillips,
Immunizing him from small-pox;
Thus he took the deadly terror
From the devil of all nations
By the means of vaccination.
Sydenham, the great clinician,
Careful in his observatio~1,
Saw within the human body
Forces of recuperation,
And the bark of white cinchona
Cured the world of ague shivers.
IV.
Time has scarcely dimmed the faces,
And there's but a generation
Separates us from the famous
Abernethy, Mott and Hosack,
And the great Sir Astley Cooper,
And Romeyn, and Bright, and Griscom,
And the bloody fields of battle
In America's Rebellion
\Velcomed Mercer, Rush and Warren.
How the monuments of Greenwood,
Laurel Hill and still Mount Auburn
Tell in never-dying accents
Something of the thrilling story
Of the heroes who stood fighting
Pestilence in Southern cities,
1}ntil, staggering in their sickness,
. They fell dead across the corpses
And were numbered with their fellows,
Stricken with them, dying with them;
Not for gain or selfish glory,
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But as fellow-men to fellows.
This has ever been the spirit
And the chaste and lofty ethics
Of the true ideal physician.
He has been beside his fellows
Where the march of troops has thundered,
In the thick of every battle,
'\-Then the skies were wild and bloodshot,
When the air was hot with passion,
When the boom of gun and cannon
Screamed aloud its bloody mission.
He has held his life as nothing
In the service of his fellows,
And his lifeless bones are scattered
On the stretch of boundless prairies,
On the parched and lifeless desert,
In the tangled torrid forests,
On the frozen Northland glaciers,
'Vhere the rolling sea is deepe t;
On the top of highest mountains;
Morning's sun is always rising
Where his lifeless bones are bleaching.
Like a wall he stands between us
And the plague of yellow fever
And the Asiatic cholera.
He has rendered priceless service
For the public and its comfort
By successful institution
Of the quarantining station,
Fumigation, ventilation,
Sewage, drainage and filtration.
He has made of soap a classic
By persistent advocation
Of· the use of soap and water;
And when death and plague did ravage
He has righteously insisted:
Clean your streets arid scrub your bodies;
Clean your streets, or, notwithstanding
All yovr prayers and all your fasting,
Plague w;H ravage, death will take you;
When you're clean, ask God to help you.
He has conquered superstition;
He has calmed the wild fanatic;
He has checked the fool extremist,
And has taught the world the lesson
By his autocratic 'power;
That the rite of priest and Bishop
Must be <;lone in antisepsis
And be washed in soap and water
To be worthy of acceptance.
V.
Modesty forbids' me mention
All the:; great among the living,
Some of them among our teachers,
Who are numbered with the founders .
. VI.
Now, my classmates and my feHows-
Ere the rites of your adoption
ShaH be read, and shaH decree you
Members of this deathless order,
Bound by flesh and blood and honor-
I must say my farewell to you.
From to-day we must be parted,
Separated from each other;
Each to carve out his own pathway,
Each to take up his own burden.
After years may bring you sorrow
_ Or, perhaps, great joy surround you,
Fame or great success shaH crown you;
But whatever is your portion,
\iVhether it be joy or sorrow,
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You can cast your glances backward,
And Y01U mind will be more tranquil
And ,your recollections soothe ,you,
When you think of this glad moment
When your dear old Alma Mater
Called you son, and smiled upon you,
And in tender accents pleaded:
Sons, be loyal to the highest
And the noblest thoughts within you;
Ye are sons of mi'ne, remember;
Never do an act unworthy
Of the royal blood within you.
VII.
Ah, it seems some time, my classmates,
Since I've seen you all together.
Tell me, what is this occasion,
That has brought you all together?
But my hand, it seems so feeble,
And my eyes can scarcely see you.
Give the patient this pr·escription.
Is that you, my wife, my daughter?
Who are these in caps and aprons,
\Valkino- 'round with muffled footsteps?
And they only speak in whispers.
Good-bye, wife, and son, and daughter;
As I grasp your hands more feebly.
All the scenes of life are fading;
And the veil that hides the future
Melts away like mists of morning;
Forms and faces rise before me
In majestic panorama,
And the great Eternal Coul'1cil
Rise to meet me as I, enter,
And I'm standing in the presence
Of the spirits' of the founders.
Prophecy of
Jefferson
the Class of 1902,
Medical College
•
By Clarence Francis Ely
E R KEN unto our wor I, ye friend, m thers,
isters and sweeth art, the while we de cant
upon the un tability of human life, and trive
to penetrate th mysterie of an uncertain
future. For it has come to pa that the las
of "1902, J. M. .,'. i by no means an ordinary
-: ne. Not only is it famous for it learnil~g and
d eds of valor, but it contain the .greatest
a ortment of living curiosities that were ver
bunched together. more of which you will learn anon.
But to our tale.
n the evening of December 31 t, IgOI, as the un was
setting in the west, an I innumerable resolutions w re in the
process of formation, the man-servant of one R. J. Jasslein did
app ar before u , bearinO" an invitati n to partake f a mall
collation, and incidentally, to welcome th incoming year, which,
fresh from the store-house of eternity, was to be an epoch in
the live of so many of the e timable O"entlemen pre ent to-day.
The invitation \\"a accepted, and that night will be 10nO" cher-
ished in our memory. Many erudite topics were di cu . d as
we lined s11mptuously on various imported delicacies, which,
though light in name. lie heavy in the stomach, an I imbibed
with that moderation for which the di ciple of ''Jeff'' are noted,
of what the conductor put in the xchanO"e ticket.
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The repast being despatched, we parted, and the prophet
proceeded to his hom~. It was possibly because the best of
spirits were'in me that I was in the best of spirits, but, despite
my exuberance, I experienced an epigastric sensation that boded
me no good. Thinking that, perhaps, my fancy was exagge-
rated, I retired. Some time during the night I was 'rudely
awakened by a sensation, as though some one were trying to
separate me from myself at the twelfth dorsal vertebra. Leaping
out of bed, under a sense of impending dissolution, I quickly
sought my medicine chest. Opening its doors with alacrity, I
took down what I thought was a bottle of Dr. Hare's celebrated
anti-colic remedy, and at once separated a portion of it from
the vial. It acted like magic. My distress vanished, and with
a prayer of thanks on my lips I once more sought my couch,
but though the pain had disappeared, there lingered a peculiar:
taste in my mouth, and a novel feeling that I had ne'!:er before
known, swept over me. Countless days seemed to have elapsed
since L had retired, and while one-half of my cerebral cortex
went back into the now deserted banquet hall, the other was
figuring out the differential diagnosis between endocarditis and
endometritis. In this mental confusion it occurred to me that,
owing to the darkness, I might have taken the wrong medicine.
Hurrying to the cabinet to examine the bottIe, I was horror-
struck to find it labeled "poison," while beneath that comforting
word was the inscription "Cannabis Indica." For a moment I
was dumbfounded. My first impulse was to send for Professor
Hare, but remembering his oft-repeated story of the student
and the Cannabis Indica bottle, I resolved to die rather than to
incur his displeasure, so near tIle examinations, by arousing him
from his slumbers. Thus determined, I essayed to treat myself,
but before I could carry out my intentions, the walls of the room
receded from me into an infinitude of space, in which the world
was swallowed up, and I knew no more. From this oblivion I
was recalled by a gentle voice, and on opening my eyes was
dazzled by the gorgeous splendor that surrounded me. A deli-
cate perfume permeated the air of what seemed to be a cave,
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hewn from solid rock crystal, whose glistening particles reflected
a roseate light that bathed everything in its soft glow.
As my eyes became accustomed to my strange surround-
ings, I perceived the figure of a beautiful woman, seated at a
loom in the center of the apartment; and as the lay mo.ved back
and forth, her voice ~ose in song. It was this that had awakened
me. Lost in admiration at the scene, I inadvertently made a
move that aroused her. Leaving the loom, she approached my
side, with eyes distended wide in wonder. Summoning my cour-
age I asked my new-found friend where I \yas, and hintetl that
I should be delighted if she would disclose her identity.
In response, she told me that I was upon the planet Venus,
the inhabitants of which are all women. Her name, she said,
was Atropos. She was one of the Fates, her duty being to
weave the destinies of men upon her 100m. Stung with the in-
spiration of a sudden thought, I saw what a golden opportunity
was here presented to me for gathering material with which to
discharge my office of class p,rophet. With bearing suited to
her exalted station, I made bold to reveal the honor so recently
bestowed upon me by my classmates, and craved her aid. Most
graciously did she vouchsafe her assistance, and while a waver-
ing harmony filled all the corners of the place, she resumed her
seat at the 100111 and began to weave, and thus did I obtain the
gist of what I now am about to unfold to you.
PROPHECY.
Verily, in all the days of the world there never was such an
aggregation of great minds, of extraordinary ability, as this
class presents. Mother Earth is indeed to be congratulated at
having such greatness thrust upon her. Take, for example,
such members as Sharpe, Brown and Kane. Who, upon gazing
at their ruddy countenances and sorrel tops, can refrain from
realizing that these great men, these heads, will become leading
lights in their profession?
And it will come to pass: that a certain band of pilgrims,
J. c. Burt, R. G. Carlin, A. W. Woodburn by name, who did
J6[
dwell over against the University of Pennsylvania, and being
too goodly for such uncleanly. suroundings and corruption, did
fold their tents and come into our camp, where they were saved,
will receive their sheepskins and be glad. Yea, verily, strange as
it may seem, they will enter upon the practice of their pro-
fession.
Be it known that Cecil C;::. Jarvis, a Southern gentleman,
familiarly called Jerry-why, we have never been able to ascer-
tain, unless it be because of his fondness for a certain concoc-
tion-and F. L. Webb, his beloved commander-in-chief, becom-
ing tired of the game of politics, will some day take upon them-
selves the duties of their profession, and then, and not till then,
will they achieve success.
Know ye, friends, that one Milton Ellsworth Hartman, the
living example of the overwhelming superiority of Philadelphia's
boarding-house keepers, is also a member of this class? Know
ye still further, that he has refused several tempting offers from
enterprising advertising agencies for his photograph, to be used
in connection with a before-using "ad" of an anti-fat remedy?
Can ye conceive of greater devotion to science than that; and is
it not but fair that he should receive the obstetrical p'rize in
recognition of his integrity?
The realization of the sublime and the beautiful is impos-
sible to those who have not heard Edward Wilson Barrett, com-
monly known as "Grandma," rise up in his might and, in sten~
torian accents, recite "The Charcoal Burner." This brilliant
elocutionist has several thrilling pieces in his repertoire, such as
"Curfew Shall not Ring To-night," "Roderick MacDuff's Ora-
tion on the Death of a Mosquito," etc. Always a student and
.a teacher, Ed. Wilson will become a professor of Greek My-
thology in an idiot asylum.
Speaking of elocutionists, perhaps a word here regarding
Louis Spitz will not come amiss. A man of poetic temperament
and no mean histrionic ability, he has discarded all for his
ch?sen profession. Louis. will become a great surgeon, if pres-
ent training and early skill count for anything. At present he
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holds the kidney extracting record among the Philadelphia
butchers.
Now a certain Robert Crawford Scott, of High-school
fame, providing· he cuts from his daily routine the seductive
department stores, will certainly attain the height of his ambi-
tion. He will become resident physician in a young ladies'
seminary.
The belle of the class is Chas. E. G. Shannon. Words are
inad'equate to describe his beauty. The girls say that he is
simply charming, Charlie is also something of a cornetist, and
occasionally lapses into verse. Among the many good things
produced by his prolific pen may be mentioned "An Ode to a
Frozen Gum Boil," "Pawn Ticket. No. IIO; or, The Dutch
Baby's Revenge." But a word to the wise is sufficient, Charlie.
The next time you make a flying trip to Kentucky leave your
cornet at home, and be careful not to laugh. If you do, she'll
queer you, sure.
F. T. Harris hails from the wild and woolly West. When
he landed in town, the first thing he did was to obtain a permit
to carry a revolver, solemnly averring to his friends that he
,couldn't be easy without his trusty Colt in his hip-pocket. Fred
is a stickler for Western etiquette.. They do say that he wears
a lasso in lieu of suspenders. Always a good fellow, Fred will
get his hair cut after examination and proceed to practice.
Max R. Dinklespiel is without a doubt the hardest worker
in the class, and probably one of the most talented. Among his
many attainments m!ly be mentioned those of linguist, ophthal-
mologist, mathematician, obstetrician, athlete and orator. Max
is a shining example of the strenuous life. When he graduates,
in order to complete his education he will take a course in
tactology.
Norman Beard Noll is the practical joker of the class; his
specialty is writing anonymous notes. If anyone has observed
N. B., they will agree with the prophet that he can cause more
confusion in one hour than any s.ix other men. He may oc-
casionally secure a patient" or better still, the patient may con-
trive to e~cape the awful combination of disease and doctor;
but, at any rate, note-writing will be Norman's long suit.
Benj. J. Bacharach, a genial descendant of Abraham, will
next occupy our attention. He is always partial to the ladies,
his chief attractions being a bland smile and a fat purse. We
predict that, on obtaining his sheepskin, Ben will wend his way
Windy City-ward, and proceed to get the ducats.
Then there is Geo. Nofer; his best girl calls him "Georgie."
Sober and pretty is Georgie at all times except when he is being
quizzed, when his face looks like a case of scarlet fever on the
fourth day. Geor,gie, you can order your little suit of white
ducks, and don't forget to have Jefferson on the collar.
Harry E. Kircpner, er!?twhile called "01ick," .is one of our
brainiest men. Taking into consideration 'his years and experi-
ence, the amount of work which he has accomplished, and the
ability he has shown for absorbing knowledge are simply
wonderful.
A. P. Munch, sometimes known as Mrs. Evans, because of
the love and affection he used to evince for a certain gentleman
of that name, is a side partner of our friend Kirchner. He is a
most loquacious gentleman. So fast do the words fly from his
mouth that his case was at first diagnosed as acute mania. But
on looking him up, and finding the family history good, we have
concluded that he is laboring under a fit of temporary mental
aberration, the result of hard study, and predict a good recovery.
Strange, indeed, would it seem did not our class possess a
genius of rare ability. We refer to H. W. Salus, "the leader of
the band." Should Harry contrive to escape the awful combina-
tion of disease from which he is suffering (I am told the last
di;:tgnosis was cerebro-spinal meningitis and hypertrophic cir-
rhosis of the liver), he will return to his home and get busy, and
incidentally the life insurance agents covering that territory
will be forced to raise their rates fifty per cent.
W m. 'vVondo Fitzpatrick hails fi-om the Lone Star State.
His specialty is chewing plug tobacco and telling impossible
yarns. Always to be found in the front ranks of progress,
Williain will become an autpority on the great value of hot air
and hydrogen gas in medical therapeutics, having had extensive
experience along these lines.
P. H. Moore is undoubtedly the most popular mSln in the
class. Of unassuming manner and sterling character, he is cer-
tainly. a combination of the best and noblest qualities prone to
man. To know him is to admire him. If Moore doesn't make
Jefferson Hospital, we are going out of the prophecy business.
Jow, verily, in all the days of pharmacy there never was a
greater galaxy of beauties gathered together than these. We
refer to G. W. Lincoln, G. H. Atkins, F. P. Kirby, A. Heineberg .
and R. J. Gasslein. This group of forlorn pill-wrestlers have for-
saken the mortar and pestle, have discarded the delights of seIl-
ing postage stamps and Dr. Killem's Ready Rhinitis Reliever
for the science of medicine. If a thorough foundation has any
prognostic value, these gentlemen will become towers of
strength in their profession.
VIe feel safe in predicting that Gillett, Tinney and Duhwig
will never again suffer from appendicitis. For since their seance
with Professor DaCosta, in the P. O. R., their immunity against
that disease is assured. A word of advice here to our friend
Harry Lochhead. In view of the fact, Harry, that there are
several things you don't know about physical diagnosis, you
had better defer practicing among maidens of a questionable
age, for a time at least, as they do not show well-marked objec-
tive symptoms and might puzzle you.
It does not require the tongue of q. prophet to predict
that the "Hobson-like" countenances and osculatory tendencies
of vVm. F. Cope and Ed. Pechin wiII secure for them a lucrative
practice among the fair sex. Say, Billy, if you think the boys
were not on to those frequent flying trips to Easton, you have
several thinks coming.
Ralph W. Stewart hails from Ohio, sports a big black
mustache (the pride of his life), and knows a thing or two about
medicine. But it is not of these things we would speak; ah no.
It is Ralph's kindness cU heart, which has so endeared him to
his friends.
One bitter cold night, last fall, while returning from a call
uptown, .Ralph, having missed a night car, was compelled to
walle \iVhile strolling down Tenth street, he espied, on the
corner of a cross-street, what he took to be the prostrate figure
of a man. On approaching closer he was appalled to find his
surmise was correct; there, at his feet, lay an Indian, stiff
and cold.
Touched with compassion, and whispering a word of en-
.couragement to the poor unfortunate, Ralph sturdily shoul-
dered him, and essayed to carry him to his room, that he might
receive warmth and shelter. But it was not to be. He· had
hardly journeyed two squares before he was stopped by a
guardian of the peace, who demanded to know "where he was-
going with that there 'wooden' Indian."
Ralph. tried to explain that he was a physician and, having
discovered a frozen man, it was his duty to try and resuscitate
him. But it was of no avail; the policeman would not listen.
He was forced to retrace his steps and deposit his burden
where he found it. Luckily for Ralph, two of his friends hap-
pened along just about that time. Between the three they man-
aged to fix things up with the officer and continued on their
journey. In view of this and other incidents, we accordingly
hold forth that Ralph will always be the compassionate, kind-
hearted physician.
It seems like a cruel jest to ask Bowman and Coleman any-
thing ahout hydrotherapy, .but they should certainly become
authorities on the "Brandt system of cold bathing."
. We wish to sound a n~te of warning to Gille, Sharpnack,
Poole and Freeberg, whose Darwinian connections seem evi-
denced by the luxuriant growths on their physiognomies. How
they ever escaped' Professor Chapman's scalpel is a mystery;
but they should not, however, tempt the fates too often. By
carefully excluding all zoological gardens from their itineraries,
they may contrive to pass a useful existence.
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B. D. Byce and Herbert ~ooper, the big man and the little
man. These gentlemen are certainly destined to illustrate the
ups and downs of the medical profession. Should they, in the
near future, grow weary of waiting for patients, it need not
worry them. The "Juniper Tar" people have had their eyes on
them for a long while, and unlimited employment is at their
disposal.
One day last December, an observer lookincy into the win-
dow of Dr. Veasey's sumptuous fourth story back quiz room,
might have seen a band of future ophthalmologists, who, after
having carefully disinfected themselves in the hallway, as was
the custom at the doctor's, had assembled there. The following
'conversation took place between Dr. Veasey and several of his
students:
Dr. V., to Keating-Doctor, what is the most malignant
. tumor of the eye?
Keating (with characteristic brilliancy)-Glaucoma, Doctor
This remark 'struck Barney Wormser so funny that he
promptly fell off his seat. This attracted the doctor's attention
to him.
Dr. V.-V\Tell, Wormser, how would you treat acute glau-
coma?
Wormser-I'd order large tablespoonful doses of aconite
and iodine, and long bicycle rides.
Now it seems useless to strain the mind trying to prophesy
for these gentlemen.
Sam Ewing will start a sanitarium at Malaria, . J. The
institution, we understand, is to be situated on a bluff. There
Sam, aided by Isaac Seeber, will put into practice his celebrated
original theory of the rest cure. With a knowledge born of
four years' experience, these gentlemen should certainly make
things husf1~ at Malaria.
Geo. Price Hill will, we are sorry to say, relinquish the
practice of medicine to engage in. horse-trading. After all, we
are not sure but that George is wise, for he certainly has at
present a most excellent collection of horses in miniature.
R. K. Hartzell is Rresident of the Wilson Society, and hails
from the coal mines, th"at is, the City of Mines. He will become
resident physician at the German Hospital, and will do well,
whether he wants to or not, for ile will have greatness thrust
upon him.
V\'e are forced to predict the. utter ruin and dissolution of
Josef Shimoon, unless he stop·s his terrible dissipation. \Vould
you believe it, we saw him at the theater, recently, and to see
"Ben Hur" at that? Such carryings-on are most lamentable,
and we trust that Josef will call a halt in his mad career.
In k~eping with the present time, some of the men will
inevitably drift into specialism.
Blackwood and Drick will undoubtedly become authorities
on alopecia, and as necessity is the mother of invention. it is
but fair to presume that a most efficacious "hair restorer" will
be the ultimate result of their investigations. R. B. Hollings-
worth may be consulted later as an expert dermatologist, hav-
ing in the last four years made that field the scene of his most
earnest endeavor. (Think it over, Bobby'.)
To those who have sat in the vicinity of E. M. Hazlett dur-
ing Professor Kyle's clinics, the prediction that he will gain
fame as a laryngologist certainly seems probable. Indeed, pr.
Kyle had better look to his laurels, as the numerous exceptions
which our friend E. M. has taken to his teaching lead us to be-
lieve that he has his eyes on the chair.
Jos. Allan MacLay, of Paterson, N. J., realizing that, in
order to be thoroughly successful, the student of medicine
should enter the field of experimental research, will make his
native town the scene of his endeavor. We envy Mac, the op-
portunities he will have among the disciples of Emma Goldman,
and heartily agree with him that the only good Anarchist is
a dead one.
Others there are-whose individual futurity had better
remain a mystical nonentity, lest in their divulgence the
prophetic lips become parched with words of eloquence at
best inadequate to do them justice. Those whose genius has
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not yet been indicated by any outbursts of ability, in whom the
fires of greatness are as yet s·mouldering.
These things I w~ite unto you, 0 ye of little minds, that ye
may not flunk.
Be ye always studious that ye may not fail, and in no wise
receive the condemnation of your proftssors.
Goye not abroad at night, for evil men and the genus
anopheles loves darkness rather than night for infamous deeds.
Let the adventure of your kinsman, Fred Webb, be a warning
to yeo
Keep yourselves away from the hosts of the Philistines
at Eighth and Vine streets!
Use ye neither strong nor mixed drinks, nor Nicotiana
Tabacum, that thy days may be prolonged and the seven stages
of digestion unimpaired.
Consider the Alumni, how they toil; they spoil not, neither
do they advertise that they might get rich; yet sayeth I unto ye,
that Solomon, in all his glory, was not arrayed like one of these:
But let us lay aside idle pleasantries, and gaze for a moment
upon life's future, whose ruffled bosom is flecked by strips of
tmlimited possibilities, buoyed up by waters of former achieve-
ments.
Fellow-c1assmen, we go forth together, but each man must
assume his own responsibilities. There will come a day of
trial to everyone of us; temptation has a music for all ears,
and mad ambition trumpeteth to all, and the ungovernable
thought within will be in every bosom eloquent. But when the
silence and the calm come on, and the high seal of character is
set, we will all, I trust, survive the test.
The plan of a lifetime is a graduated scale, and deeper than
the vanity of power or the vairi pomp of glory there is writ a
standard measuring its worth for heaven. The soul of man
cFeated its 0wn destiny of power. Press on, for it will make
you niighty among men.
/
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Class' Presentation
By W:In. Wondo Fitzpatrick, B.S.
LADIES, GENTLEMEN AND My FELLOW-CLASSMATES:-
It has befallen my lot to write a few biographies, and to
present to as many as time will permit some little token that
may in after years recall fond remembrances and happy days
spent at dear old Jefferson. It may at· times appear that I am
getting rather personal and have a tendency to roast, but I
assure you that what you shall hear and see taking place is by
~o means intended as a reflection upon character,. nor in any
way meant to cast insinuations.
Some of my classmates have concealed so carefully their
little idiosyncrasies that I have failed in my attempt to catch
the slightest glimpse of them. Others have strewn things in
my pathway which I have stooped to gather in-some of which
I shall presently show you. About others I have manufactured
a lot of rag-time which, if it does not do justice, will do no harm.
You inay readily recognize the difficulty of my task in collecting
material when ~ tell you that most all of us are active Y. M.
C. A. members, and' while, if the remaining few have walked
upon piano keys with muddy shoes, or stood lecturing to lamp-
posts in the early morn, no one has dared tell the tale.
There is no use denying the fact that this is a great bunch;
long,' short, fat and lean. Individuals ~vith a past, some with
a future, and nearly all the bunch with a "present." Some are
married and others would be, were it possible. There is Spitz,
who intends going out on one of the Indian Reservations,
marrying a squaw, getting a gl:ant of land from the government
and go to raising gourds. .
Freeberg is also somewhat matrimonially inclined. The only
trouble with him is that he wants to get married to everything
he sees, from a hypodermic syringe to a case of mumps. There
are many other curios on my list, some of which I shall exhibit
to you presently:
'Well, boys, I have a lot of things here, some imported from
China, and some from South street. There are picture books,
a bottle of brandy for medicinal purposes-that is correct, Kane,
smack your lips-I have a temperance badge here for you-
dry goods and household furniture.
I am afraid I cannot give you each a present, something
I regret very much. My time is limited, and I must catch a
train in a short time, which I was told would not wait for me.
In concluding this little introduction, let me once again
ask each and all to take my utterances with a lot of salt, and
good-naturedly, as it is intended they should be taken.
The first individual who will please come forward is Mr.
Joseph Shimoon. Shame to spring you so soon, I know, Joseph,
but I thought perhaps you had a few notes in your pocket for
me that needed prompt delivery.
It would take me an hour to tell you .all about our friend
from the Orient. He is famous for his veracity, pugnacity and
capacity. Before commencing the study of medicine he was
vice-president of a pickle trust, a manufacturer of "Bum-
Igudgeons". and the Chief Ausgekickt to His Royal Highl:ess
the Oola Oola of Persia. He is both eccentric and concentric-
a regular rip-roaring whiskered magician from the land of rugs
and antique furniture. That mustache, you notice, is a first-class
misplaced eyebrow, coaxed out by careful nursing, and trans-
planted by plastic surgery for professional cosmetics.
- When he first landed in this country he thought the Ameri-
can people the most honest on earth. It is told that he was
burdened with a small trunk. Growing weary of rubbering at
high buildings in N ew York, he deposited his burden at a lunch
counter and started for the Bowery. Much to his surprise he
found his bundle avvaiting his return untouched-perhaps he
did not know that we in this country have a way of sizing
things up before investing.
It is needless to add that his views have since changed. Lately
he was persuaded into buying a gold brick and an interest in an
undug Rhode Island gold mine. Shimoon, I have three flags
here" for you: one, the emblem of the greatest nation on earth;
one of your Alma Mater, and one the sigma of your own land,
the place where the sun first shone upon your brunette top.
Place them in your home side by side, and as they catch your
eye, think of old times.
The next phenomena of interest, which you no doubt
110ticed displayed on the bill-boards as you came in, 1 shall now
exhibit to you. Will Harry Freeberg and Herbert Cooper stop
eating peanuts, and come forward? Now make your bow while
r. introduce you. These two, good people, were captured on
the banks of the Congo river, and with a load of cocoanuts
shipped to this country. They are known as Sleepy Pete and
Monopoly Jim. Pete possesses the peculiar power of hibernat-
ing the year around, and living on bottled air and filtered sun-
shine. He is quite docile, and will not bite unless pinched.
He has of late. developed a taste for sporty dry goods, a
sample of which 1 here exhibit. By his side you see standing
'[onopoly Jim. 1 mentioned him before as the one who wants
to marry everything he sees. His motto is, "1 am the only thing
in the bunch," so all the rest of you please retire to. the rear.
He never wears suspenders, and can button his collar to his
seventh. cervical vertebra behind and hi " dam's apple" in
front. And what a beautiful voice he possesses-one of those
sonorous bullfrog kind, sounding like a bar of soap being rubbed
over a wash-board, If the audience will kindly stop their ears,
1 wiiI have him sing, Here, Coo-per, take this hinge and go get
a "gait" on. Follow him, Freeberg, with this beautiful ballad
entitled "Go away back and sit down." V\Then the orchestra
starts you may sing.
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We have in our class a fellow who hails from a State where
the Indians scalp the paleface., where the wolf still sings his
mournful wail, and upon whose sun-scorched plains the bleach-
ing bones of the weary may be found. Harris, alias Broncho
Bill, if you will kindly hand your six-shooters over to the class
committee ahd "lemonade" up this way, I will see what I can
do for you. Ladies and Gentlemen, allow me-that is proper,
Broncho, bend your hinges. You see before you this native of
the wild and woolly "Vest, a gentleman of daring feats and noted
courage. He is a dead shot, can stand on his head and spit in
his vest-pocket, and holds the record for roping a steer and
tying it up in the short space of thirty seconds. He was for-
merly a member of the famous Kickapoo Indian Sagwaw Med-
icine Company", for which he sold shoe blacking for stove polish.
He is all the w'ay from Idaho, and made the journey on Shank's
pony in six weeks; says he can beat this when the cactus plants
and sand storms are not so numerous. He is a typical West-
erner spelled with a whoop. Notice his jewelry-a ring in h.is
nose and a spur on his boot. Now, Harr:s, if you will give us
, one of those "hoopy doggie" yells I shall let you' go. Here,
take this butcher knife. with you, and the first white deer you
;kill send me the madstone. I got bit by one of Rhinny's "goose-
ology" jokes, and I may ·need it. .
I shall now present to you our friend, Mr. Spitz. Come
forward, Louis, and greet the orchestra. You have a short
name, but you are a "Longfellow," aren't you? He is quite a
genius, good people. In 1876 he edited the "Missouri Mustard
Plaster" and owned the controlling interest in a bulldog. The
following year he filled the position as society editor on the
"Arkansas Blister," and pulled feathers out of Indian hea'ds
on one-cent pieces. Later he organized a shoestring trust,
which failed for want of capital; since which time he has drifted
into the elocution business and absolutely ·refuses to mo,ve.
Longfellow's "Evangeli'ne" is his long suit. He can tell you
all about Gabriel in one breath, and whistle "I wonder if they're
waiting" through his nose at the same time. I might here men-
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tion that he poses as quite an expert "vith a pair of scissors.
He tried to cut a lad'~ hair once in the dark, and instead cut his
head. Spitz, I do not believe in working in the dark. Take this
lantern I have for you, and feel your way carefully next time.
That will do. I ow say, Thank you-that is right.
Button your coat, so as to hide your sweater, and come for-
ward, Bice. Put your toes together, and see jf you can touch
the tip of your nose with your eyes shut. It is a good thing
that the laundries do not have to depend on your kind, is it not?
They would soon become financially embarrassed, wouldn't
they? Where is your sweater? I was under th~ impression
you had it on. He shows a peculiar fondness for this garment,
and a peculiar dislike to a shirt. Bice, I pent about four. hours
inspecting 'the "gent's" furnishing departments on South street,
and finally selected this for you. I know you will say I am tasty.
When you call on "Liz" this evening, why, put it on and sur-
prise her. "
The next pair I have to show you will demonstrate the
absolute failure of hydrogen-peroxide as a bleach. Will our
two sorrel-top strawberry blondes, in the persons of Kane and
Brown, come up and let the audience have a peep? Now, if you
will just remember to pull your nose, pinch your ear and cross
your fingers "the first tim'e you see a white horse, any wish you
may make will be sure to come true.
Now, Kane, quit eying that. bottle of "Sour Bitters" or
I will not give it to you.
Did I hear you ask me whether or not I had a bottle for
you, Brown? No, but I have made arrangements for you to be
allowed two hours behind a bar. This suits you better, I know.
Like all people who are not· brunettes, these two are de-
cidedly spiritually inclined-do not misinterpret my meaning.
Brown remarked to me not long ago, confidentially, that he
and Kane bad decided beer could be manufactured faster than
they' could drink it. Both of them once held good positions in
a brewery, employed as "chief hoppers," but were discharged
on account of their internal revenue. Fellows, I have a couple
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of quarts of XXXX for you, to be used for medicinal purposes
only. Be careful. Do not spit! it on your clothes, or let Barrett
see you with it. He swore off yesterday.
Well, big, distinguished-looking Charley Keating, honor me
by coming up and standing b)'l my side. Thank you, Charles.
Jow throw out your chest. Is that what you call your chest?
Well, you have just about swallowed your liver. You have all
heard about individuals being born lucky, but did you ever hear
about anyone so fortunate as to be absolutely irresistible to
the ladies? I have actually seen this lad followed on the street
by a member of the fair sex, but afterward learned that it was
his landlady, who was afraid he was going to take a train rather
hurriedly, and leave behind him, as security, a trunk full of
bricks. There is no use in denying the fact, he is one in many-
a perfect cucumber, whose warts have been filed off and the
cucumber pickled in sugared water. His eyes are of a beautiful
pea-green hue-his hose generally match them. Smile for them,
Charley. Now, wouldn't that force you, even against your
wishes, to buy a "War Cry?" "Cholly" is his name, but he
much prefers being called Doctor.
Keating, I have a mirror and a pair of curling-irons here
for you. There are some I believe in giving useful things to,
and I feel sure that these articles of toilet will find a place upon
·your dresser.
We shall now have the pleasure of viewing what P. T.
Barnum would have charged you in his circus for seeing the
price of fifty cents. Step forward, gentlemen of the "funnel
gang," and keep a stiff upper lip while the orchestra plays "Was
ist, was ist?"
By the funnel gang I mean the following Irish: Zehner,
Pelouze, Kistler and C. P. Snyder. How is this. for a poker
hand? Two Jacks and a pair of discards. Here... Zehner, take
this pretzel and chew on it until I get the camera ready.
Pelouze, you hold on to this piece of sausage; it was once upon
a time Snyder's hund-but don't you care-it will not bark any
more. Kistler, I am going to tickle you by giving you the
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funnel. When I say ready, stick it in your mouth and look up.
Be quiet, I shall not l~t the keg fall. Do not try to talk and
swallo·w at the same time; you are apt to break a spoke. Snyder,
you seem to be getting anxious-well, you need a little introduc-
tion. Ladies and gentlemen, allow me to present to you Mr.
C. P. Snyder, otherwise known as chemically pure. Filtration
has corrected this misnomer and proved a dilution with beer.
Now, Snyder, I want you to pull off your shoes and show
the audience how you can step on your ear without sneezing-
a little louder, please. Oh, I see. He asks to be excused; says
this is the first stage he has been on since he drove one from
Honey Grove to Blossom Prairie. Captain Jinks McClay of the
"Hop Trust," will you come up and drill this company back to
the barracks? Give Pelouze a lift with his keg. Good-bye,
gentlemen-come again.
The next name I notice on my list is that of Trainor, the
gentleman from the State where watermelons are used for fish-
ing corks, and where mosquitoes carry lanterns. Charley, mean-
der up this way, and give us one of those Mississippi smiles
while I tell the 'people a little about you. His name alone is
suggestive of his hobby. He can train anything, from a duck to
a morning-glory vine. Under his skillful tutorship grasshoppers
stop expectorating tobacco juice, and hoot-owls are taught to
sing. He owns an Irish setter that can be fondled by a German,
and a beehive that can be sat upon with impunity. When he
raises his magic hand over the back of a duck it will no longer
go a~out water. He has been trying for the last six months to
train Ireland to be good, but frankly admits it to be the most
difficult task he has yet undertaken. I could tell you more
about this phenomenal lad from the double-lettered State, but
time will not. permit. Here, Charley; take these side-combs and
see if you cannot train your hair to stop making love to your
eyelashes.
B'ut to pass from the ridiculous to the sublime, and to show
you a study in art, the like of which you may never see again,
will the following gentlemen please come forward: Beale,
Bachrach, Jarvis and Grimes. Standing before you, like the
Spartans of old, you see the ohginal and only members of the
Hooten Nanny Club, an association devoted to promoting the
interests of industrious young men in the way of free beer, free
lunch and no work. Its motto is "Quid est Hoc," and its pass-
word "Gomph." I was once offered a membership in this society,
but the initiation curriculum was more than I could stand. Mr.
Beale, its honored president, is the only individual who has suc-
cessfully passed through its ordeal without afterwards having to
spend a few days in a hospital. The fat, bottle-shaped lad you
see answers to the name of Bachrach. He presided for a long
fime over the "growler," but was forced to resign on account
of cirrhosis of the liver, brougl;t on by over-anxiety. He is to
be congratulated, however, on the strong bond of friendship he
has succeeded in cultivating with a number of breweries.
The individual you see with the show windows on his pro-
boscis gets his mail addressed as Jarvis. He hails from West
Virginia, the State whose oil wells have all migrated to Texas.
He is the bank of the society, holding the "dews" generally
"mist" in the mornings. He foots all the bills involved by the
club, and occasionally sees to it that they all get front seats at
the Lyceum.
It is rumored that Mr. Grimes, its secretary, will soon re-
sign his office and seek new pastures. A report is circulated
that while fishing he got a bite and discovered it to be a mer-
maid. For further information see the "Police Gazette."
Gentlemen, allow me to present you each with this little
gift, as a token of the 'profound admiration we all have for the
fundamental principles embraced within your "constitution,"
especially the clause which/reads: Free beer, free lunch and no
work.
There is one man in the crowd that, I am sure, is be-
gilming to think I have forgotten him. No, I haven't, Barrett,
and if you will strut up this way I will see what I can do for
you. They tell me you are a man with a past. Well, cheer up,
old boy; something tells me that you shall succeed in the future,
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even though you have been a failure in politics. Go to Arkansas,
young man, fatt'en hogs up in trees and get rich. But take my
advice and do not go to osculating among the females, as you
did "away down East." Do you remember the time you were
trying to imprint the seeds of wisdom into the minds of the
unsophisticated? When accidentally-I say accidentally, be-
cause anyone looking at you could see "innocence abroad"-
you kissed one of your pupils, which made the others so mad
they broke up the furniture. Well, now, I believe I have just
the thing here for you. Take this base ball mask, and next time
you get so tempted, put it on. You may bark with it all you
like, but you can't bite.
Y Otl shall now have the honor of feasting your eyes upon
the two pretty ones of the class. Don't get nervous, Kirk, I
will explain later. Keep your seat, Dexter; you are a heart-
breaker,. I know, but Shannon has you beat. Step lively, Cupid.
and come forward. , Will blushing Willie Nofer come up and
hold Cupid's hapds? Now, girls, you need not try to get
acquainted; such roses as these are always plucked early. Any
one who would spend $9.85 talking over a telephone from Phila-
delphia to Louisville, Ky., for one minute, is no subject for a
platonic friendship. Say, Shannon, what all did yoti say in that
nine dollar and eighty-five cents' worth? I'll bet Freeberg's
watch against a piece of chewing-gum that you burnt a wire out.
What is the matter, Gorgie ? You seem to be ge'tting a
little flushed. There is no paint here, friends. I can swear to
it. ,Pull your'vest down and stop getting nervous. I am not
going to tell off on you at all. Will some one in the audience
let me take a plug hat? I would like to demonstrate how I
could hide it in Shannon's dimple. Gentlemen, I wish to con-
gratulate you in behalf of the class for your excellent work on
the class committee. Now ma,ke yot.lr little bow. I have a
stick; of nice candy here for each of you. Thank me. Good-bye.
I want everyone to get their opera glasses out and care-
fully scrutinize the aggregation that will now meander to the
front. Look long and ?teady; rubber as you have never rub-
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bered before. Ewing, let Kimmelman hold that cud of tobacco
you are chewing, and come ~nd see me. Come on, Carlin, with
him; I need you, too. Guess when I announce that you are presi-
dent of the Mythelene Blue Gan.g I have said enough. There are
two more that I want you to see before I meld my hand. Ber-
geron, alias Betsy Bumper, the man who fought a draw with
a pound of whiskered butter, come on. I see you are expecting
to be let drop. Well, Bowman, we just need you to complete
the list. Untwist your six feet four, and come help us out.
Have you ally more of that Benedictine with you?
Stick your chin in there, Bergeron; what do you think you
are doing, trying to get a shave, or making an attempt to bite
Bowman's ear? These are four of our model men-good
students, clever fellows and all-around good lads. N ow just
toe the mark there a minute until I look around among my
rubbish and see what I have for you.
Ewing, I know I shall strike the D-string of your wishes by
giving you this plug of Battle Axe and a box of Pittsburg
Stogies. Tow go and enjoy yourself.
Bergeron, I find a pair of gloves here, marked "thirty-two
French." When you feel that Dr. Jekyl and his friend Hyde's
feeling coming over you, put them on; they might save your
friends some trouble.
Yes, Bowman, I am coming. Just bend over this way a
little, so I may talk to you. Here, 'take this thermometer, and
tell me how cold it is up where you are; what I have here for
you will not stand a cold storage.
Well, old "'Iar-horse Carlin, vaud'eville artist, champion imi-
tator, all-around skin game man and honorary member of the
Hooten Nanny Club. Besides all of these, good people, he is
somewhat of a jockey. In his earlier days he owned a hobby-
horse, and last summer, at the Beeville Fair, rode ancy Jinks
_to victory. Just as the horse he was riding reached the line
she stuck out her tongue, winning the race. Accept this medal
• as a reward for your all-around ability. You might as well take
this box of Methylene BIue pills for your hoarseness.
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The next two names I notice on my ledger are those of
Hartzell and Davis. Rhtnny, you come on fi~st. The chances
9-re, if Davis gets in front of you, you could not resist the temp-
tation. Keep your hands off of me now, as I am posted this
afternoon, and no fishing ·or hunting allowed on these premises.
Say, Rhinny, have you any jQkes you would like to tell the
audience? Give us one of those "Why does the hen cross the
road:' kind. He is a regular Joe Miller's old joke book when he
gets started-you should hear him. For example:
Hartzell-Say, Cope, I knew that patient had been eating
vegetables just as soon as I felt her pulse.
Cope-How was that?
Hartzell-Why, I could feel a "beet."
Here, amuse yourself smelling this empty beer bottle while
I say a little about Billy.
That is the way, Bill, keep a stiff upper lip. I bet if I stick
this dish of dessert I have for you under your nose you will
relax. This fellow is noted for his appetite. Dishes, knives,
cups and forks easily find a room to rent on traveling a short
distance. His favorite dish is rice, either boiled, baked, stewed
or raw. He took, by accident, seven blue mass pills for N o-to-
oac, and has not smoked since. Get him to tell you about it.
We predict for Bill a successful future, and it is rumored his en-
gagement to a Miss Rice is announced-no use in talking, a
man's weak point is his stomach. Davis, I present you with
this big, fat rice pudding. Trade Rhinny a spoonful for a smell
of his empty beer bottle; it will act as a teaser.
Will Billy Gabbers, alias· Philip Atlee Sheaf, and Johnnie
Kiss-me-chewing-gum, alias Chas. Henry Ernst, come Up' and
get their presents from the Christmas tree? Do not mess the
carpet with those uaparched peanut hulls, Sheaf; and, Ernst,
don't you stick any more of your chewing gum around where
I am apt to sit down. Stick it on P. H. Moore's head at recess,
he will not mind it. If you hit the right spot, there is not much
danger of your getting much hair mixed up in the scrimmage.
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We have in our class also two individuals known for their
sporting tendencies. J ust t~vo-step up to the band-stand, James
Clark Burt and Dicky Joseph Gasslein, so the people may see
what I am talking about. There are many ,kinds of sports in
existence, some amusing, some invigorating and some known
as innocent, What I here show you is a combination of the
three. Now, Jim, slop your blushing. I know you room with
Billy Cope, but I really do not think you like the ladies as well
as he seems to, and anyhow, I am not going to tell off on you,
so be at ease.
Where is your monocle, Dick? For some reason or another
you seemed to be dressed rather soberly to-day. Did you think
you were coming to a funeral? Where are those go-to-heaven
coats and wall-paper vests you generally sport around?' Loaned
out, did I hear you say? \;Yell, now, do not lose the tickets.
To say these two are game would be putting it mild. No
dog-fight or cow-race would be complete without their presence,
and all penny wax slot machines are doomed when they begin
playing them. They wanted to bet me that hens did not have
teeth; that Dinklespiel was, Irish; that whisky was the best
medicine in the Pharmacop~ia, and that g-r-a-s-s grass, h-o-p
hop, grasshop, never stop until you get on top p-e-r spelled
grasshopper. I was offered big odds and time to consider the
matter, but I finally backed down. Fellows, there is nothing I
admire more than gameness, but before I can travel in your
class you must give me time to take a few bottles of Peruna.
Allow me. A sport's attire is never complete without some
flowers.
Will the two gentlemen who sailed up the Mississippi river
with George Washington and discovered Flint, Mich., sup-
press their modesty and kindly come forward, so the Daughters
of the Revolution may catch a faint glimpse of greatness? Come
on, Lockhead, and bring Captain Mundhenk with you. For
the benefit of those who have never heard of your great ex-
ploits~ I will say, as explanatory, that Flint, Mich., is a great sum-
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mer resort. There is nothing there to hinder a cool, refreshing
.breeze from constantly browing-not even a house. As the train
passing through it whistles, "look out for the cars" greets your
eyes, while the mellow scent of unmown hay tickles your nos-
trils and makes you sneeze. Bad whisky was the cause of this
famous discovel;y, and no doubt, between now and morning,
will be the cause of a few more. But to look at them now, you
could not guess in a hundred years their hobby. You may think
I am drawing on my imagination when I tell you that a whole
plug of Battle Axe only makes a respectable chew for one of
them. Not long ago they were sitting on the banks of the
Schuylkill river, fishing for frogs. Lockhead got a bite and
caught a flea. They both took a chew on the joke, and next
morning the inhabitants of West Philaddphia reported a sudden
rise of three feet. A Kansas cyclone or a New Mexico water-
spout usmilly lands somewhere, but· its destruction is nothing
compared to the avalanche poured forth by these two phenom-
enal spitters from Spittersville. Fellows, see the things I have
here. They look like wash-tubs, I know, but they are marked
on the bottom "spittoons." A hint to the wise is sufficient.
Will some one please pinch those three sleepy-headed
Southerners, and tell them that they are wanted? This is a bad
time to sleep, fellows. Come on, Toad Allen; quit your yawn-
ing, Bellamy-just stroll down the "Lane" and bring it along
with you. Allen, I do not see how you ever became so fat. It is
pretty certain you did not feed yourself. Can you see your feet
without looking backward? Hold Larle up, will you, Bellamy,
and let him have his sleep out. Friends, you see before you
the laziest trio that ever lived. Always late, and never awake.
Nevertheless, with all their lethargic tei1dencies, they are quite
fascinating-taking, so to speak. One will interest you in talk-
ing while another takes your watch. They talk like a buzz-
saw going through a pine knot. "What makes you drop your
'r's' so when you are talking, Lane?" asked a friend of him one
.day. "\i'lhy, I don't think I drop my 'r's' so much; I say 'hoss'
car, isn't that proper?" Jt is a shame you fellows can never be
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on time. What do you intend to do when you get out into
practice? Allen says he does' not expect to have any. Guess
you are banking on marrying a female osteopath and have her
do the pinchirig for grub, are you not? I suppose about the
best thing I could give you three would be something to remind
you once in awhile that you are still alive. No doubt, a pound
of Jalap powder apiece would be of service, but I must give you
something with a longer spring-take these alarm clocks, and
see that they. are not allowed to run down. That will do. ow
cakewalk back to your beds.
To the lovers of music I wish to say that you shall now
have now an opportunity of listening to some rare harmony-
notice, I use the word "rare." Perhaps, after you have heard a
bar or two, you will readily appreciate its rarety. Kirkpatrick.
will you kindly call to order your famous German band, and
bring them to the front? Come on, Coleman, the audience is
getting impatient. We need you also, Heineberg; a band is
never complete without a flute. Ireland, how is your air tank?
You will need a lot of atmosphere to blow this "gazoot" I have
for you. Now, gentlemen, I shall hand you your instruments
and give you a few seconds to tune up. Here, "Kirk," take
this broom and use it for a time-stick; you may need it as a
weapon in a few minutes. Heineberg, you are a little' high with
your flute C, file it down a little and get in with Ireland. Do
not hit that drum quite so hard, Coleman, you will make it
sick. Now, members of the band, get ready and watch "Kirk's"
broom. Play the first six pages of "Tlie Cradle Has Always
Been Empty."
That will do, gentlemen. I wish to thank you very much.
Think I may say that I am quite sure the audience will never
hear such music again outside of a pork packing-house, where
a hog goes in one door and is continually squealing until he
comes out as sausage.
There is, also, among our number a man who bears a
charmed life. He has been run over by a trolley car; has sat
on a cooking-stove hole in the place of a lid, endeavoring to
keep the smoke in; has been held up by mistake and relieved of
a valuable one-dollar-Ingersoll watch, and still he lives. Will
the battle-scarred veteran, Mr. Fred Leland Webb, from Iowa,
come up. and explain how it was all done? He is dumb, good
friends, and is endeavoring to relate to you one of his hair-
.breadth escapes. I will translat~ it for you. He says: "I was
returning, one dark, cold night, from seeing a patient. In my
right hand I carried a grip, while my left was hunting a warm
spot in my pocket. I was evidently mistaken for a traveling
man; whose grip contained valuables. All of a sudden I felt a
jar on the head. This was the last I remember. I must have
lain in a dazed condition for quite awhile, and on awakening I
found two men asleep by my side. It so happened that I had a
bottle of chloroform in my grip, which, in my fall, was broken.
Evidently, in their .eagerness to go through my grip, they in-
haled the chloroform, which put them to sleep."
All that believe this stand on their head-mine is a little
sore. I heard some one say just now, vVebb, that you had
better let whisky alone or you will have them worse next time.
I give you this to protect yourself in the future.
vVill Harry Kirschner and Eddie Pechin come up to the
rostrum and get roasted? Harry, you have a hard time trying to
raise a mustache, don't you? Take this umbrella, perhaps you
may be able to raise it. Here, Eddie, take this Jumping Jack
and go play with it: This is all I have to say.
I have shown you art of various kinds, both physical beau-
ties and feminine heart~breakers. ow for a little diversion.
I am going to let you see two that have been turned down,
while a third party stole the bait. Come on, Wakefield, and
bring your rival with you. Get Crow by the ear and bring him
along, he seems to be a little bashful. Jow, girls, if you are
possessed of a sympathetic nature and feel as though you needed
a good comrade, just leave your cards at the box-office, there
might be something doing here. Don't you think it a shame for
any girl to turn down such opportunities as these? Gossip has
it that they were both in -love with the same girl. Our tall
friend here had an engagement to meet her at the Reading
Terminal, one evening not 10Plg ago. He would have been wait-
ing there yet had he not been arrested for vagrancy. He is out
on a fifty-cent bond at present. Jot long after \;Yakefield's
"wait for Katie," Mr. Crow called around, and began imme-
diately pressing his suit. "Oh, Katie," he cried, "will you not
list'en? Can you not see what a spouter I am?" "Yes, I know,"
replied Katie, "so was the whale that swallowed Jonah. Go
away," she continued, "you have been running around with
Billie Cope, and I am scared of you."
Gentlemen, bow your heads together. Misery loves com-
pany and sympathy-you have both.. May this mourning serve
to recall a sad experience and a lost cause. Fold your hands,
and hunt an undertaker.
Is marriage a failure? Is it a delusion or an illusion? No,
says Ella Wheeler Wilcox and Dorothy Dix, it is one of the
best things in life. We have quite a number of married men
with us, and I am going to ask them to look pleasant and come
out. Come on, Carson, you need not· be afraid of walking too
heavy. Do not imagine you are trying to get in without waking
your better half up. Get a move on you, Lehman. 'Will Irish
Boyle, Smythgall, Dutch Hartman and Quaker Stimus com-
plete the list? Now look at them, good people, and notice
what a blissful, peaceful, unsophisticated smile enlightens their
features. This peculiar symptom is absolutely diagnostic and
never seen outside of the hospital of matrimony. Married men
always look so neat and prim to me. Guess it is because they
do not have to use bachelor buttons, or turn their shirts wrong
side out while a'waiting news from papa. Will the sergeant-at-
arms be so kind as to wheel that baby carriage up and turn it
over to Carson? You do not need it, did I hear you say? Oh
well, that is all right. In times of peace ,prepare for war, you
know the saying goes. For Lehman, Boyle and Smythgall I
have a bottle apiece. If you do not know how to use them,
why, look the matter up in a dream book. I have not time to
explain. Papa Stimus and Daddy Hartman, come here and get
your share from the fishing P9nd. If they do not fit, why, I
shall see that you get a'size farger. That will do; you need not
wait any longer. I suppose you must all get home before dark.
Good-bye, remember me to the family.
ow if Mr. Max Dinklespiel and Barney Wurmser wi11lock
arms and promenade up the aisle, I shall endeavor to make a
few remarks on how to roast pork. What is Barney trying to
do there, fellows? Peeping through a keyhole, did I hear some
one say?' What did you see, Barney? These are two of our best
students. Now, fellows, if I nse any more such hot air as this, it
will cost you extra. I am talking against time and good nature.
In having an opportunity of viewing these two, I am sure
you will feel as though you have received your money's worth.
It is only once in a ~enttiry that such lights are born and such
intellects beam for humanity. What is the matter, Barney?
Anything the matter with your vaso motor apparatus, or did you
see Becky? I fully realize that it is far better to eulogize a man
after he has passed in his checks and, perhaps, is sitting fishing
on the banks of the river Styx; yet, at the same time, I feel as
though the really great should be lauded while wearing the
garb of mortality. Who would have ever known that the reason
it gets dark at night is because the devil makes Hahnemann put
on a pair of asbestos trousers and sit on the sun, had it not
been for you? How much humanity has derived from Barney's
great paper entitled "Things I Have Seen Through Keyholes!"
You are indeed worthy of consideration. I predict for you
both immeasurable successes in your future. In case you find
medicine a disagreeable o!:cupation, which I am inclined to think
you will not, take these, and with them start life anew.
Will the two rubbernecks in the clas please come up and
allow me an interview? ow, do not all get up at once. I
want the two whose necks are burning. Come on, Miles, catch
left-handed Wherry by his right hand, and make him come.
Receive these from your fellow-classmates as acknowledgment
and appreciation of your noble work while on duty at the Rub-
berneck Hospital-that peaceful place, set aside for the 'cure of
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those who have tried to count the buttons on Billy Penn's vest
from the ground below. Say: in loud, sonorous voices like
Alphonse and Gaston-I thank you.
The two I shall now show you have been especially re-
served for the last chapter of my little story. Will Billie
Cope and Frankie Kirby ex·pand their chests and come forward?
Get on that chair, Cope, and whisper in Kirby's ear ·that there
is going to be something doing. These two are known among
their classmates 'as the before and after results of using Juniper
Pine Tar. Our high friend here was once upon a time a trader
of considerable shrewdness, but one ..day he traded· shapes with
a snipe and got cheated, since which he has left the business.
His friend, Billie Cope-must ~I say what I am thinking about,
Billie, or !I1Ust I simply introduce you as the lad who fell on his
head and telescoped hi~ neck, and then let you go? Make it
ten, and I will do it. Thank you-here, wait a minute until I
tack this "For Rent" on you.
Mr. Kirby, Santa Claus is now ready to put things in your
stockings. Where did you hang them -: Oh well, never mind,
just carry them in your arms. Hope you know how to adjust
them. The package is labeled Alabama Padding.
Now for the closing scene in this afternoon's program.
I am going to ask the ladies dressed in "black organdy" to
kangaroo forth and exhibit the latest effect in black. Miss
Wally Sharp, will you gather up your skirts and Du Barry out?
.' Help Miss .Moore to pin on her hat, and bring her along. Miss
Patton, I insist that you and Miss Clarence Ely stop your gos-
siping about Keating's pretty eyes, and come on. ow, Miss
Walker, will you not oblige us and give us the pleasure of your
company? Will you stand in line, and let me inspect? I have
no criticism to offer whatever. You and your clinging gowns
are perfectly beautiful. Did you ever see a loose bale of hay
with a rope around one end? Now do not get mad, I am simply
speaking about hay. I am sure you need no introduction what-
ever to the audience, so I shall give you none: They have seen
you do your little stunts, and haye made your aCCIuaintance.
Allow me, ladies-a fa hion plate will not be amis , I know, in
your \\'ork-ba keto
'Yell, lacli and gentlemen, I have fini hed, and \yhen I
say we thank you ,"ery much for your pre encc, I am ure I voice
the entiment of my fellow-cla mate. To you, my f llow-
students, I \yi h you luck. vVc meet once aQ"din b fore we part,
and I t us all hope that when our balloon of fate alights it will
not be in a posted pasture.
A2"ain I thank you, each and all.
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